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ABSTRACT

In many species o f birds, males have complex song repertoires, which are used in tlie
context o f breeding. The succinct rationale o f the research done in tliis thesis is the
following paradox: assuming tiiat song repertoires are costly to produce and store, why do
males have repertoires o f songs rather than a single song? A possible reason is drat, if only
males o f good qualit)^ or in good condition are able to produce these repertoires, good
quality males would outweigh the costs o f the repertoire by increased benefits in mating
success. 1 studied this issue in a population o f willow warblers {Phjlloscoptts trochiln^. I found
som e evidence that repertoire size was correlated with male quality. Male age was found to
correlate w ith repertoire size, and there was a positive correlation betw een repertoire size
and sur\tival. T he probability o f a male having an offspring recruiting into the population
was also correlated with repertoire size. N um ber o f fledglings was positively correlated with
repertoire size, even w hen the effect o f arrival date was taken into account. However,
female choice bore no relation to repertoire size. Females paired first with early arriving
males. Females did not use repertoire size either w hen choosing extra-pair partners.
A nodier characteristic, song length, seemed to be behind this choice, and males with short
songs were m ore likely to be cuckolded. The effects o f song repertoires in male-male
com petition were examined by m eans o f a playback experiment. The results did not
provide conclusive evidence o f an effect o f repertoire in male-male com petition. Taken
together, the evidence gathered in this thesis suggests tliat, although repertoire size
correlates with several measures o f male quality in this species, the m aintenance o f this trait
does not seem to be based on a disproportionally higher m ating benefit.
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In m ost bird species o f the tem pem te legions, only males sing (Catchpole & Slater 1995).
Bird song mostly occurs in the context o f territory defence and m ate attraction. This
functional link has been dem onstrated by experiments in the field, which have shown that
song helps to keep out intruders from territories (e.g. M cD onald 1989), and to attract
females (e.g. Eriksson & Wallin 1986). In many bird species, males have several different
copies o f their species-specific songs wliich are used in tlie same context, and tliat seem to
be equivalent in their message (e.g. Slater 1981; T o d t & H ultsch 1996). Bird song shares
with other secondary sexual traits an elaborated design that seems to exceed the needs o f
its function. Tliis redundancy, parallel to the ornam entation o f a peacock’s tad, suggests
that the evolution o f song repertoires has been driven by sexual selection (Darwin 1871). A
further parallel can be drawn betw een the two main functions o f song, m ate attraction and
territory defence, and the two m odes in which sexual selection acts, female choice and
male-male competition.
A dem onstration that a trait is being sexually selected should show tliat individual variation
in the expression o f the trait correlates with variation in m ating success. T he m echanism by
which differential m ating success should come about can either be a female preference to
mate with individuals wliich present an extreme value in the trait, or an advantage at
com peting with other males for breeding resources, Uke m ates or territories. Several
experiments have shown that repertoires are m ore effective at avoiding take-over of
territories by otlier b k d s than single songs (Krebs et al. 1978; Yasukawa 1981). The
evidence for mate choice is mixed, and whereas m ost lab studies show tliat females have a
higher sexual response to repertoires than to single songs, many field studies have faded to
find any significant effect (Searcy 1992). This pattern has led to the suggestion that song
repertoires may be used by females as a cue to male quality in the context o f extra-pair
paternity (Searcy 1992).
C urrent models o f sexual selection can be divided in two main groups (Andersson 1994). A
first group, the Fisherian or arbitrary trait model, proposes that female preference for male
traits is maintained by a process o f genetic coupling between preference and male trait. A
second group o f models, good-genes or indicator models, suggest that because male traits

arc costly to produce and maintain, the expression o f these traits is a honest indicator o f
male qualit)?, and thus females benefit from mating with highly ornam ented individuals.
G enetic models have been developed that support the plausibility o f both Fisherian and
good-genes processes. There is also mixed empirical evidence for botli processes (see
review in A ndersson 1994). N o study so far has m easured the covariance between
repertoire size and preference in a single species, wliich is a primary prediction o f both
Fisherian and good-genes models (Bakker 1993). However, Searcy (1992) showed in a
multispecies com parison that there is a correlation betw een song repertoire size and the
strength o f female preference for repertoires. A unique prediction o f good-genes models is
that there should be a positive correlation between viabiUt}' and degree o f ornam entation.
Such an effect has been show n in die great reed warbler Amcephahis amnciinaceus
(Hasselquist et al. 1996), where offspring viability is predicted by die father’s song
repertoire. The same authors show ed that cuckolded males had smaller repertoires than
their cuckolders, and tliis suggests that the benefit behind E P females’ behaviour is
increased viability^ o f the offspring.
My goals in this thesis have been to explore several functional alternatives so as to
understand the m aintenance o f song repertoires in die willow warbler {PhyUoscopus tmchilus).
The choice for this species was largely arbitrary and prom pted by the chance o f being able
to work on a population which has been colour ringed by Dr. Jim Cobb since 1988. It is
know from previous studies that song rate plays an im portant role in m ate choice in diis
species (Radesater et al. 1987). However, no thorough research has addressed the extent to
which song repertoire is relevant in m ate choice and male-male competition. The objectives
o f the research were:
o

to analyse in detail the song complexity^ o f die species, aiming at the identification o f
those param eters o f song complexity which were m ore Hlrely to be sexually selected;

o

to examine to w hat extent females used these characteristics in m ate choice, bodi at the
time o f pairing and in die context o f extra-pair mating;

o

to determine the correlation betw een male song characteristics and reproductive
success, taking into account extra-pair paternity as a com ponent o f success;

o

to test w hether the am ount o f quality o f paternal care could be predicted from the song
characteristics;

o

to study how the variation in relevant song characteristics influence the aggressive
response o f territorial males.

Mire vmstra merced -respondiô Sancho-que aquellos
que alÜ se parecen no son gigantes, sino molinos de
viento, y lo que en ellos parecen bravos son las
aspas, que, volteadas del viento, hacen andar la
piedi'a del molino.
Bien parece - respondiô don Quijote- que no estas
cursado en esto de las aventuras: ellos son gigantes,y
si tienes miedo, quitate de ahi,y ponte en oraciôn en
el espacio que yo voy a entrar con ellos en fiera y
desigtial hatalla.
M. de CERV A N TES

Chapter 1

SONG ORGANISATION AND SINGING PATTERNS

Abstract
A descriptive analysis o f the song repertoire o f the willow warbler is presented. The song
repertoire o f tliis species is hierarchically organised, in that an individual starts all its songs
with the same element, and then choices o f particular elements lead to predictable
sequences, llie s e elements are specific to the individual although som e are shared with
other individuals. Although the whole element repertoire is difficult to measure (new
elements keep on being found even after analysing 100 songs) the majority o f elements
sung in 90% o f songs are already present in the first 15 songs recorded. Principal
com ponent analysis perform ed using a total o f 14 variables concerned with song repertoire
and complexity yielded 5 com ponents wliich describe uncorrelated aspects o f tlie song
characteristics. The different sequences that com pose a bird’s repertoire are sung with
continuous variety^ and a random delivery^ seems to explain the final ouqiut. Reliable
estimations o f the scores for the five principal com ponents o f a given individual can be
based on the analysis o f only 15 consecutive songs.

Introduction
A thorough description o f the behaviour is the first step o f any ethological endeavour
(Slater 1978). This chapter aims at describing how the song o f the willow warbler is
organised, and w hat characterises individual differences. This seems a good way o f
identifying the possible targets o f sexual selection in the song. Bird song is a complex
phenom enon, and many levels o f analysis are possible. It is know n that individuals vary in
the rate at which they sing, and in how m uch they sing; this has been linked to female
choice in this species (Radesater et al. 1987). Also, it is likely that sound frequency variables
are im portant, as we know that in many species ininimum frequency is a good predictor o f
body size (e.g. Schubert 1976). Any form o f female choice based on body size could make
use o f this acoustic predictor. How ever, I have decided to concentrate on a different level
o f analysis, that o f song complexity.

A com m on feature o f many passerine songs is tliat they are com posed o f a repertoire o f
species-specific elements or song types (Catchpole & Slater 1995). Com plex song
repertoires have been shown to play in im portant role in male-male com petition and female
attraction, and current function suggests that they have evolved through sexual selection in
m ost species (Searcy & A ndersson 1986).
Songbirds can be divided in two big groups depending on tlie way they sing their song
repertoires (H artshorne 1973). The first group is tliat o f die species where each male has a
repertoire o f several fixed sequences o f elements, each one o f them is repeated many times
before switching to another one. These species are said to sing with eventual variety. A
com m on example o f these is die chaffinch Vringilla coelebs (Slater 1983). O n die other hand,
other species sing with imm ediate varielyy that is, each song produced tends to be different
from the previous one. In many o f the species in this second group song sequences are not
fixed, and the constituting elements o f the song are produced in a flexible way (i.e sedge
\vaûAg.s Atrocephahis amndinamts-, Catchpole 1976).
The first study o f the song repertoire o f the wihow warbler (Schubert 1967) described the
presence o f several songty^pes {Gnmdtypeti) in the repertoire o f each individual, aldiough
these songtyipes were no t always hom ogeneous. Schubert did n o t attem pt to measure tliis
variation, and classified songty^pes by eye. O ther authors have also sldpped the study o f this
variation in dieir descriptions o f die song (e.g. Thielcke & Linsenm air 1963), and looked at
either tem poral param eters (Helb 1973), or the versatility o f the song (i.e. the average ratio
o f different elements to total elements in each song: Jaiwi et al. 1980).
It has recendy been suggested than a m ere count o f songtypes or elements m ight no t be
the m ost adequate measure o f song complexity (Podos et al. 1992; Nowicki & Podos
1993). This argum ent has been proposed in die case o f the song sparrow Melospit^a ?mlodia,
where diere is a considerable degree o f variation within each o f the songtypes comprising a
repertoire. These autiiors suggested that the degree o f between- and within-songtype
variability^ could be m ore im portant variables than the num ber o f songtypes. This is so
because birds with m ore songtyrpes have songtypes which are m ore similar betw een them
(Podos et al. 1992). How ever, tliis hypothesis has n o t been tested yet in that species.
A lthough the song o f the willow warbler does n o t have the same organisation as that o f the
song sparrow, it presents a similar problem in that songtypes are n o t fixed structures, and
there arc differences in the similarity o f songs within songlyfpes and betw een songtypes in a
repertoire. I have therefore followed the approach o f Podos et al. (1992) to som e extent.

In this chapter I will describe the organisation o f the song o f the willow warbler and its
pattern o f singing. I will also consider several variables o f song complexity which may be
im portant in the context o f sexual selection, and the way in which these may be best
measured. A principal assum ption o f this analysis is the equal status o f the different
elements that com pose the song. As will be shown latter, songs are com posed o f different
elements, which can be classified by their shape, frequency spectra and lengtli. N o attem pt
was m ade to analyse w hether the physical features o f these units were o f any relevance, and
it is assumed that there are no differences in the cost o f singing the different elements, but
rather that the im portant differences lie in the num ber and organisation o f elements. This
m ight be a simplification, given that a recent study has found differences in the relative
potency o f rapid trills and otlier song elements for evoldng sexual responses in female
canaries (VaUet et al. 1998), but it seems m ost lilcely that tlie target o f sexual selection in the
song o f the willow warbler is song complexity^ per se.

Material and Methods
Subjects and study site
Recordings o f birds were obtained in the field in K ippo W ood, (Fife, Scotland), in the
springs o f 1994-1997. I selected bouts o f at least 15 consecutive songs recorded in the
period betw een five days after arrival and the time o f m ating for a total o f 107 different
birds. Previous analyses showed that during tliis interval o f time song output is consistent
and stable. It also seem likely that 15 songs would be a reliable sample o f a m ale’s
repertoire. Flowever, in order to confirm this, a sample o f 100 songs taken for 10 males
was com pared to the standard 15-song sample for these males. A further test o f the
reliability o f the 15-song sample was obtained by estimating the repeatabilities o f all
measurem ents obtained in a set o f 12 males for which m ore than one sample per bird and
year had been analysed.

Song analysis
Visual inspection o f the sonagrams generated with a Kay DSP Sonagraph m odel 5500 or
the SIG N A L software was used to prepare a catalogue o f different elements. Such a
catalogue was built for each o f the males. Elements were labelled by letter combinations
unique to each bird: no attem pt was made to classify elem ents betw een different birds.
From each song the following direct m easurem ents were taken using the cursors on the
Sonagraph screen: song length, post-song inteiwal length and elem ent sequence. A custom-

built program in C (written by Benjamin Pérez Casado) was used to obtain further data
from these files: elem ent counts, versatility^ measures, matrices o f elem ent transitions, song
similarity coefficients and several other descriptive statistics from the songs. The direct
song variables m easured were:
o

Elem ent repertoire: total num ber o f elements present in the sample o f 15 songs.
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Total elements per song: average total num ber o f elements per song.

0 D ifferent elements per song: average num ber o f different elements per song,
o Song versatility^ average o f the ratio o f different elements to total num ber o f elements
per song.
® Song length: average song length.
o

Elem ent rate: average ratio o f total num ber o f elements to song length,

o Interval lengtli: average inter-song interval length.
o Consecutive change: average distance between consecutive songs as m easured by the
Levenshtein distance (see below “D endrogram construction and analysis” for an
explanation o f the Levenshtein distance),
o

Variants: total num ber o f songs com posed o f any different sequence o f elements,
w ithout taldng into account consecutive repetitions o f the same element.

Transitions betw een elements
D ue to the high num ber o f elements and the quite fixed way in which tliese are sequenced
within the song, the transition matrix contains a veiy^ liigh num ber o f noughts, maldng it
difficult to assess the significance o f the sequences (Slater 1973). However, I decided to
cariyf out an analysis o f significance on the transition matrixes for practical and descriptive
reasons. I followed the m ethod described by van H o o ff (1982) which calculates adjusted
residuals from every pair-wise sequence. Adjusted residuals are a measure o f the degree to
wliich an obseiA'^ed transition frequency deviates from the expected one (van H o o ff 1982).
A significance value can be drawn for these values, which indicates w hether an elem ent
facilitates or drives die transition to another one.
A nother way in which die fixation o f transitions at different points o f die song sequence
was m easured involved die calculation o f die uncertainty o f a transition from one elem ent
to the rest. If an clem ent always precedes another particular element, the sequence is said to
have no uncertainty, the transition is certain. If on the contrary, an elem ent can be followed
by a large num ber o f elements, the uncertainty increases. T he form ula o f Shannon-W eaver
(Steinberg 1977) was used to calculate uncertainties.
7

D endrogram construction and analysis
I used an approach similar to that used by Podos et al. (1992) for the song sparrow. These
authors used a numerical taxonom y technique (cluster analysis) to describe repertoires in a
way that reflects the complexiiyr o f the song m ore fuUy tlian a m ere count o f songtypes.
I hey found that two im portant param eters showed large degrees o f variation between
individuals, namely the internal variation within a songtype, and the degree o f separation
betw een different songtypes.

My general approach was based on tlreir rationale, but I

departed in many ways from their methodology, due to the differences betw een the
repertoires o f the two species.
The elem ent sequence o f aU songs was simplified to die basic sequence o f elements
w ithout consecutive repetitions. Pair-wise distances were calculated between each pair o f
songs. I chose to use Levenshtein distances rather dian the Jaccard similarity coefficient
used by Podos et al. (1992). This was done in order to be able to com pare birds o f different
repertoires on the same standard scale. T he Levenshtein distance (Kruskal 1983) allows
diis, because it is the m easure o f the m inim um num ber o f deletions and insertions
necessary to go from one sequence to another. I used a program written by Daniel
Margohash for this purpose, in which deletions and insertions were assigned a cost o f 1,
and substitutions a cost o f 2 (see Table 1.1 for an example o f how these different
coefficients compare). As distance coefficients are needed for the cluster analysis,
Levenshtein distances betw een each pair o f songs were divided by 25 (this is an arbitrary
num ber greater tlian any distance currently present in the set o f data).

Com parison

Levenshtein’s
distance

Levenshtein’s
distance / 25

1-Jaccard’s
similarity

A B C D E F -A B C D E

1

0.04

0.167

A B C D E F -A B C D E Z

2

0.08

0.286

A B C D EF - A PQ RST

10

0.40

0.909

A B C -A P Q

4

0.16

0.800

Table 1.1. Four imaginary sequences have been chosen to show the merits o f the two distance measurements
considered in the text. In this case, Jaccard’s similarity has been inverted, so that it can be read as a distance.
Note in the third and fourth comparisons how Jaccard’s similarity fails to correct for the different sequence
lengtli and yields similar figures in the two comparisons, whereas Levenshtein's distance takes into account
the overall length o f the sequences.

UPGM A cluster analyses (N E IG H B O R application from PH Y LIP; Felsenstein 1993) were
perform ed on each o f the pair-wise song com parison matrixes for each o f the birds. All
songs in the sample, rather than only the different variants (cf. Podos et al, 1992) were used
in the analysis. T he reason for this is that measures o f repertoire and cluster hom ogeneit)'
are taken into account m ore accurately by considering all songs, as individual willow
warblers vary in the degree to which variants are repeated.
However, cluster analysis does n o t provide an objective way o f deciding how many
significant clusters exist in the dendrogram. Podos et a l (1992) used a m oat index that
gives a cut-off point in the dendrogram to reach a final figure for the num ber o f clusters.
However, in spite o f the appeal o f the m oat index technique, its use was discarded w hen it
was found that die presence o f one very different songs in die sample o f a bird would
make the m oat index peak at fewer clusters, regardless o f the clear existence o f clusters
beyond that point. Willow warblers do not have songtypes like those typical o f eventual
variety songsters, and thus a cluster analysis o f their repertoire does n o t present die
obvious gaps betw een categories found in Podos et al.’s study. Instead, an arbitrary cut
point at a linkage value o f 0.8 was used in all the birds (see Fig. 1.1). This value was decided
upon after checldng that it would yield a reasonable num ber o f clusters. T he m easurem ents
taken from die cluster analyses are;
o

Cuts in tree: This is the total num ber o f branches that are intercepted by the Une set at
the value o f 0.8 linkage.

G

Clusters: N um ber o f branches cut by the 0.8 Uiikage line that contain m ore than one
song.

G

Songs per cluster: Average num ber o f songs per branch.

G

Repertoire hom ogeneity: Tliis is 1 minus die m aximum Unkage value found in the
dendrogram. T he liigher this value, the less diverse die repertoire is.

o

Cluster hom ogeneity: This is 1 minus the weighted average o f each o f the within-cluster
Unkage values. These are calculated by averaging the Unkage values betw een adjacent
songs in each cluster.

As m entioned earUer, there is no standard way o f analysing a dendrogram. T he protocol
foUowed in this case responded to the necessity o f obtaining a good description o f the
topology o f the tree for those variables o f Ulrely biological significance. A ldiough different
approaches could be taken, it was felt diat the one adopted here responded efficiendy to
the complexity o f the song repertoire. T he use o f die same m easurem ents for aU birds
allowed comparisons betw een individuals to be made.

la
ig

«W8,

7 li
0.80

Figure 1.1. Dendrogram obtained using UPG]\L\ cluster analysis on the matrix o f similarities o f a bird’s
repertoire. The vertical line at the linkage o f 0.8 was used to obtained a comparable number o f clusters for all
individuals. In this case, the line yields a total o f 3 clusters o f songs, and 3 individual songs. Homogeneit)' o f
clusters was measured by comparing the distance between adjacent songs witliin each cluster.

Principal coiiiponeiit analysis
Although the use o f many param eters seems appropriate w hen describing a complex
phenom enon like birdsong, many o f these variables are inevitably intercorrelated and
m easure similar attributes. A solution to this problem is to extract from the set o f variables
a few factors that account for the greater part o f the variance in tlie data (Frey & Pim entel
1978). Principal com ponent analysis was perform ed on the 14 variables m easured in the
data set. T he interpretation o f the com ponents took account o f the sign and loadings o f the
different variables. In all cases, a biologically meaningful label could be assigned to the
com ponents.

The m inim um sample size
O ne o f the aims o f this chapter is to provide a firm basis for the quick assessm ent o f
variables o f repertoire complexity in the field, which will be related to functional aspects. I
10

found that a sample size o f 15 songs is easily obtainable for a large num ber o f birds, but
larger samples may not always be easy to record. Spearm an rank correlations were
perform ed between all song and repertoire variables measured in the sample o f 100 songs
and in a limited one o f 15 songs, to assess how well these samples would predict tlie real
repertoire.
A complementary analysis o f this issue was perform ed by calculating the repeatabilities o f
all song variables and com ponents considered. Repeatability is also know n as the
“intraclass correlation coefficient” and is a measure o f the within-individual variance in
relation to that between-individuals (Sokal & R ohlf 1995). A high repeatability; value
indicates that tlie character being m easured has a high stereotypy in each individual, and
that differences betw een individuals are high enough for selection to act on tliat character
(Boake 1989).

Patterns o f singing
In order to describe the sequences o f songs, I looked at tlie average distance betw een songs
at different lags from each other. I used tlie Levenshtein distance for this purpose, and
m easured the difference betw een songs at lags 1, 2, 3 ... 16 (where lag 1 m eans consecutive
songs; lag 2, two songs aw ay...). This was done for four birds for wliich a large num ber o f
songs could be recorded and analysed. In order to provide a m easure o f the departure from
w hat random singing would yield, bootstrapping analysis was conducted on the whole
similarity; matrix betw een all songs in the sample. By using the distance matrbc o f aU
sampled songs (i.e. many o f diem repeated several times), rather than a matrix o f all
different variants, it is assum ed that not the whole repertoire is accessible at the m om ent o f
singing, and that som e songs are m ore hkely to be produced than others.

R esu lts

Basic song descrip don
Hall-Craggs in BW P (1992) describes the song o f the willow warbler as a ^‘lyrical drooping
melody of gentle, pure notes in silvety, rippling phrasi^\ diis is too good a description not to be
quoted. E ach song lasts about 3 seconds and is com posed o f individual elements, each o f
them normally repeated several times before switcliing to a new one (Fig. 1.2). T he range
o f frequency; is normally from 2 to 7 ItHz, and the pattern o f delivery typically drops in
frequency: the first elements are very high pitched, and the following ones descend quicldy
to die song m inim um (Fig. 1.2).
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Figuie 1.2, Thïce songs (a-c) fiom bird #9 7 , and two (d-e) from bird #13. N ote how some elements can be
found in different songs o f the same individual (e.g. the first three different elements in songs d and e are the
same ones).
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Songs are rarely repeated consecutively, and new elements are produced as w e listen to
new songs. It is possible to plot new elements as they appear in the sample o f a particular
bird (Fig. 1.3) in order to assess its elem ent repertoire (Wildenthal 1965). Som e o f the
birds clearly reach an asym ptote before 100 songs have been examined (see Fig. 1.3) and,
thus, a final elem ent repertoire size can be given. However, for others tlie cumulative plot
keeps on increasing and it is difficult to estimate w here tlie ceiling may be. I f the lines were
asymptotical, it would be possible to estimate tlie limit, but new elements do n o t seem to
appear randomly, b u t in groups, and this malces it impossible to apply the
m ethods suggested in the literature (Catchpole & Slater 1995).
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SO N G S ANALYSED PER BIRD
Fig. 1.3 Cumulative plot showing how the number o f new elements produced increases with number o f
songs analysed. The graph shows the data available for all 12 males considered. Note how the sample o f 100
songs fails to give a final ceiling for m ost o f the birds, although some show a clear asymptote.

It is interesting to look a t the coefficient o f variation (CV) betw een individuals in the
different variables m easured in tlie song, as this will indicate which variables m ight be o f
im portance in the context o f sexual selection. Tliree different measures o f song repertoire
have the highest CVs am ong all the variables: num ber o f variants, elem ent repertoire and
consecutive change (Table 1.2).
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V ariab les

M ean

SD

CV

M in

M ax

Elem ent repertoire
Total elements per song
D ifferent elements per song
Song versatility?
Song length
Inteiwal length
Consecutive change
V ariants
Elem ent rate

29.69
17.02
8.30
49.03
2.95
1.76
10.35
51.37
5.77

9.38
1.76
1.26
6.79
0.28
0.18
3.14
18.61
0.34

31.61
10.35
15.18
13.85
9.46
10.13
30.35
36.22
5.81

9.00
11.60
6.00
34.15
2.17
1.18
1.14
6.80
4.95

67.00
21.93
12.27
64.77
3.64
2.23
18.36
89.80
6.74

Table 1.1 Summaiy data for the nine direct variables drawn from the samples o f 15 songs from 107 different
birds. The descriptive statistics have been obtained from the mean values for each o f the birds.

Sequencing o f elements
As can be seen from Fig 1.2, some elements ate repeated in several songs o f tlie same
individual. Sequences betw een elements in a bird’s repertoire are n o t random , but highly
predictable, and trees o f decisions (semu Dawldns & Dawkins 1973) can be built based on
the subset o f sequences with the highest significance values for the adjusted residuals
(H ooff 1982). If we plot the significance values obtained for tlie adjusted residuals o f all
possible sequences betw een elements, a definite biniodal distribution is found (see for
example the results for bird # 2 in Fig. 1.4). A similar pattern was found in all birds that
were examined (10 birds, 100 songs each). Transitions betw een elements are either very
unlikely or alm ost certain. Taking tliis last subset o f elements, and selecting only the very
frequent elements, we can construct trees o f transition betw een elements (Fig 1.5).
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PROBABILITY OF TRANSITION
Fig 1.4. Frequency distribution o f the probabilities o f all possible transitions between the elements o f a bird’s
repertoire (Bird # 2 in this case). The probabilities are drawn from the adjusted residuals o f each transition
(van H ooff 1982).
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BIRD #117

BIRD #13

BIRD #67

Fig 1.5. Schematic representation o f transitions between the elements in the repertoires o f 3 different males.
Only transitions with a very high significance o f occurrence were used, and from these, only common ones
were included for simplicitj’. Letters do not represent the same elements across individuals. See how all birds
start with a same element at the beginning, and from here on a branching pattern emerges. Bird #13 is
representative o f the common pattern in most birds with larger repertoires. Bird #67 presents an unusual
pattern, in wliich the initial branching converges at the end o f the sequences. Bird #117 is unusual in having a
ver)' limited repertoire. (Element repetitions have been omitted for simplicitj^)
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Typically, individual elements appear at a certain position witliin the song string
(consecutive repetitions n o t considered). T here are introductory elements which always
start every sequence, middle part elem ents, which follow the first, and elements which
invariably close sequences. H ow ever, tliere is variation in how fixed elements appear in a
given position, and birds show different degrees o f elem ent fixation (Fig. 1.6).
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Figure 1.6. Elements are usually produced at a certain position within the son^ but there exist differences
between birds. These graphs show tlie frequency o f occurrence at different positions o f a subset o f elements
o f two birds with extreme values on this respect. Bird 013 (a) has a high fixation level o f elements, whereas
bird 043 (b) presents a much more lax fixation. Position is measured without considering consecutive
repetitions o f elements.
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As can be seen from the arrangem ent o f the elem ent sequences in Fig. 1.5,, some elements
lead to alm ost obligatory transitions, whereas others have several possibilities. A good way
o f measuring this characteristic is by using die o f Shannon-W caver uncertainty formula
(Steinberg 1977). High values in uncertainty indicate that a transition from an elem ent is
not certain, i.e. it is difficult to predict wliich elem ent will follow. Low figures on the
contrary indicate that we can predict the next element in the sequence with a liigh degree o f
confidence. Given the particular liierarcliical nature o f the song organisation (Fig 1.5.), it
follows that the uncertainty o f transition varies with position in the song, as points o f
decision do not appear random ly along the sequence, bu t rather in two main areas. To
measure this, I took the twentj? m ost frequent elements for each o f the birds, and
calculated their average uncertainty o f transition. Each elem ent was assigned a position in
the song based in the m odal point o f its occurrence, and averages were calculated for all
elements pooled. (Fig. 1.7).
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P O S IT IO N IN T H E S O N G

I'ig 1.7. .Average uncertaint)' rhioughout the song sequence, averaged for the 20 most frequent elements o f 10
birds. Changes in uncertaint)' reflect the hierarchical organisation o f elements shown in Fig. 1.5. The two
peaks o f uncertaint)' correspond to two major areas o f points o f decision in the structure o f transitions in the
song. Position 0 refers to the uncertaint)' before any element is sung.

Uncertainty is very low at the beginning, as aU birds start their songs with the same
element, and increases greatly in the second position, w hen several key elements can
follow. A fter tliis, uncertainty decreases again, as tliese elements lead to rather fixed
sequences. The two peaks o f uncertainty^ correspond to positions in the song sequence
wliich are characterised by the presence o f decision points (Fig. 1.5; see also Dawldns &
Dawldns 1973).
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Use o f elements
N o t all elements arc sung equally frequently. There are roughly three different ty^pes o f
elements according to the frequency with which they appear in a birds’ repertoire: always
present, alternatively present and rarely sung (Fig. 1.8).
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FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF ELEMENTS
Figure 1.8. Frequency disiribution o f the occurrence o f particular elements in a single bird’s repertoire. Note
how the distribution can be loosely divided in three sections: elements that are always present, frequent
elements, and rare ones. Figures along the x axis correspond to the lower limit o f the interval o f each bar.

An im portant characteristic o f tlie song o f this species is that, although the elem ent
repertoire seems very large (see Fig 1.3), som e elements are repeated very often, and these
form the core o f the repertoire. Tliis group o f elements appears again and again throughout
the sample, and although new elements can appear, these are rarely sung again (see Fig 1.8).
To test this point, I took all elements that occurred in at least 10 songs in the sample o f 100
songs studied in 10 males, and checked w hether these elements could be found in a
restricted sample o f 15 consecutive songs. The size o f this core o f elements ranged
betw een 21 and 30, and on average 95.22% (SD=3.68, n=10) o f them were sung in tire
sample o f 15 consecutive songs. This means that, although new elements can always
appear, the bird’s core repertoire does no t change depending on the time it has been
recorded.
T here is also a very strong relationsliip betw een frequency o f occurrence and position in
the song (Fig. 1.9), with the m ost frequent elements sung at the beginning o f the song. T he
general pattern is that introductory elements are invariably the same for each bird, and they
thus appear in alm ost every song sung by that individual. These are also shared to a greater
extent across individuals. These elements are normally very high pitched and are repeated
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several times, showing a cmcendo pattern. Tliey may perhaps be warm ing up elements.
A fter tliese follow tliose tliat appear in tlie mid frequency range, which are the main bases
o f the different sequences, as we shall sec later, h’inally, we have those that appear in even
smaller num bers at die end o f the songs. Given tlie hierarchical way in which song is
organised, it follows that those elem ents at the end o f die sequence are be the less
frequent ones.
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MODAL POSITION IN THE SONG
Figure 1.9. Commonness o f occurrence changes witli position in tlie song in the 10 birds examined. In tlie
graph, each different element has been allocated a position within the song according to its statistical mode.
Hach line represents a bird, and each data point is tlie mean frequency o f occurrence for all elements witliin
tlieir typical position. The pattern is clean the commoner elements are sung at tlie very beginning o f tlie
song, those less common in tlie middle section and rarer ones towards tlie end.

H igher order repertoire structure
A visual analysis o f die dendrogram s produced by die U PG M A cluster analysis revealed
that similar songs w ere indeed clustered together. A m oat index such as the one used by
Podos et al. (1992) could n o t be used, as die branching o f the clusters occurred across the
whole width o f die tree in many birds, leaving no obvious gaps like diose found in song
sparrow repertoires (com pare birds 4 and 62 in Figure 1.10). Tliis led to die use o f the
arbitrary cut-off point explained in die M ediods section.
Podos et al. (1992) suggested a possible constraint in die organisation o f the song o f the
song sparrow, by which an increase in the num ber o f songtypes was achieved at the
expense th at there was also an increase in die similarity o f the different songtypes. In the
case o f the willow warbler, however, the num ber o f clusters in die dendrogram
19

(“songtypes”) was n o t positively coiielated with the repeitoire hom ogeneity (r=-0.170,
p<0.080, n=107). In otlier w ords, larger repertoires were n o t less diverse. A t any rate, the
analogy with the song sparrow work should not be taken too far, because there are major
differences in song organisation betw een the two species.

B ird 4

B ird 62
r— Ê

4

0.73

0.80

n

1.0

0.67

L in k a g e v a lu e

0.80

1.0

L in k a g e v a lu e

Figure 1.10. Trees produced by UPGkL\ cluster analysis on the song similarit)' matrixes o f two birds with
different repertoire structures. Bird 4 has a highly structured song, with highly defined clusters, whereas bird
62 has a poorly structured repertoire, with many songs that do not fall into clear clusters. The x axis is the
linkage value, 0.80 being the cut-off point used to obtain an unbiased estimate o f number o f clusters.

Multivariate analysis o f song variables
T he principal com ponent analysis perform ed on the 14 direct variables (Table 1.3) yielded
five principal com ponents that account for a 82.93% o f tlie total variance (Table 1.2).
T he nature o f tliese com ponents can be unveiled by looking at the weightings o f each
variable (Table 1.3); com ponents have been nam ed according to these variables (Table 1.2).
The variables that contribute to PC I are all related to repertoire size: elem ent repertoire.
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cuts in tree and num ber o f variants contribute positively to scores for this com ponent, and
repertoire hom ogeneity and songs per clusters contribute negatively. It seems reasonable to
consider PCM as measuring elem ent repertoire. PC2 reflects song length, as total elements
per song and song length are related to this com ponent. A nother com ponent o f singing
perform ance is P(]4, to which elem ent rate is positively related and song length negatively
related. Interestingly, only song versatility contributes heavily to PC3. The last com ponent
(PCS) is particularly interesting as it measures the degree o f fixation o f clusters,
independently o f other variables: birds with liigh scores in PCS have many liighly
hom ogeneous clusters o f songs, and this suggests that PCS is a measure o f repertoire
fixation.

PC I
PC2
PC3
PC4
PCS

E ig e n v alu e

% o f v a ria n ce

C u m u lativ e %

5.46
2.20
1.72
1.20
1.03"

39.00
15.70
12.31
8A7
7.35

39.00
54.70
67.01
7bb 8
82.93

Song repertoire
Song length
Song versatility^
Elem ent rate
Repertoire fixation

Table 1.2. Eigenvalues and variance explained by the five first principal components extracted from the set o f
14 original variables. Each component has been labelled after analysis o f the contribution o f the weightings o f
the different variables (Table 1.3).

V ariab les

PCI

PC 2

PC 3

PC 4

PCS

Elem ent repertoire

(1880

-0.129

-0.068

&088

&026

-0.396

-0.249

-0.014

-0.044

Songs per cluster

0.844
-0.844

0.396

0.249

0.015

0.045

Repertoire homogeneity

MX804

-0.264

-0.257

-0.033

-0.126

^ Q744

0290

0.147

0.303

0.182

V ariants

U.Ù6Ü

-0.419

-0.029

-0M83

-0.039

D ifferent elements per song

0.639

0.569

0.435

-0.124

0b04

Total elements per song

0.421

<0.74g

-0.487

-0.042

-0.112

Song length

0A23

0.607

-0.500

-0.476

0.217

Song versatility

0.412

0.077

-0.103

0.100

Elem ent rate

0.223

0.341

-0.060

0:693

-0.562

Clusters

0T20

-0.210

-0.249

0.510

Cluster hom ogeneity

-0.742

0T27

&025

0.246

0Ü&S
Q 4Ï7

Inteiwal length

-0.232

0.152

-0.116

0.106

-0.016

Cuts in tree

Consecutive change

.

Table 1.3. Weightings o f the original set o f variables in the five principal components extracted from them.
Weightings o f relative importance within each component have been shaded. When the same variable
correlates in the same direction with several components, only the highest contribution has been highlighted.
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Patterns o f singing
Willow warblers sing witli continuous variety, and the same song is rarely repeated twice in
a row. Given tlie large num ber o f song variants, and the difficulty o f classifying these into
songtypes, sequences o f songs have been studied by m easuring tlie Levenshtein distance
between consecutive songs (see M ethods for a definition). This was done for long bouts
o f songs, and tlie distance betw een songs was m easured at lags o f 1, 2 ... 15 songs. This is
effectively an autocorrelation analysis, only th at similarities are m easured instead o f
recording recurrence o f identical sequences. In order to be able to com pare these values to
a random pattern, the m atrix o f distances between all recorded songs was bootstrapped
100 times for each o f the sample sizes. Only data for 4 birds are presented, as th e pattern
is similar in all cases (Fig. 1.11).
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Figure 1.11. Lag-similarity graphs for the song sequences o f four individuals. Lines in blue are the 95%
outer limits o f die expected values. In otlier words, any red line which crosses tlie blue boundary in any
direction is showing a significant difference with a random pattern. Sample sizes decrease with increasing
lags, hence tlie widening pattern o f tlie confidence intervals.

Tlie lag-similarity graphs for all birds coincide in showing tliat the general pattern is
random . In other w ords, given the fact th at the average distance between songs can be
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as low as 0, or as high at 15 in m ost birds, the average distance at m ost lags is n o t too
different from a random choice o f songs. W ithin this general random ness, there are still
some other patterns, but these seem to be individual-specific. Bird B, for instance, seems to
maximise the distance between consecutive songs, as consecutive songs (lag=l) are less
similar tlian expected at random . Bird C on the contrary tends to repeat similar songs in
succession m ore often than expected. Very little evidence o f cycles can be seen, altliough
this analysis does n o t preclude tlie possibility^ that specific transitions betw een individual
song variants exist. W hat is clear is that, even if such transitions do exist, the final output o f
the bird is one o f imm ediate variety, which in terms o f m echanism s could probably be
described by a random choice o f song sequences.

Repeatability o f song variables and principal com ponents
In order to test the reliabilily o f the sample o f 15 songs, I calculated the repeatabilities
(LesseUs & Boag 1987; Sokal & R ohlf 1995) o f all song and repertoire variables, as well as
principal com ponents. T o this effect, an AN OVA with individuals as groups was
perform ed on a sample o f 12 birds, six o f which had been sampled twice, and four o f them
diree times. The results show very high repeatabilities for aU direct song variables except
interval length. High repeatabilities are also found in the repertoire variables, witli the
exception o f witliin cluster homogeneity- The same results are reflected in the principal
com ponent scores, with high repeatabilities for aU com ponents except repertoire fixation.
V ariables

R

P rin c ip a l c o m p o n e n ts

R

Elem ent repertoire

0T21

Song repertoire (PCI)

0.815

Total elements per song

&736

Song lengdi (PC2)

0.516

D ifferent elements per song

0.797

Song versatility^ (1^C3)

0.854

Song versatility^

&879

Elem ent rate (PC4)

0.699

Song length

0.517

Repertoire fixation (PCS)

0.215

Inteiwal length

0.227

Consecutive change

0.818

V ariants

0U^74

Elem ent rate

0.761

Cuts in tree

0.767

Songs per cluster

0.768

Repertoire hom ogeneity

0.717

Clusters

0.827

Cluster hom ogeneity

0.219

Table 1.4. Same year repeatabilities (R) for all song and repertoire variables and for principal components
scores.
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A different approach to this problem can be taken by looking at the concordance o f the
results obtained from the sample o f 15 and 100 songs obtained for 10 birds, and calculating
the correlation between the two sets for each variable (Martin & Bateson 1993). The
Spearman correlation coefficients are show n in Table 1.5, and they coincide with the
repcatabilit)^ values in that the two variables with the lowest reliabilities are interval lengtli
and cluster homogeneity'.
V ariable
Elem ent repertoire

0J63

Cuts in tree

0.512

Songs per cluster

0T23

Repertoire hom ogeneity

0.813

Consecutive change

0.515

Variants

0.789

D ifferent elements per song

0.842

Total elements per song

0.891

Song length

0.723

Song versatility

0.903

Elem ent rate

0T82

Clusters

0.611

Cluster hom ogeneity

0.394

Interval length

0.418

I'able 1.5. Reliability' o f the samples o f 15 songs compared with those o f 100, as shown by Spearman’s
correlation coefficients for tlie different variables.

Discussion
The description o f the willow warbler song repertoire outlines above can be summarised as
follows;
a) the elements that com pose a song are not randomly put together, but sung with
ratlier few possible transitions betw een elements;
b) the organisation o f elements corresponds to a hierarchically branching pattern,
where elements either connect predictably to a second one, or constitute a
decision point where two or m ore available transitions are possible;
c) tliis branching pattern pervades the whole length o f the sequence o f elements, and
suggests that the concept o f songtype is no t appropriate in this species;
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d) generally spealdng, consecutive songs are not m ore similar from each other that if
they were delivered at random ;
e) there is a high degree o f variability between individuals in several characteristics
related to the size o f the song repertoire.
The concept o f songtype is a very dear one to birdsong researchers. It is usually applied to
all species that show m ore than one species-specific song pattern. However, its use sensu
stricto refers to those species that produce different and repeatable song patterns, wliich can
be easily classified into different categories notwithstanding small variations. Species o f this
Idnd are the chaffinch (Slater 1981) or tlie song sparrow (Podos et al. 1992). In the case o f
those species that build their repertoire o f m ore or less freely recom bined elements, hire
the sedge warbler, the use o f the concept o f songtype is n o t appropriate, as new
recom binations o f elements are continuously produced (Catchpole 1976). Elements,
instead, are the building blocks o f the song repertoire (Buchanan & Catchpole 1997),
In the case o f the wülow warbler, we are halfway betw een those two extremes. In the
diagram o f elem ent sequences (Fig 1.5), we can see tliat the branching progresses from the
second element, and points o f decision appear at different points later in the sequence. We
can decide on a cut-off point for practical reasons, but this is an arbitrary choice. If we look
at the repertoires o f birds #117 and # 6 7 (see Fig. 1.5) we m ight consider tliat they have
two song types. By bird 13 standards, those songtypes would seem m inor variations o f one
single one. The element, rather than the songtype, is likely to be the unit o f production and
memory in this species. Hence the avoidance o f using the term songtype; cluster is a m ore
neutral term and does no t imply underlying mechanisms o f production and perception.
However, some individuals do present som ething very close to a songtype repertoire like
those typical o f other species. These are those birds witli many clusters and liigh cluster
homogeneity, (i.e. birds with high scores in PCS: repertoire fixation). It can be
hypothesised that a developm ent towards this pattern is brought about by age. This kind o f
organisation witli m ore deterministic sequences may be no less efficient than a highly
variable one, specially if the degree o f consecutive change is kept at a maximum. Besides, a
highly organised repertoire is likely to be m uch less costly in term s o f neural capacity. This
is w orth studying, as it fits w ith theories on the developm ent o f cost-reducing traits tliat
can help the m aintenance or production o f secondary sexual characters (MoUer 1996). In
this context, a large repertoire could be less costly to produce and store if it had a liigh
degree o f fixation.
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Sequences between songs were not analysed with respect to the identity o f each song, and
only the similarity betw een them was considered. This m ethod would n o t detect possible
cycles betw een specific sequences, such as those found for other species (e.g. T o d t 1970;
Lem on & Chatficld 1971; Slater 1983). Individual patterns were found, and for instance,
from the lag-similaritj' plot for individual B (Fig. 1.11), an inliibition on similar songs seems
to be set after each song is sung, whereas in individual C a facilitation is m ore Likely to
occur. Inhibition o f a particular songtj'pe after production has been described in other
species (i.e. the varied thrush Zoothera naevia ; Whitney 1981), but in tliis case the effect
seems to be nearly negligible, and individually specific. The general pattern found was that
consecutive songs were not m ore similar or different tlian if they were delivered at random .
This singing pattern is interesting from a functional point o f view, and some speculation
about its design is worthwhile. We expect organisms to display their sexually selected
characters in a way that facilitates a quick assessment by the receiver (Sullivan 1994). I f it is
adaptive for a male bird to be perceived as possessing a large repertoire, it would be
advantageous to sing tliis repertoire in a way that maximises the perceived size o f the
repertoire. This might be specially true in species where repertoires are o f limited size, like
the willow warbler. A singing pattern which is random in term s o f similarity between
consecutive songs (A B B D C A B D D C ...) is likely to tax m ore heavily the mem ory capacities
o f a receiver which is estimating its size tlian, for instance, one in wliich the bird would
cycle through the repertoire in a fixed way (A B C D A B C D ...). T\ie^ perceived repertoire size
m ight effectively be enlarged by exploiting a possible receiver psychological constraint, in
terms o f m em ory capacity in tliis case (Guilford & Dawkins 1991). N ote that this only
applies to species with smallish repertoires; in the case o f large repertoires (e.g. the
nightingale Luscima megarrhjnchoy, T o d t & Hultsch, 1996), highly deterministic sequences
could ensure that never tlie same song can be rem em ber by a receiver. A notlier
consequence o f tliis singing pattern is tliat habituation would be ininitnised, as there are no
consecutive repetitions o f songs or sequences o f songs. A n interesting experim ent could be
done by testing whetlier receivers (both males and females) are sensitive to tliis aspect o f
song organisation.
The first principal com ponent (PCI) was interpreted as measuring song repertoire. All
variables that measure different aspects o f repertoire size, like num ber o f variants, element
repertoire or degree o f consecutive change contribute to it, and it is im portant to note that
this com ponent has been clearly isolated from tlie rest by these characteristics. We can now
use it to rank individuals along the underlying com m on factor o f song repertoire, which is
not correlated w ith the other variance com ponents, and relate it to functional aspects. It is
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interesting to note that tiiose variables that had the highest contribution to tliis com ponent
also had the highest variation betw een individuals (Table 1.1). This variation, together with
its high same-year repeatability score should make PC I an obvious target for sexual
selection (Boake 1989).
Repeatability is a measure o f the proportion o f phenotypic variance o f a trait which is due
to consistent differences betw een individuals, and sets an upper Hmit to heritability
(Falconer & Mackay 1996). However, a measure o f repeatability is highly dependent on the
time scale in wliich tliis is taken. This time scale should be relevant to the organism. In the
case o f the willow warbler, between-year repeatabilities are a m ore reliable estimate
(Chapter 4), given that the degree o f survival for adults is as liigh as 50% (Chapter 5).
The constraint suggested by Podos et al. (1992) in the song o f the song sparrow was not
found: birds with larger repertoires did not have less variability between songs. Apart from
the different m ethodology used to measure their attributes, the two species have very
different song organisation systems, and thus constraints on their repertoire sizes are likely
to be different. However, a similar rationale could be m ade witli the fifth principal
com ponent m entioned above, which can be interpreted as a m easure o f repertoire fixation.
T he aim o f principal com ponent analysis is to identif)' uncorrelated factors, and thus the
relationship betw een these two com ponents can only be determ ined by loolting at tlieir
changes betw een years in the same individuals (Chapter 3).
C3ne o f the main aims o f this chapter was to provide a reliable way o f measuring repertoire
characteristics in the field in order to look at its functional aspects. The liigh correlations
between the 15-sample and the 100-sample sizes for m ost variables suggest that 15
consecutive songs recorded 5 days after arrival and before pairing provide a good measure
o f song repertoire characteristics. This point was also confirm ed by the high repeatability
scores. Some variables like inteiwal length had much lower repeatabilities, and they fall into
what G erhardt (1992) has labelled “dynamic properties” o f acoustic signals. This
“dynamism” does not preclude high repeatabilities at the same time, and directional sexual
selection preference has been show n for some dynamic attributes o f calls in

treefrogs

(G erhardt 1992). T he fact that several measures o f 15-songs have low repeatability does
not m ean that that attribute does no t have a high repeatability if, for instance,
environm ental and social conditions were taken into account (Boake 1989), or if female
assessment is based on longer times than the three minutes it takes to sing 15 songs. For
instance, it is know n that song rate is an im portant aspect o f m ate choice in this species
(Radesater et al. 1987), and betw een-song interval lengtli contributes to this variable.
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However, song-rate is probably assessed in long bouts and thus my small sample size has
failed to find a relevance o f it.
At a m ore mechanistic and rather out o f fashion level, it is w orth considering the results o f
I'ig. 1.7. This shows that the graph o f predictability against time is a discontinuous one for
the song o f this species, as also observed by Dawldns & Dawldns (1973) for the drinldng
behaviour o f chicks. T he advantage o f looldng at the song o f tliis species is that we can
define clear elements o f production (i.e. elements) which m ust have a liighly specific neural
path. Dawkins & Dawkins (1974) argue tliat behavioural descriptions o f this Idnd can pave
the way for neuroethological investigations. It would be fascinating to see how the neural
structure o f the song nuclei reflects the song organisation described here.
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m ost bird species, males use a whole set o f behaviours which reduce their chances o f

being cuckolded. The ‘fertility announcem ent’ hypothesis proposes that song m ight also act
as a paternit)' guard (Moller 1991). According to this idea, paired males would announce
their female’s fertile status by singing. This has been interpreted as an honest signalling,
evolutionarily stable strategy. I tested som e predictions from tliis hypothesis in the willow
warbler. Contrary to the predictions, males sang very little w hen females were fertile.
Intrusions by otlier males were n o t less com m on w hen males sang at higher rates. Mate
guarding and singing are best interpreted as two conflicting behaHours, the form er being
directed to the fertile female and die later to the attraction o f a second one. A revision o f
recent studies suggests that in m ost passerine species, males do n o t sing during the fertile
period o f their females, except at dawn. T he opposite results found by MoUer (1991) could
be due to liis use o f population-w ide estimates o f singing behaviour and egg-laying.
Asynchronies in individual breeding cycles could be responsible for the apparent m atching
between peaks o f singing activit)? and fertiht)' in a population.

Introduction
Male birds spend a considerable proportion o f dieir time in close proxim ity o f the female
during her fertile period (Birkhead & MoUer 1992). This behaviour has been described for
many species, and its function is best explained as guarding the female from fertilisation
attem pts by other males (Birkhead & MoUer 1992). Mate guarding normally involves
behaviours like following the female, staying for long periods o f time in her vicinity,
frequent copulations, territorial defence, cloaca peclting, etc. (Birkhead & MoUer 1992).
MoUer (1988) suggested that song also had a mate guarding function, and that the
evolution o f this behaviour could be a case o f honest signalling (MoUer 1991). According
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to tliis hypothesis, only good quality males would sing at high rates during their female’s
fertile period. Giickolder males would maximise their reproductive success by n o t intruding
into territories in which the ow ner male sang intensively, as females paired to these males
would be unlikely to accept EPCs. Tw o predictions from this hypothesis are that males
should sing at higher rates when their female’s fertility' is at its highest, and that intrusion
rates by other males should be inversely related to the song rate o f the owner o f the
territory.
The function o f a behaviour is best dem onstrated by experimental manipulation. For
instance, that song serves to defend territories has been show n by m uting territorial males
and looldng at tlieir success in keeping a territory (M cDonald 1989). However, another
possibility is to look at the context in which singing occurs and correlate song occurrence
with different situations o f biological relevance (Catchpole 1982). Although this approach
cannot conclusively prove a Unk betw een function and behaviour, it is still a basic way o f
understanding behaviour. Even if correlation does n o t imply causation, lack o f a
correlation between two variables makes a causal link very unlikely.
I have recorded singing rates, m ating and mate guarding behaviour in a population o f
willow warblers in order to look at how song is used in the context o f m ate guarding.
Singing and guarding behaviours were analysed witli reference to the precise stage o f the
female’s fertile period.

Methods
The study area was a mixed woodland o f spruce, birch and willows in the K ippo estate
(Fife, Scotland), where willow warblers breed at a high density. All birds were colourringed. Territorial males were observed daily to map their territories, and precise settlem ent
and pairing dates were taken for aU males. Between the arrival and nestling stages, focal
watches o f 10 min were conducted on territorial males. Observations took place in the first
four hours after dawn, as willow warblers do not sing in the dawn chorus. To avoid a
sampling bias towards m ore easily observable males, a random ‘target’ list was drawn every
day, trying to obtain a similar num ber o f observations for each o f the breeding stages. A
total o f 21 males were observed at some o f the breeding stages, but not all them could be
observed for any given stage. O n each day, a targeted male was looked for, and the focal
observation would start five m inutes after he was located. If a bird could n o t be found after
10 m in o f searching, the next male in the list was looked for.
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D uring these focal observations, the following behavioural categories were recorded:
num ber o f songs per m inute, occurrence o f alarm or contact calls, copulation attem pts or
copulations, feedings by the male and intrusion by other males. Distance from the female
was difficult to assess due to the density o f vegetation, and I only recorded w hether the
female was within 5 m o f the male or not. If the focal bird disappeared from sight, the
focal watch was stopped until the bird could be found again. If tliis did n o t happen in four
minutes, the observation was stopped altogether.
N est building is done only by the female, and nests were found by following females on the
pairing day and on the three following days, when nest building activit}' is at its liighest.
Nests were checked every two days in order to obtain the date o f laying o f the first egg.
Only males for which the date o f the first egg laid by their females was know n were
considered in this study. Focal observations becam e difficult during the fertile period, as
very often neither the m em ber o f the pair could be found. Tliis precluded a day-to-day
analysis o f song and behaviour throughout the season. Instead, I divided the breeding
season into the following stages:
1) four days after territory settlem ent and before pairing;
2) pairing day (the first day when a male was seen in proximity to the female that
eventually bred with him);
3) fertile period (from 6 days before the first egg was laid until that day; this was based on
w hat is know n for other passerines (Birkhead & Moller 1992) and from a previous
study o f copulation behaviour in tlie willow warbler (Aividsson 1992). This period does
no t overlap with the pairing day;
4) laying period (the 6 days after tlie first egg was laid, and before incubation);
5) incubation (only the female incubates);
6) feeding nestlings (both parents feed the young).
Form the observed behaviours, only song rate had a norm al distribution. Statistical analyses
were thus param etric for song rate, and nonparanietric for the rest o f variables. Behavioural
categories like copulations, intrusions, calling and feedings occurred at a very low rate, so
data were considered in a categorical fashion as occurring or n o t in a given focal
observation. Individual data for tliese behaviours were then transform ed as the percentage
o f focal observations for a given individual and period during which a given category o f
behaviour was registered. W hen individual averages or frequencies for a certain period are
considered, only males w ith a m inim um o f 3 focal observations in that period were
included in the sample (average 3.76, SD=1.34).
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Results
Singing rates differed greatly between the different stages (ANC)VA; 1'=20.86, df=5,69;
p<0.001; Fig. 2.1). I'h e highest rates were found before pairing, and the lowest on the day
o f pairing and during the fertile and nestling stages. The day o f pairing was characterised by
a very pronounced drop in the singing rate, as it has been described before for this species
(Radesater et al. 1987). Song rate during the fertile period was very low, and very different
from the high rates o f unpaired birds. D uring laying and incubation, song rates increased
again, b u t did not reach the levels o f unpaired birds.
Post-hoc com parisons revealed that song rates o f unpaired birds were significantly different
to the rest o f the stages (Tukey’s tests, all p<0.02). Song rates during tlie pairing and fertile
stages were no t different statistically (Tukey’s test, p>0.05). However, song rate during the
laying period was significantly greater than during the fertile one (Tukey’s test, p<0.01).
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<

4.0

Figure 2.1. l l i e graph shows changes in song rate (mean + 2SE) throughout several stages o f the breeding
season. Fertile period was defined as the week before die first egg was laid. Within a given period, data from
each individual were averaged. Sample size is given along the x axis. Letters over bar represent homogeneous
subsets o f groups for illustration (Tukey’s USD test).

Males were observed in proximity to the females in only three periods: day o f pairing,
fertile period and egg laying. T he proportion o f time that males spent witliin 5 m o f the
female was no t the same in these three periods (Kruskal-WaUis;

10.07, df=2, p<0.007;

Fig. 2.2). 1 tested differences betw een groups using the multiple com parisons test for the
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Kiuskal-Wflllis analysis (Siegel & Castellan 1988): there were no differences between
pairing day and fertile period (p>0.05), but males spent less time with females once laying
started (p<0.05).
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Figure 2.2. Males spent more time within 5 m o f the female during the day o f pairing and the female fertile
period than during egg laying. Graph shows means ± 2SE.

Intrusions by other males into the focal male’s territory were different betw een the
different periods (ICruskal-Wallis:

12.71, df=5, p<0.02; Fig 2.3). A lthough none o f the

multiple comparisons betw een periods was signiflcandy different (all p>0.05), the trend is
one o f higher rates o f intrusions during the fertile period and on the day o f pairing.

11
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20

FERT

8

LAY
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Figure 2.3. Frequency o f focals with intrusions by other males throughout the breeding season. Abbreviations
are; UNP: unpaired; PAIR: pairing date; FERT; fertile period; LAY: laying period; INC: incubation; and
NEST; nestlings. Graph shows means ± 2SE

Table 2.1 shows averages o f the percentage o f focals per period in which several
behaviours were obserwed. These were not very frequent, so statistical tests were only
perform ed for the overall differences betw een the four periods. A m ong the general
patterns that can be observed it is interesting to note a high level o f alarm calling by the
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male during die laying period, and also frequent contact calling by the female during the
fertile period and on the pairing day. Copuladons peaked during the fertile period, and
weaned thereafter.

B eh av io u r

P a irin g
day

F ertile

Copulation attem pts

0.18

Copulations

L ay in g

In c u b a tio n

0.11

0.04

0.03

0.728

0.113

0.55

0.65

0.31

0.00

7.346

0.064

Feedings

&09

0.15

0.00

0.00

5.564

0.135

Alarm calls

0.09

0.01

0.20

0.00

11.28

0.010

C ontact calls

0.64

0A2

0.04

0.00

12.52

0.006

11

23

27

25

n

P

p e rio d

Table 2.1. Frequency o f occurrence o f five different categories o f behaviour during several periods related to
mate guarding. Data represent averages o f the individual percentages o f focal observations in which the
behaviour was registered. Statistical tests were Kruskal-Wallis, all with 3 degrees o f freedom.

Considering the periods w hen die male could be close to die female, that is betw een the
pairing date and the egg laying periods inclusively, there was a negative correlation betw een
song rate and percentage o f time spent within 5 m o f die female (r^=-0.474, n=21,
p<0.030; Fig 2.4).

,4

,6

,8

1.0

1,2

% TIME CLO SE TO FEMALE
Figure 2.4. There is a negative correlation between song rate and percentage o f time spent within 5 m o f the
female (t‘s=-0.474, n=21, p <0.030).
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O ne o f the predictions o f the fertility announcem ent hypothesis (MoUer, 1991) is tliat the
rate o f intrusion by other males should be negatively correlated with the song rate o f the
territory owner. Contrary to this prediction, the correlation betw een the average song rate
during the fertile period and the occurrence o f intrusions was a positive one, albeit non
significant (i;=0.446, n=12, p=0.146). Overall, song rates were not lower when intrusions
occurred tlian w hen they did n o t (WUcoxon m atched pairs test, Z=-0.178, n= 12, p=0.859),
b u t the percentage o f time males rem ained near the female was greater in tliose focal
observations in wliich intrusions were recorded (Wilcoxon m atched pairs test, Z=-2.193,
n= 12, p=0.028).
A nother prediction o f the fertility announcem ent hypotliesis is that high quality males
should announce the fertility status o f their females at a higher level than low quality ones.
In willow warblers, song rate is a sexuaUy selected character (Radesater et al. 1987), so we
would expect to find a positive correlation between song rates before pairing and during
the fertile period. Quite on the contrary, there was an alm ost significant negative
correlation between song rates before pairing and during the fertile period (i;=-0.560,
11=12, p<0.058). Considering individual males, the frequency o f focals in the fertile period
in wliich intrusions were recorded was negatively correlated w ith the song rate o f the male
before parting (r^=-0.612, p<0.034, n=12). T hat is to say, high qualit)^ males (as judged by
earlier song rate) were less likely to suffer intrusions, and this was no t related to higher
singing rates during the fertile period. This pattern could be due to high quality males using
the alternative tactic o f staying closer to the female for a higher percentage of the time, but
there was no correlation betw een song rate before pairing and percentage o f time within 5
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o f the female during the fertile period (i\=0.185, n=12, p<0.565).

D isc u ssio n
Three main results

from

this study run counter tlie predictions o f the

fertilit)^

announcem ent hypothesis (Moller 1991):
1) Paired males greatly reduced their singing rates w hen their female was fertile, and
singing rates rise again during laying and incubation.
2) Males with high song rates before pairing did n o t sing comparatively m ore w hen their
female was fertile, the trend rather being in the opposite direction.
3) Intrusions by other males were n o t less likely to happen w hen the territory owner was
singing at high rates. O n the contrary, the correlation betw een
intrusion was a positive one.
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singing rate and

The observed pattern suggests tliat m ate guarding and singing at liigh rates are two
conflicting behaviours subject to a trade-off. In this population, som e males attract a
second female, and there is a high level o f liP P (20‘/o o f nestlings, 45% o f clutches). The
second peak o f singing after the female’s fertile period is likely to function to attract second
females or extra-pair ones. A similar picture has been described for great reed warblers
Acrocephalus anmdinaceits (Plasselquist & Bensch 1991). In that species, the chances o f
attracting a second female decrease with date, and males forego mate guarding and start
singing long songs to attract a second female only early in the season, w hen their chances
o f getting this second female are high.
It is difficult to interpret the negative correlation found betw een time spent near the female
and singing rate. This could be due to tem poral variations in fertility, males singing when
the potential success o f an EPC would be relatively low. Alternatively, males m ight n o t be
able to mate guard at times because they cannot find tlieir m ate, and thus singing m ight be
a way o f contacting her. This second possibiHt)^ was suggested by Rodrigues (1996) to
account for similar results found in the chiffchaff Pbylloscoptts collybita. He interpreted the
lower song rates when the m em bers o f pair where together as suggesting that males used
singing as a way o f contacting the female. Yet other possibility is that males may only
attem pt to attract a second m ate (or other females for EPCs) w hen not with their own
female. These hypotheses are no t mutually exclusive, and they all fit with tlie conflicting
nature o f the two behaviours.
It is usually assum ed that only males benefit from mate guarding. However, the behaviour
o f extra-pair males may constitute a considerable harassm ent and mate guarding can be
advantageous to females (e.g. Kem penaers ct al. 1995). T he fact that males with high
singing rates before pairing suffered fewer intrusions suggests tliat females paired to these
males suffered less liarassm ent by EP males. How could this difference come about? It
could be that these males are better at m ate guarding, and that they use m ore effective
strategies. Alternatively, E P males may direct fewer EPCs attem pts towards females paired
to high qualit}^ males. Tliis second explanation would fit MoUer’s hypotliesis (1991) if these
high quality males sang at higher rates during tlie fertile period. But the results show tlie
opposite: liigh quality males sang comparatively less during the fertile period. This rather
suggests that high quality males had fewer intrusions as a result o f their behaviour during
m ate guarding or before pairing. A lthough I did not find that liigh quality males spent a
greater percentage o f time at close distance from the female, other form o f vigilance m ight
have been used. Alternatively, E P males m ight use song rates before pairing as a cue to a
male’s qualit)^ and the likeUliood o f his female accepting EPCs.
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The fact that males used m ote alarm calls during the laying period suggests that females
may benefit from defence from predators at that time. There is a small percentage o f cases
o f intraspccific brood parasitism in the population. Male vigilance may also protect females
from being spied on by prospective parasitic females.

The patterns o f m ate guarding observed in this study are very similar to those described by
Arvidsson (1992) for a Swedish population o f the same species. As in that study, m ost
successful copulations happened during the fertile period. T he average distance between
the two birds increased significantly once egg laying started, suggesting tliat keeping close
to the female is a m ate guarding strategy. This pattern was also found in the Swedish study.
Intrusions by other males peaked botli on the day o f pairing and during the fertile period.
In contrast, A ividsson (1992) observed very few intrusions on the day o f pairing.
Differences in breeding density between the two populations m ight account for these
differences in extra-pair male behaviour. It is interesting to note that no extra-pair
copulations were observed in the present study, although there is a high level o f E PP in
this population.

A num ber o f studies have attem pted to test die fertüity announcem ent hypothesis since its
first form ulation by M oller (1991). As can be seen from table 2,2., only two o f these studies
have found data apparentiy supporting die hypothesis. This is in contrast to the original
literature survey conducted by MoUer and liis own data on the yeUowhammer Emberi;^
dtrinella (MoUer 1988). In the Uterature survey (MoUer 1991) 71.4% o f the 49 species
surveyed presented a peak in singing activit)^ during the female’s fertUe period. H ow can
these two sets o f data be reconciled?
Many o f die studies used by MoUer (1991) in his survey seem to rely on population-wide
data for singing and egg-laying data. As no bird population breeds in perfect synchrony, it
foUows diat any generalisation from population data to individual strategies wiU blur time
patterns. This is speciaUy true if som ething as precisely timed as die fertile period is
considered. T he m ost Ukely explanation for the apparent fit o f the peak o f singing w ith diat
o f fertUit); found by MoUer (1991) is a result o f tliis lack o f synchrony.
O ne o f the main functions o f song is m ate attraction (Catchpole & Slater 1995). This is
known from experimental studies (i.e. Eriksson & WaUin 1986) and from correlational
observations wliich show that males o f some species stop singing w hen they obtain a mate
(e.g. Catchpole 1982). Given that n o t aU males get paired at the same time, the peak o f
singing o f any songbird population wiU tend to coincide w ith the fertile periods o f the
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females o f the first males to get paired. In contrast with the studies used by Moller (1991)
to support his hypothesis, m ost o f the recent studies considered in Table 2.2 aimed at
directly testing w hether males sang during the fertile period, and used know n individual
fertility’ data.
T he only study which has found higher singing rates when females are fertile since 1991 is
during the dawn chorus o f the wülow tit (Welling et al. 1995). Singing in tlie dawn chorus
can only be considered a paternity guard if males are able to physically guard tlie female at
that time, and females can also obtain EPC s during tliat time. However, these high singing
rates are observed before dawn and wliüe the female is roosting inside the nest cavity
(Welling et al. 1995; O tter et a l 1997). Similar results found in the blackbird Tw'dtis met'ula
(Cuthill & M acdonald 1990) and in the American robin Ttirdtis migratorhis (Slagsvold 1996),
also suggest that a peak in dawn singing is related to female fertility, but song is n o t used
after the female emerges from roosting. Daw n chorus in these species can be understood
as a continuous male assessment situation (O tter et al. 1997), and only as a second-best
strategy w hen direct m ate guarding is n o t possible.

Species

W ere individual

M ore song w hen

fertile periods

female is fertile?

Reference

known?
Vicedtila alhicollis

YES

NO

(Part 1991)

Ijisdnici smdca

YES?

NO

(Merüfi & Sorjonen 1994)

Vringilla coelebs

YES

NO

(Sheldon 1994)

Pants montamis

YES

YES (at dawn)

(Welling et al. 1995)

luitsdnici svedca

Partially

NO

(Krokene et al. 1996)

Bmberiî^a schoenidm

NO?

NO

(Nem eth 1996)

Phjlloscoptts collybita

YES

NO

(Rodrigues 1996)

Jtmco hyemalis

YES

NO

(Titus et al. 1997)

Trogloc^tes aedon

YES

NO

(Johnson & K erm ott 1991)

Oenanthe oenanthe

Partially

N O (song)

(Currie et al. 1998)

YES (flight displays)
Phylloscopiis trochilus

YES

NO

this study

Table 2.2, Results from the studies which address directly the question proposed by Moller (1991) o f whether
song increases during the female’s fertile period.
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There is an overwhelm ing lack o f support for the fertility announcem ent hypothesis. It is
still possible that in very open habitats, where mate guarding is easily done w ithout close
contact, male birds might not forego singing after pairing in order to attract m ore females
or EPCs partners (i.e. in the stonechat Scixkola torquata (Greig-Smith 1982) or in the
wheatear 0 . omanthe (Currie et al. 1998). The case o f tlie yeUowhammer (Moller 1988) is
peculiar, as conventional mate guarding seems to be almost absent in the species (Sundberg
1992).
T o conclude, as it stands now, there is no convincing evidence that singing is an effective
means o f mate guarding in any bird species.
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Chapter 3

CHANGES IN SONG CHARACTERISTICS W ITH AGE

Abstract
Repertoire size, song versatility and elem ent rate increased betw een the second and third
year o f age in male willow warblers. N o appreciable change in any song characteristic was
found beyond that age. A possible trade-off between different characteristics o f song was
found, in that there was a tendency for increases in song repertoire to be related to
decreases in average song length. Arrival date could be predicted from several song
characteristics, and this pattern seemed to change with age. Tliis could be explained if there
is variation in the cost o f different song characteristics witli age.

Introduction
G ood-genes models o f sexual selection propose that because male ornam ents reduce
viability, dieir expression m ust reflect a m ale’s phenotypic or genetic quality (Sutherland &
D e Jong 1991; Andersson 1994). A m ongst other things, it should pay males to display traits
tliat advertise age to prospective mates, to the extent that survival is heritable, so that
offspring o f long lived males also tend to simdve for long (Trivers 1972). Even if longevit)'
is not heritable, females mating with old males may secure direct benefits. For instance, old
males may provide better parental care through im proved foraging or defence against
predators (Alatalo et al. 1986; M archetti & Price 1989). Females may thus use ornam ents as
indicators o f age, though it is im portant to note tliat a positive correlation betw een age and
the expression o f sexually selected characters can arise botli through differential mortality
and by an increase in tlie size o f the ornam ent with age (e.g. M anning 1989).
In many songbirds, females have preferences for males witli a large song repertoire (Searcy
1992), and repertoire size has been found to be positively correlated with viability in the
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great reed warbler Acrocepbalm antndinacms (Hasselquist et al. 1996). A correlation between
age and repertoire size has been show n for several songbirds in the field (Yasukawa et al.
1980; ja n d 1983; Cosens & Sealy 1986; Lam brechts & D h o n d t 1986; H iebert et al. 1989;
Bens et al. 1992; Lampe & Espm ark 1994; Birkhead et al. 1997). These studies are crosssectional studies o f different age cohorts, so it is also possible that the observed pattern is
due to an increased survival o f birds witli large repertoires. However, individual betweenyear increases in repertoire size have also been found in several species (N ottebohm &
N ottebohm 1978; Espm ark & Lam pe 1993), which indicates that birds can either learn late
in life, or start to sing songt)'pes or elements memorised earlier (Catchpole & Slater 1995).
Evidence suggests that possessing a large repertoire is costly in terms o f the brain space
involved in storing it (Canady et al. 1984; D evoogd et al. 1993), and there are reasons to
believe that increase in size o f a particular brain area is acliieved to som e extent at the
expense o f others (Jacobs 1996), This makes repertoire size a good candidate for an
example o f a handicap that can indicate male quality.
T he expression o f som e song characteristics can be affected by developm ental constraints,
and an increase in one characteristic may be at the expense o f decreasing others (l^odos et
al. 1992). Alternatively, tliese changes could indicate the expression o f a cost-reducing trait
which allows an increase in the expression o f a sexually selected character (Moller 1996).
Bird song is a multivariate phenom enon, and the study o f trade-offs between multiple
variables may help us to identify the different selective pressures wliich affect different
aspects o f song.
Arrival date is an im portant com ponent o f fitness in transaharian migrant passerines (e.g.
Moller 1994). Early birds can settle in tlie m ost productive territories or tliose w ith better
nesting sites (Luiidberg & Alatalo 1992) and dius have earlier nesting dates, which is a
character under directional natural selection (Verhulst & Tinbergen 1991). Arrival date has
low repeatability in this species (Chapter 5), and this suggests that it is a condition
dependent trait. If a given characteristic o f song confers a handicap to males, a negative
correlation betw een that characteristic and arrival date could be expected. A further
complication arises w hen age is taken into account. T he costs associated witli song are
likely to be greater for second-year birds tlian for older ones. This is so because it is
expected that the costs o f learning a repertoire for the first time will outweigh those o f
maintaining and updating one that has already been learned. If this is the case, the expected
negative correlation betw een song repertoire and arrival date should disappear or be
reduced with age.
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I have looked at changes with age in a set o f song characteristics (see Chapter 1) in the
willow warbler. The specific question I would like to answer is w hether inform ation about
age and arrival date, which could be potentially be used in female choice, is conveyed in the
song o f the male.

M e th o d s
Song characteristics were m easured for each male from recordings o f 15 consecutive songs,
recorded at least 5 days after arrival and before pairing. Five independent principal
com ponents were extracted from a larger set o f variables m easured in the song recording
(Chapter 1). These principal com ponents were 1) song repertoire size; 2) song length; 3)
song versatilit)^; 4) elem ent rate; and 5) repertoire fixation. Principal com ponent scores are
standardised, that is their m ean is 0 and the standard deviation is 1.
O nce willow warblers fledge, they can only be aged in their first few m onths, before
migrating to Africa. Young birds are characterised at this stage by fresh primaries and a
yellowish tinge on their breast and underparts (Svensson 1984; Jenni & W inlder 1994).
N otches in their tail feathers can also help to tell juveniles from adults after these have
moulted ([.L.S. Cobb, pers. obs.). However, once the birds com e back after the first winter,
it is impossible to tell them apart from older birds. This is because the willow warbler is
one o f the two species o f passerines in the Paleartic in which b oth juveniles and adults
undergo a com plete m oult in their w inter quarters (Stresemann & Stresemann 1966;
Underhill et al. 1992).
Regular ringing o f adults and juveniles has been done in K ippo W ood since 1985 by J.L.S.
Cobb, as the area is a ringing site witliin tlie constant effort ringing schem e (CES)
organised by the BTO . This m eant that many adult birds were akeady ringed and their ages
know n w hen tire study began in 1994. N ew birds w ithout rings arriving to breed in 1994
were no t included in the analysis. After 1994, however, given tlie fact that m ost bkds come
back to the same territories, or very close to where they were in the previous year, I
consider all new arriving males as second-years.
T hroughout diis chapter, I refer to birds in their first breeding season as second-years
(2YR). Similarly, third-years (3YR) are birds breeding for the second time. A third category,
birds older than third-years (>3YR), was form ed to include the rem ainder o f the birds; very
few were older than four-years (2 five-years and 1 seven-year).
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The data set allowed two different forms o f analysis: a cross-sectional one, where age
cohorts are com pared betw een each other, and a longitudinal one, where the same birds are
com pared in consecutive years. A complicating factor o f the cross-sectional analysis is that
differential mortality may confound the results. For instance, older birds m ight n o t have
larger repertoires, but birds with larger repertoires could be m ore likely to survive. In this
analysis, for the sake o f data independence, individual birds are considered only once. In
order to increase the sample size o f older ages, if several years were available for one
individual, the last year this bird was recorded was taken for the analysis.
The longitudinal analysis involves within-individual comparisons betw een years. The results
o f this analysis can help clarify the outcom e o f the cross-sectional analysis. The largest
sample size that could be obtained was for birds recorded both in their 2"'' and 3"^ years
(n==25). Only 5 birds were recorded in their third and fourth years, and these were not
included in tire analysis due to tlie small sample size.

Results
Cross-sectional analysis
Analysis o f variance showed differences betw een the age classes in two o f the five song
principal com ponents, namely repertoire size and versatility (Table 3.1).
F

P

Song repertoire size

3.818

0.025

Song length

0.761

0.470

Song versatility

5.169

0.007

Elem ent rate

0.372

0.690

Repertoire fixation

1.310

0.275

Table 3.1 Results o f the analysis o f variance performed for the five song principal components between the
three age classes (df=3, 95).

Com parisons betw een the three age classes revealed that for both song repertoire size (Fig
3.1a) and versatility (Fig 3.1b) the only two groups which differed significandy where 2YR
and 3YR (Tukey’s tests; repertoire: p<0.023; versatilitjc p<0.005); differences between the
other groups were not significant (p>0.05).
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a:

0,0

>3YR

>3YR

Figure 3.1. Changes in song repertoire size (a) and song versa till t}' (b) between the three age classes.
Significant differences exist only between 2YR and 3YR years for both variables.

An analysis o f variance showed differences in arrival date betw een the tliree age classes
(F=7.604, df=2,91, p<0.001). Multiple comparison tests revealed that the groups that
differed m ost were 2YR and >3YR (Tukey’s test: p<0.001), the rest o f the differences
betw een groups not being significatit (Tukey’s tests; 2YR vs. 3YR: p=0.070, 3YR vs.
>3YR, p= 0.122;F ig3.2).
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35

16

2YR

3YR

>3YR

Figure 3.2. Relationship between arrival date and age. Old birds arrive earlier than young birds, the largest
difference being between 2'“' years and birds older than 3 years

I perform ed a stepwise regression analysis in order to test if arrival date could be predicted

from any o f the five song principal com ponents. This was done for all age classes pooled
together, and separately for each age class. T he rationale o f this duplication o f analysis is
diat the pooled analysis will tell us w hether females can gain inform ation about male arrival
alone from the characteristics o f tlie song. T he separate analysis for each age class examines
w hether the covariance o f song characteristics with fitness is equally relevant at different
ages. This pooled analysis yielded an overall significant m odel (F—4.415, df=5,86, p<0.001;
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R"=20.4%) in which the following two variables were significant; song length (P=0.324,
t=3.36, p<0.001) and song repertoire size (P=^-0.202, t=-2.075, p<0.041).
rh e regression analyses for each o f the three age classes separately can be com pared
between them to test w hedier die relationship between arrival date and song characteristics
holds true for all age classes. Only for 2YR was the overall m odel significant (F=3.803,
df=5,60, p<0.005; R"=24.1%); neither o f the other two groups reached significance: 3YR:
(F=1.105, df=5,37, p<0.375; R "=t3.1% ); and >3YR: (F= 1.839, df=5,16, p=0.162;
R"=36.4%). However, this is probably caused by the different sample sizes available for die
different groups, and an analysis o f the slopes for each o f die com ponents can be m ore
revealing o f age-related patterns (Table 3.2). Tw o general trends can be seen. O n die one
hand, the effect o f song length seems to hold for aU age classes. However, that o f
repertoire size seems to be only im portant for 2YR, disappearing or even tending to have
an opposite effect later in life. Overall, the variable that best explains arrival date is a
different one for each age class (song length for 2YR, repertoire fixation for 3YR, and song
versatility for >3YR).
2YR

3Y R

> 3Y R

t

P

P

t

P

P

t

P

Song repertoke size

-0.27

-2.35

0.022

-0.15

-0.98

0335

0.36

1.65

0.119

Song length

0.38

3.34

0.001

0.15

0.94

0.352

0.48

1.97

0.066

Song versatility

0.06

0.48

0.631

-0.14

-0.86

0.397

0.52

2.47

03 2 5

Elem ent rate

0.08

0.73

0JW6

0.04

0.24

0.815

-0.09

-0.38

0.706

Repertoke fixation

-0.07

-0.58

0.562

-0.31

-1.95

0.059

0.19

0.86

0.402

Table 3.2. Slopes and significance o f rhe five song characteristics in predicting arrival date in the three
different age classes.

Longitudinal analysis
The analysis o f the differences betw een die same birds in dieir 2""^ and 3'"^ years confirmed
the results o f the cross-sectional analysis (see Table 3.3), in that birds in their third year had
larger song repertoires than diey had in their second year. T he differences in song
versatility were no t significant, although the trend was in the same direction as for the
results obtained in the cross-sectional analysis. A nother significant difference which was
not found in the cross-sectional analysis was that o f elem ent rate: bkds increased their
elem ent rate in thek th k d year.
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se c o n d y e a r

th ird y ear

t

P

Song repertoire size

-0.362 (1.19)

0.305 (0.73)

-2.742

0.011

Song length

-0.181 (1.17)

0.001 (1.10)

-0.674

0.507

Song versatilit)'

-0.108 (0.79)

0.186 (1.01)

-1.730

0.096

Elem ent rate

-0.371 (1.08)

0.105 (0.78)

-2.340

0.028

Repertoire fixation

-0.181 (0,81)

0.274 (1.14)

-1.584

0.126

T;it)lc 3.3. Results o f the longitudinal comparison between birds in their 2"‘‘ and 3*^'' year for the five song
principal components. Data are means, with standard deviations between brackets. The tests were paired t
tests (all df=24).

I tested w hether there was a correlation between the increase in repertoire size between the
two years and the change in the rest o f the com ponents. Only one correlation approached
significance, that o f elem ent rate (r=-C).377, n=25, p=0.063), suggesting that increases in
repertoire are related to reductions in elem ent rate. The prediction that birds might achieve
increases in repertoire size by increasing repertoire fixation (Chapter 1) was not supported
(r=0.063, 0=25, p<0.50).
Birds did not arrive earlier in their third year than their second year (paired t test: t= 1.305,
df=20, p=0.20). However, there was a tendency for changes in arrival date between years
to be negatively correlated w ith changes in song length (i—-0.429, n=21, p<0.052). In other
words, birds that arrived earlier in their 3^'' year than in the 2"‘' one, tended to decrease tlieir
song lengdi, whereas those that arrived later, tended to increase it. N o other change in song
characteristics was correlated with change in arrival date (aU tests: -0.04<r<0.18, p>0.40).

-

1

0

1

2

CHANGE IN ARRIVAL DATE

Figure 3.2. Birds that arrived earlier in the 3’^^' year than in the 2'“' one decreased their song length, whereas
those that arrived later, increased it (r=-0.429, n=21, p=0.052). Change in arrival is measured in the sense that
positive values indicate an earlier arrival in the second year.
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Discussion
'rh e results show that repertoire size, song versatility and elem ent rate increase with age in
the willow warbler. A correlation between age and versatility had already been described for
tliis species (Jarvi 1983), altliough based in a very limited sample. This pattern was not a
primary consequence o f different mortalitj^ although this factor was no t tested specifically
here (see Chapter 5). The longitudinal and the cross-sectional analyses came to similar
conclusions, although the increase in elem ent rate was not apparent in the cross-sectional
analysis. This may be due to the greater sensitivity o f the longitudinal approach for
detecting changes.
Individual birds increased their song repertoire in their 3'"' year com pared with that in their
2"*^. Tliis phenom enon has been found in other passerines, like pied flycatchers Fkedula
hypokiica (Espm ark & Lam pe 1993) or canaries Sennm canaria (N ottebohm & N ottebohm
1978), and it could be taken to indicate that birds are capable o f learning new songs late in
life. However, laboratory and field experiments indicate that birds do memorise far m ore
songs than they produce (e.g. M arier & Peters 1981; Marier & Peters 1982; N elson 1992).
Thus, it is possible that the new elements produced in the 3'"^ year were mem orised in their
first year, and had n o t been sung before. The increase in song versatiht)r between the 2"'*
and 3"'^ years indicates that not only the content, but also the organisation o f the song
repertoire changes with age. Males that have been neighbours for several years tend to
share elements to a greater extent than new neighbours or birds at greater distances, and
even the order o f elements is copied (author’s unpublished data). Tliis suggests that tlie
plasticity^ o f the song system in willow warblers m ight be considerable.
There was a tendency for increases in repertoire size betw een years to be negatively
correlated witli increases in song lengtli. Tliis result could be due to a trade-off between
two main characteristics o f song, namely song repertoire and performance. If a larger
repertoire is m ore effective at territory defence and mate attraction than a small one, birds
with larger repertoires m ight trade o ff this characteristic by reducing the average song
length. However, this result runs counter the predictions o f the m onotony-threshold
hypothesis, according to which bkds witli m ore m onotonous repertokes would adopt less
continuous singing stydes in order to reduce habituation (H artshorne 1973). In Chapter 1 I
hypotliesised tliat bkds m ight optimise thek repertoke organisation w ith age, and that
increases in repertoke size m ight come about by increasing the fixation o f the repertoke,
i.e. by increasing the hom ogeneity o f each song cluster (see also Podos et al. 1992), This
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prediction was n o t upheld in the analysis, nor was there any evidence that repertoire
fixation changes with age.
T he relationship betw een arrival date, age and song characteristics is a complex one.
Although the cross-sectional analysis showed that birds arrived earlier the older they were,
tliis pattern was not significant in the longitudinal analysis. Tliis m ight be due to an
increased survival o f early arriving males (see Chapter 5). Early arrival can be an indication
o f genetic quality? (MoUer 1994), to the extent that migratory behaviour is under genetic
control (Berthold 1993) and that the very frequent fluctuations in the conditions o f the
wintering grounds can be an im portant source o f additive genetic variance (Fitzpatrick
1994). However, the low repeatability? o f arrival date (Chapter 4) suggests that this trait is
probably condition-dependent. Song characteristics were found to be a good predictor o f
arrival date. Tliis could allow females to use song as a cue to quality for pairing or extra
pair partners (see Chapters 6 and 7). The relation o f song characteristics to arrival date was
n o t stronger for young birds than older ones. Rather, the characteristics that predicted
arrival date were different at different ages, except song length, which showed a similar
relationship with arrival date throughout the three age classes. In the case o f the song
repertoire, one m ight expect that the costs o f learning a repertoire for second years should
outweigh those o f maintaining and updating it incurred by older birds. The results fit this
pattern to some extent in the sense that in older birds, characteristics o f song organisation
(repertoire fixation for 3YR, versatility for >3YR) are m ore dependent on arrival date than
repertoire size. A similar argum ent has been made in the case o f pheasants Phasiam/s
colchicus (Grahn & von Schantz 1994), where spur length is a sexually selected character. In
this species, spur length was less inform ative in terms o f phenotypic quality in young birds
than in older ones. Tliis m ight be so because young males present delayed developm ent o f
this trait, and thus incur in lower costs tlian older ones. Although the results presented here
may to some extent be dependent on the different sample sizes available for the three ageclasses, tliey still suggest that selective pressures acting in song repertoires may be different
at different ages.
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Chapter 4
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CHARACTERISTICS

Abstract
Between-year repeatabilities for several song characteristics and arrival date were m easured
in a population o f willow warblers. The results show that repertoire size has a significant
repeatability (0.497), and that the song characteristic witli the highest repeatability was song
versatility (0.770). A n analysis o f the evolvabiHty o f these traits suggests that, given a
m inimum heritabiht)?, repertoire size would have higher residual and additive genetic
variance than song versatility?. Father-son regressions for all song characteristics were not
significant due to die small sample size and the low lieritabiKty that is expected from the
repeatability results.

Introduction
Models o f sexual selection propose that exaggerated ornam ents in males are maintained
either as a result o f a genetic covariance with die female preference (Fisherian model), or
alternatively because, by imposing a handicap on bearers, they becom e an honest signal o f
quality (Andersson 1994). O ne o f die main assumptions o f all models is diat secondary
sexual traits are heritable in males. If this is n o t the case, there can be no indirect selection
on female mating preferences.
T he evolvabiHty o f a trait, radier than its heritabüity, has been recendy advocated as die
appropriate measure o f die am ount o f variabUity? present in a trait (Houle 1992;
Pom iankowski & MoUer 1995). EvolvabiHty? is die coefficient o f additive genetic variance
(Houle 1992), and becomes speciaHy useful when predictions about the response o f a trait
to selection, or about die forces diat maintain its genetic variabiHty, are to be made. This is
because heritabüity is die ratio o f additive genetic variance to phenotypic variance
(li^=V,\/Vp), and phenotypic variance in turn is die sum o f residual and additive genetic
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variance

Thus, a low heritabüity can be the result o f either a low additive

genetic variance or high residual variance (Houle 1992). A recent review shows that sexual
traits do indeed have high levels o f additive genetic variance, regardless o f the effects o f
sexual selection (l^oniiankowsld & MoUer 1995)
Birdsong is a secondary sexual trait as, in the great majority o f species, at least in tem perate
regions, only males sing. Many species present extreme elaboration o f tliis trait, with large
and complex repertoires. Song repertoires have been argued to be related to sexual
selection in many species, both in the modes o f male-male com petition and female choice
(Searcy & A ndersson 1986). A lthough female preference for song repertoires is comm only
found in laboratory experiments, evidence for Hnk in the field is very limited, and m ost
studies find repertoire size to be a poor predictor o f m ating success (Searcy 1992). It is not
clear which m odel o f sexual selection explains best the evolution o f song repertoires. A
Fisherian hypothesis has been advocated by Catchpole (1980) in the case o f Acrocephahis
warblers. Also, in a broader comparative study, the strengtli o f

female preference was

found to be correlated with the average repertoire size o f the species (Searcy 1992). This is
one o f the predictions o f the Fisherian coevolutionary hypothesis, but it could also be
explained from a good-genes standpoint, if there is between-species variation in the
variance o f viability. Evidence for good-genes effects is m ore scant, but a correlation
betw een viability and repertoire size has been found in great reed warblers Acrocephahis
anindinaceiis (Hasselquist et al. 1996).
These conflicting patterns could be clarified if we knew the indirect benefits that females
would accrue by m ating with males with large song repertoires. However, to the best o f my
knowledge, no estimate o f the heritabüity o f song repertoire size in any bird species has
ever been published. A genetic basis for this trait is suggested by the existence o f
geographical variation in the repertoire size o f the m arsh wren Cistophorus pahistris
(Kroodsm a & Canady 1985). Differences in repertoire size betw een the different strains o f
dom esticated canaries Serimts canaiia (Mundinger 1995) suggest a possibly substantial
heritabüity o f the trait, although no controUed selection experim ent has m easured the
effect. However, it is not known w hether there is heritabüity for repertoire size in any
natural bird population. A lthough knowing the heritabüity o f tliis ornam ent would not
solve the controversy betw een the different models, it would certainly help to guide future
research in the field.
Heritabüity estimates for song repertories are difficult to obtain. Experim ents in captivit)?
are problem atic because the song tutoring regime does n o t usually lead to die full variance
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found in nature (e.g. K roodsm a & Canady 1985). Field studies on the other hand require
very big sample sizes, given the low survival rate o f offspring, and results can be
confounded if there are high levels o f extra-pair paternity. The only aspect o f song in birds
for which heritability? is know n is song rate in the zebra finch Tmniopygia guttata (Houtm an
1992). However, although song rate is an im portant trait in m ate choice in many species,
including the willow warbler (Radesater et al. 1987), it is effectively a perform ance trait,
rather than an ornam ent.
Repeatability? (or intraclass correlation coefficient; Sokal & R ohlf 1995) is a measure o f the
proportion o f phenoty?pic variance o f a trait which is due to consistent differences between
individuals A high repeatability value indicates tliat the character being m easured has a high
stereoty?py in each individual, and that differences between individuals are high enough for
selection to act on that character (Boake 1989). An im portant property? o f repeatability is
that it sets an upper limit to heritabHity (Falconer & Mackay 1996). However, a measure of
repeatability? is highly dependent on the time scale over which it is taken. Tliis time scale
should be relevant to the organism. In the case o f animals wliich can breed for several
years, between-year rather dian same-year repeatabilities seem the m ost sensible approach.
I have estimated the repeatability? o f several song characteristics in tlie song o f the wÜlow
warbler. These figures give an indication o f the m aximum heritabüity that can be expected.
I have also perform ed parent-offspring regressions in order to estimate the heritabüity o f
these different song characteristics. This is not an ideal m ethod, and the small sample size
and the existence o f extra-pair paternity reduce the reliability o f the results. I am aware o f
the limitations o f tliis m ethod, but my? approach here is one o f exploration. Arnold (1994)
calls this m ethod the “genetic w ithout tears” approach, and finds it justifiable if “the
behavior in question has never been scrutinized from the heritabüity point o f view” (p. 33).
This is the case for song repertoire size in birds.

Methods
Adult birds were caught in m ist nets and m arked with unique colour ring combinations so
they could be identified in the field. A round 50% o f adult males returned to breed a second
year, and I attem pted to record tlie song o f as many o f tliese males as possible in several
years. Nests were searched for from the m om ent o f pair form ation, as females start
buüding shortly after they pair. M ost nests were found during the nestling stage, by
foUowing b oth parents whüe they? were feeding the young. Nestlings were ringed with the
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same com bination o f colour rings in each clutch. Furtherm ore, all recruits were eventually
caught after territory settlem ent, so the precise identity o f each bird was always obtained.
Song characteristics were m easured for each male from recordings o f 15 consecutive songs,
recorded at least 5 days after arrival and before pairing. Five independent principal
com ponents were extracted from a larger set o f variables m easured in die song recording
(Chapter 1). These principal com ponents were 1) song repertoire size; 2) song length; 3)
song versatility; 4) elem ent rate; and 5) repertoire fixation. Arrival date is defined as die
date a male was seen defending a territory for the first time. As the variance in arrival date
changed in the different years, data for this variable are standardised per year, in order to be
able to pool data togedier.
Repeatabilities were calculated taking into account the warnings o f LesseUs & Boag (1987).
I divided the data set in two groups: a first one o f 25 individuals recorded in their second
and third years; and a second set o f males recorded in several years after their dik d year (6
individuals recorded in 2 years and 4 individuals recorded in 3 years). This is because song
characteristics change betw een bkds in thek second and tlikd years (Chapter 3), and it can
assum ed that the trait is not fully developed before that age. Repeatabilities were calculated
from the average m ean squares values betw een and within individuals. As an indication o f
the significance o f the repeatability analysis, I used the probability values associated with
the F value o f the A N O V A with which the m ean squares were calculated (Butlin & Hew itt
1986^
As all principal com ponents scores have a variance o f 1 and a m ean o f 0 by defkiition, thek
potential coefficients o f additive genetic variance could no t be calculated (Houle 1992).
However, for som e principal com ponents, the major contribution to variability comes
from a single variable, and this can be used instead for comparative purposes. This was the
case o f song repertoke (correlation with elem ent repertoke =0.885), and song versatility
(correlation witli average song versatility =0.867). T he coefficient o f additive genetic
variance was calculated following H oule (1992): CVy\=100*(Vv^/mean o f tlie trait), where
is the additive variance o f the trait.
T he heritability analysis was done by perform ing father-son regressions o f the song
characteristics and arrival date. N o n e o f the regressions was significant, and thus the
heritability coefficients (li^=2*P)(Falconer & Mackay 1996) were n o t calculated. This
analysis is very limited for several reasons. O n the one hand we have the sheer limitations
o f the sample size: very few bkds ringed as nestlings survive and return to settle on a
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terdtoiy. O ut o f these, for fewer still (n=16) are there good recordings for both father and
offspring. The second problem is that there is a substantial level o f extra-pair paternity in
the population (18% o f nestlings), which makes assum ptions about putative paternity
unreliable. For a limited num ber o f individuals paternity data are know n with certainty
(Chapter 7). This allowed the rejection o f 3 individuals from the regression analysis, as the
putative social father was excluded. Unfortunately, I did n o t have recordings o f the m ost
likely father o f these individuals. In the other 4 individuals for which paternity data were
available, the social father was no t excluded from being the real father (exclusion
probability = 97%). For the rest o f birds (n=9), no paternity data could be obtained, and
they were not excluded from the regression analysis.

Results
T he results o f the repeatability? analyses (Table 4.1) show that the repeatabilities for all song
characteristics increased with age. In other words, birds have m ore stable and repeatable
songs after their third year. The highest repeatabihty? was that o f song versatility. Repertoire
size had lower repeatability? than song length or versatility, but it was also significant.
Arrival date had a low repeatability?.

R E P E A T A B IL IT IE S
2Y R - 3Y R

3Y R - > 3Y R

Song repertoire size

0.143

0.493*

Song length

0.333

0.527*

Song versatility?

0.410

0.770**

Elem ent rate

0.048

0.295

Repertoire fixation

-0.530

0.386*

Arrival date

0.237

0.163

Table 4.1. Repeatabilities for the five principal components o f song characteristics and arrival date. Significant
values are marked with asterisks and refer to the F value o f the ANOVA. Degrees o f freedom were 8,16 for
the 3YR->3\Tl analysis and 23,25 for the 2YR-3YR.

T he results confirm the conclusions o f the analysis o f changes in song with age, in that
songs seem n o t to change m uch after the third year (Chapter 3). T he repeatability analysis
o f the birds older than 3YR seems to be the m ost meaningful one, as birds have fully
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developed songs. I also calculated the repeatabilities o f the direct variables which
contribute to m ost strongly to the variation in two principal com ponents: repertoire size
(direct variable: elem ent repertoire) and song versatility? (direct variable: average versatility?).
The repeatabilities o f these variables are very similar to that o f the principal com ponent to
which they contribute (element repertoire: 0.504; average versatility: 0.754). Assuming that
the heritability? has to be lower than these figures, 1 have calculated the com ponents o f
\ ariance for a range o f potential heritabilities (Table 4.2). An interesting pattern that
emerges is that, for the same heritability, additive genetic variance for elem ent repertoire is
higher than for song versatility. This is due to the higher phenotypic variance o f this trait
(see also Chapter 1).

e le m e n t rep e rto ire

average so n g versatility

0.1

0.3

0.4

0.1

0.3

0.4

0.7

9.8

15.8

18.2

3.8

6.6

7.7

10.1

CVp

28.8

28.8

28.8

12.1

12.1

12.1

12.1

cv^

27.4

24.1

22.3

11.5

10.1

9.4

6.6

p o te n tia l
h eritab ility

'Fable 4.3. Coefficients o f additive, phenotypic and lesidual variance for a range o f potential values of
heritability for two traits: element repertoire and average versatility?.

Father-son regressions were non-significant for all characteristics (Table 4.3), so the null
hy?potliesis that P= 0 cannot be rejected. Plots o f the father-son data are presented for song
repertoire (Fig 4.1a) and song versatility? (Fig 4.1b).

P

t

P

Song repertoire size

0.110

-0.200

0.845

Song length

-0.120

-0.585

0.570

Song versatility

0.403

-0.872

0.400

Elem ent rate

0.270

-0.700

0.499

Repertoire fixation

-0.589

-1.306

0.218

Arrival date

-0.221

-1.367

0.197

Table 4.3. Results o f the father-son regression for the five principal components o f song characteristics and
arrival date. Sample size was 12 for the song characteristics and 13 for arrival date.
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Discussion
Tlie repeatability values found for repertoire size suggest that its heritability m ust be lower
than 0.49 in this population o f willow warblers. T he relationship betw een repeatability and
heritability depends on the environm ental com ponent o f genetic variance. I f the latter is
n o t large, repeatability and heritability will be similar (Boalie 1989). I t is n o t at all surprising
that given this low level o f repeatability, the sample size used in the father-son regression
was n o t sufficient to yield a significant estimate. O f all song characteristics, song versatility
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was the one with the highest repeatability. These repeatability values were obtained for
birds m easured m several years. A com parison with the repeatabilities found for the same
characteristics in a within-year analysis (Chapter 1) may help us to ascertain the nature o f
the sources o f variation. T he first main difference is that m ost characteristics show the
highest repeatabilities in the within-year analysis, which suggests that the sample size o f 15
songs is a good representative o f the bird’s repertoire. Repeatabilities are m uch lower for
tlie analysis betw een die second and diird year, and diis confirm die results o f the analysis
o f the change in song witii age, in diat songs are n o t fully developed in the second year.
Later in life, the repeatabilities becom e very high, wliich indicates diat the trait is developed
and there is less scope for change.

This indicates that, if repertoire size is correlated with male quality, this quality cannot be
assessed in second-year birds, due to the large com ponent o f environm ental variance which
influence the developm ent o f the trait. The consequences o f tliis is that the high betweenyear variation would n o t to allow females to obtain genetic benefits by choosing males on
this variable, unless age can be assessed by odier means (see also Alatalo & Lundberg
1986). However, if repertoire size is a condition-dependent characteristic, and condition is
related to direct benefits (e.g. nest attendance, fertility...), choices based on this
characteristic w ould be direcdy selected.
T he song characteristic with the largest repeatability was song versatility, and this was so
for the two analysis at different ages. These results indicate that individual differences in
song versatility are the largest and m ore consistent witliin and betw een years. In terms o f
female choice or male-male assessment, this could indicate that, as song versatility is less
sensitive to between-year variation than repertoire size, it is m ore likely to be a genetic
qualit)? indicator tliaii repertoire size.
If we consider the com ponents o f variance o f these two traits (using their respective
correlates and assuming a niinim um heritabilitj?), we can see that, although repertoire size
comes out with a m oderately liigh value o f additive genetic variance (9.8% if h^=0.1), the
residual variance is still very high (27% if h^=0.1). In the case o f song versatility, however, a
similar heritability w ould yield m uch smaller values o f genetic and residual variance. These
results do no t invalidate the previous conclusions based on the repeatability estimates.
In a recent review, values o f additive genetic variance for sexual characters were found to
be higher than those found for non-sexual characters (Pomiankowski & MoUer 1995). The
autliors argued that these results could be explained if directional selection also selects for
modifiers that increase phenotypic variation per se w ithout changing the phenotypic mean.
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Tiiis suggestion is an exciting possibility but it has yet to be dem onstrated empirically.
Furtherm ore, there is the possibility that Pomiankowski & M oller’s arguments are affected
by a bias in the publication o f heritabilities o f sexual characters (Alatalo et al. 1997). This is
because, as there is a theoretical paradigm that predicts these results, studies with small
sample sizes are m ore likely to

be published if tliey report liigh heritabilities.

N otw ithstanding this possibility, som e implications for the traits studied here can be
derived from Pom iankowski & M oller’s (1995) arguments. If the predictions based on
modifier theories are right, the high values for residual and additive variance in song
repertoire would suggest that the trait is subject to directional selection. O n die other hand,
the low variances o f song versatility point to a possible effect o f stabilising selection.
Arrival date has been shown to be an im portant com ponent o f fitness in migrant passerines
(Verhulst et al. 1995; Svensson 1997). T he low repeatability o f diis trait fits with the
prediction that the heritability o f traits correlated with fitness should be close to zero
(Fisher 1930; G ustafsson 1986).
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Chapter 5

D O MALE SO NG CHARACTERISTICS PREDICT
SURVIVAL A N D VIABILITY?

A b stra c t
The main distinction betw een Fisherian and good-genes models o f sexual selection is that
according to the latter, there should be a positive correlation betw een the male trait and tlie
suivival o f the bearer and o f its offspring. I found tliat male repertoire size correlated with
num ber o f fledglings in a population o f willow warblers. Although the num ber o f recruits
was n o t correlated with the father’s repertoire size, males with at least one recruit had larger
repertoires than those w ithout any recruit. Survival o f males in their second year was
negatively correlated w ith song length. However, am ong birds older than second years,
elem ent rate and repertoire size correlated positively with survival. The results are
consistent with a good genes hypothesis, b u t other possibilities Hlce direct benefits from
males witli large repertoires or differential m aternal effects cannot be rejected.

In tro d u c tio n
G ood-genes models o f sexual selection predict that viabilit}? should be positively related to
the expression o f sexual ornam ents (Zahavi 1975; Kirkpatrick & Ryan 1991). Tliis
prediction is the fundam ental distinction from Fisherian models. A ccording to this
hypothesis, only males o f high genetic quality are able to express traits with a high degree
o f ornam entation, and females tliat m ate wliich such males will produce offspring o f higher
viabiUt)?. G enetic models seem to be able to accom modate this possibility (e.g. Grafen
1990), and die required heritability o f characters associated widi fitness also seems to be
there (Pomiankowsld & MoUer 1995), although die mechanisms by which additive variance
is maintained are as yet unclear. Several empirical studies have found evidence o f a
correlation between the size o f a sexual ornam ent and suivival for adult males (Alatalo et
al. 1991; Moller 1991), and also betw een the trait o f the father and the viability o f offspring
(Norris 1993; Moller 1994; Petrie 1994; Hasselquist et al. 1996; Sheldon et al. 1997).
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O ne o f the m ost conspicuous sexual characters in birds is that o f song. Many species use
complex repertoires in the context o f m ate attraction, and repertoires are m ore effective
than single songs at eliciting sexual behaviour from females (Searcy 1992). Repertoire size
has been found to increase witli age in several species (e.g. Chapter 3). T o the extent that
longevity is heritable, tliis would represent an honest signal o f genetic quality, A positive
correlation between repertoire size, survival and lifetime reproductive success has been
found in the great tit Pams major (M cGregor et al. 1981). However, survival was negatively
correlated with repertoire size and song versatility in a Swedish population o f pied
flycatchers Fkedula hypoleuca (Lampe & Espm ark 1994). Higher viability o f die offspring o f
males with large repertoires has been found for great reed warblers Acrocephahis anindinaceus
(Hasselquist et al. 1996). There is evidence o f neural costs associated with large song
repertoires (Canady et al. 1984; D evoogd et al. 1993), wliich suggests that the expression o f
this trait is condition-dependent, and thus not amenable to cheating. This implies that
variation in repertoire size signals some aspect o f male quality. The present chapter
examines how several characteristics o f the song o f the willow warbler predict male
survival, num ber o f fledglings and offspring viability.

M e th o d s
General field m ethods have been described in previous chapters. Given the very high
philopatry o f this species, any adult bird which did not hold a territory in the area the year
after it was last recorded was taken to be dead. A few individuals (4 in the 4 years) were
subsequently caught in nets during routine ringing and never settled in a territory. Altliough
a few m ore m ight have been missed, this in unlikely to affect the results.
Suivival is a binary variable and was thus analysed by logistic regression. If a bird had been
recorded in several years, only one data point was chosen at random . T o visualise tlie
selective regime o f the different variables, I employed the cubic spline m ethod developed
by

Schluter

(1988),

using

a

program

written

by

liim

(GLMS;

available

at:

http://w w w .zoology.ubc.ca/~ schluter/splines.htm l). This is a nonparam etric regression
m etliod designed to plot fitness functions, tliat is, the relationship betw een a fitness
measure and a quantitative trait.

Results
In a stepwise regression analysis betw een song characteristics and num ber o f fledglings,
repertoire size was the only song characteristic that was not excluded from the model, and
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it had a significant positive relationship with num ber o f fledglings (overall regression:
F=10.278, df=1,23, p<0.01; R"=0.32; repertoire size; (3=0.643, t=3.206, p=0,004; Fig 5.1).
Arrival date is also a predictor o f num ber o f fledglings (F—8.235, d f= l,2 0 , p<0.01;
R"=0.29; arrival date: (3=-0.530, t=-2.870, p=0.009). Given that repertoire size and arrival
date are correlated, the relation betw een repertoire size and num ber o f fledglings could be
due to the com m on correlation with arrival date. I perform ed a Kendall’s partial correlation
between repertoire size and num ber o f fledglings, controlling for the effect o f arrival. The
partial correlation shows a genuine effect o f repertoire size in num ber o f fledglings
(t = 0.472, n= 23, p=0.0022). N um ber o f fledglings is probably highly correlated with clutch
size, given that no nest mortaht)' was recorded in this population in the course o f the study.
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NUMBER OF FLEDGLINGS

Figure 5.1. Males with a larger repertoire size fledge more young. N one o f the other song characteristics
predicted number o f fledglings.

N um ber o f recruits could not be predicted by any song characteristic (multiple regression:
F = 0.442, df=5,18, p=0.813; all variables p>0.20). As m ost o f the nests contributed either
one or no recruits, I perform ed a stepwise logistic regression in which die dependent
variable was either none or at least one recruit. The final m odel is significant overall
(X~=5.997, df= 1, p=0.0143), and included a constant (B=1.73, d f = l, p=0.002) and song

repertoire, whose effect was close to significance ((3=2.30, d f = l, p=0.082). This indicates
that the suiwival o f at least one recruit can be significantly predicted from the song
characteristics, and tliat song repertoire is the best predictor for it (Fig. 5.2).
T he pattern o f survival was different for second-years and older bkds. In a stepwise logistic
regression, song length was the variable which best explained survival for second years
(overall model; %^=5.025, d f = l, p=0.025; song length: (3=-0.549, d f = l, p=0.038). In other
words, second-year birds with long songs were selected against. In older bkds, however,
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two different variables were included in die final model: repertoire size and elem ent rate
(overall model: %^=7.303, df=2, p=0-026; repertoire size: p=0.694, d f = l, p=0.087; elem ent
rate: p=0.754, d f= l, p=0,031): older birds with h i^ i elem ent rates and large repertoires
were m ore likely to survive. A further test o f tlie result d iat birds widi sh o rt songs are
selected in the first age co h o rt can be m ade by looking a t the frequency distribution o f the
variable in the two age cohorts, i.e. before and after selection (Fig 5.3). N ote diat the two
means were n o t statistically different (Chapter 3).

CC

-1.0

0

>1

NUMBER OF RECRUITS

Figure 5.2. Males which produced no recruits had marginally smaller repertoires tlian those which had at
least one recruit in the population.

E H 2YR
>2 YR
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-

1

0

1

SONG LENGTH
Figure 5.3. Frequency distribution o f song lengdi for second years (blue) and older birds (red). The two
distributions are statistically different (G=31,2, df=6, p <0.001).

T he diree variables correlated with survival were n o t the same in die two age classes.
Cubic splines showing the effect o f die three variables considered above are show n in Fig.
5.4a-c. Interestingly, the effect o f the variables tend to be inverted: second years with hig)i
values in the three variables tend to be selected against; whereas the effect is positive for
older birds.
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Figure 5.4. Fitness functions relating probability o f survival (y axis) to three different song characteristics, as
a function o f age (second years: red; older birds: black): A) element repertoire; B) song length; and C)
element rate. The tliick lines are the fitted cubic splines and the thin lines at each side are ±1SE (obtained
through 1000 bootstraps).
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D isc u ssio n
'l'iic rcvsults show thiit there is a corrélation between a male’s song repertoire size and die
num ber o f fledglings from liis nest, as well as with die probability he contributes at least
one recruit in the population. These results are consistent with a good-genes hypothesis,
which would predict that if repertoires are honest indicators o f male genetic quality,
females paired to these males would obtain genetic benefits (Kirkpatrick & Ryan 1991),
Mowever, explanations based on direct benefits or on differential female investm ent are
also consistent with the results. Male willow warblers normally feed and care for the young
throughout the nestling period and after fledging, and it is possible that the increased
viabüityr is due to an effect o f better territories or paternal care. A nother possibüit}'^ is that
females that pair with males widi large repertoires are o f higher phenotj^pic quality, which
has been shown for barn swallows Himndo mstica (Moller 1991), This is the m ost liltely
explanation for die correlation betw een num ber o f fledglings and repertoire size, specially
as num ber o f fledghngs is likely to be a close correlate o f clutch size. An alternative
explanation is that females paired to males widi large repertoires increase the clutch size
a n d /o r the investm ent in the clutch. This second hypothesis would correspond to a goodgenes hypodiesis, but unfortunately the correlative nature o f this study cannot tease apart
these two possibilities.
Maternal or direct benefits effects tend to be treated in studies o f sexual selection as rather
fastidious confounding variables, wliich are normally cast aside w idi vague argum ents (e.g.
Moller 1994). However, that females invest m ore in the offspring o f attractive males has
already been show n in several species (Burley 1988; D e Lope & Moller 1993), and diis
could be predicted from arbitrary trait models (Kirkpatrick & Ryan 1991). Experim ents are
necessary to tease apart the effects o f paternally inherited genes and m aternal effects (i.e.
any environm ental source o f variance provided by relatives: Cheverud & M oore 1994). A
good example o f diis experimental approach was that o f Petrie (1994) widi peacocks Pavo
cristaUis, where

females were

experimentally

allocated

to

males

o f different

tail

ornam entation and the offspring fostered by domestic hens. T he results showed increased
growth and suivival o f chicks fathered by long-tailed males. A similar situation was
achieved in the wild by Sheldon et al. (1997), by looking at the grow th o f extra-pair
paternit): cliicks com pared to their half-siblings in the collared flycatcher FicedtUa albicollis.
H ere again the body condition o f chicks was related to die size o f the fadier’s ornam ent.
Both these studies, however, assume that females are n o t investing differendy in the eggs
fathered by the different males. T hat they may do so is suggested by the discovery that
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avian eggs contain testosterone (Schwabl 1993). The am ount o f testosterone (T) varies
from species to species, and betw een the eggs o f the same clutch. Yolk T correlates with
the values o f circulating T in the m other at the time o f yolk production (Schwabl 1996) and
influences the developm ent o f tlie chick, via a higher begging rate and aggressiveness
(Schwabl 1996). Chicks that hatch from eggs tliat have liigher am ounts o f T, or that have
had their yolks experimentally injected with T, also obtain liigher ranks in the social
hierarchy after fledging (Schwabl 1993). Some o f the results o f the studies that claim good
gene effects in the offspring, like those o f Sheldon et al. (1997) or Petrie (1994), could be
explained in terms o f differential allocation o f T by females. There is no need to postulate
an adaptive explanation, altliough we know that adaptive allocations o f T have been shown
in some species (Schwabl et al. 1997). I'h e mechanism I envisage only requires tliat females
produce a higher level o f T w hen they m ate with an attractive male. As the egg that is going
to be fertilised by this sperm is still being formed (Colegrave et al. 1995), and yolk being
incorporated into the follicle, it follows that the increase in circulating T will be transferred
to the yoUt. Careful experiments should be carried out to examine this possibihty.
T he m ost interesting result concerning the survival o f adults was the interaction o f age with
several song characteristics. Song length was the best predictor o f suivival in second-years;
birds with long songs were selected against. In older birds, however, two different song
com ponents, elem ent rate and repertoire size, were positively correlated with sur\tival. This
pattern can be examined by looking at the cubic splines o f these three com ponents for the
two ages (Fig 5.4). Although song length is not a significant predictor o f suivival in old
birds, or repertoire size in second-years, the slopes suggest that the effect o f these two
variables in suivival is opposite for the two age cohorts. W hat is this pattern due to?
It has been argued that, w hen the developm ent o f tire trait is different between young and
older birds, only old males, wliich have developed the trait to its fuU extent, will be paying
the handicap price o f it. Veiga (1993) m anipulated the size o f tlie badges o f house sparrows
Passer domestims and found that males with enlarged badges acquired m ore nest sites. The
survival consequences o f the experimental manipulation showed an interaction with age
(Veiga 1995); enlarged badges decreased the chances o f surviving in young males, but tliere
was a trend for the opposite to be die true in older males. Veiga argued that increased
breeding success by young males was checked by the higher costs o f breeding that these
males bore. A nother similar case is that o f the spur length o f male pheasants Phasiamts
coldnats, which correlates with age (von Schantz et al. 1989). This trait is a good predictor o f
survival in old individuals, but no t in young ones (Grahn 1993). A correlation betw een spur
length and a measure o f fitness (fluctuation asymmetry) was only significant in old males,
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suggesting that only in this age class did spur length indicate male quality. Mate choice was
consistent with this pattern; females chose long-spurred males only in the case o f old
males, and the m ating success am ong young males was not related to this trait (G rahn &
von Schantz 1994). The explanation offered for this set o f results was based on the agedependent developm ent o f the spur length: G rahn & von Schantz argued that young males
arc paying a lower cost in growing these ornam ents. As a result o f this delayed
developm ent, the handicap associated with it may not be apparent before the spurs reach
their full length. However, this argum ent could only hold true if the variance and the range
o f the trait were different between the different age classes. Still, it is difficult to see how a
negative correlation betw een the trait and survival could follow from tliis argument.
In the case o f the song characteristics studied here, elem ent rate and repertoire size do
increase witli age, b u t song lengtli does not (Chapter 3). T he variance o f these
characteristics between age classes are not significantly different (Levene’s tests for equaht)/
o f variances, all F<2.1, n=108, p>0.25) and the ranges overlap to a great extent. W hy then
are second-years not subject to the same handicapping effects observable in older birds? A
failure to show a relationship is not p ro o f o f its non-existence, so it could be argued that
the different selection regimes betw een age classes that can be inferred from Fig 5.4 are an
artefact. Fair enough, but w hat if they are n o t an artefact?
The fact that song length is selected against in second years can be explained if low qualit}^
males are trading o ff survival for current reproduction (Williams 1966; O reü et al. 1994).
T he developm ent o f long songs may result in an liigher reproductive success. Although
females do not seem to choose males on the basis o f this variable (Chapter 6), males with
longer songs were less Hkely to be cuckolded (Chapter 7). Males with long songs m ight also
give m ore paternal care that would explain the increased mortality'. If the reproductive
success o f low quaht)/ males increases in their first breeding year as a result o f singing long
songs, this could constitute an adaptive strategy, regardless o f the reduction in the
probability o f survival. Male qualitj'^ need no t be genetic, and the strategy could work as
well if suivival is condition-dependent. T he positive correlation betw een survival and
elem ent rate and repertoire in older males would reflect the expected correlation between
trait expression and male quality after the first episode o f selection has reduced the variance
in genetic quahty. These traits do n o t change after birds are older than three-years (Chapter
3), and thus there would be no room for developm ental trade-offs.
T o conclude, males with large repertoires produced m ore young and were m ore likely to
have recruits in die population. This is consistent with a good-genes hypothesis, but other
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hypotheses can account for tlie same result. Repertoire size and elem ent rate predicted
suivival in birds older than second-years. T he complex relation betw een age, survival and
song characteristics could be explained by an inter-generational trade-off, if low qualit)^
males invest disproportionately in the developm ent o f attractive songs.
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Chapter 6
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SONG CHARACTERISTICS

A b stra c t
Male willow warblers have song repertoires which vary in complexity along several
dimensions. Song repertoires may be used by females when choosing a mate. This was
tested by studying the pairing patterns o f a population in relation to five song
characteristics in four different years. Pairing date was negatively correlated with song
repertoire size in one year, and witli song versatility in another year. T he variable that best
explains how soon a male gets paired is male arrival date, and this is consistently significant
in aU years. A m ong the song characteristics, the best predictors o f pairing date in any given
year were also the m ost variable ones. Contrary to expectations, the predictive value o f tire
song characteristics and arrival date for pairing date in a given year is negatively correlated
with the am ount o f female com petition in that year.

In tro d u c tio n
In many songbirds, males possess m ore than one copy o f tlieir species-specific song. These
sets o f songs sung by a single male are called song repertoires. The evolutionary
significance o f repertoires is usually explained in terms o f sexual selection, both within the
context o f male-male com petition and that o f female choice (Searcy & A ndersson 1986).
Female preference for large song repertoire sizes has been studied tlirough laboratory
experiments and field observations. Evidence from laboratory data is highly consistent and
shows that when females are exposed to large repertoires they display higher levels o f
sexual arousal than w hen they hear small repertoires (e.g. Searcy & M arier 1981; Catchpole
et al. 1986; Vallet et al. 1998). Field data however are no t as straightforward. Strong
directional preferences have been found in Amcephalus warblers (Catchpole 1980, 1986;
Buchanan & Catchpole 1997), and in the European starling Shirmts vulgaris (Mountjoy &
Lem on 1996), b u t in other species where this issue has been studied, die effects o f song
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repertoire on female choice arc either non-existent or disappear when territory quality is
controlled for (Howard 1974; Ivrebs et al. 1978; Yasukawa et al. 1980; M cG regor et al.
1981; Searcy 1984).
Searcy (1992) has suggested tliat the discrepancy between laboratory and field data might
be due to the fact that female preference for large song repertoires is exerted m ore strongly
in extra-pair matings than in social m ate choice. A nother possible explanation for this
discrepancy o f results was proposed by Podos et al. (1992). These authors looked at the
variation between the different songtj^pes present in the repertoires o f song sparrows,
Melospis^a melodici^ and found drat birds with larger repertoires had songtypes m ore similar
betw een them. This implies the existence o f a constraint in die design o f a song repertoire.
They w ent on to suggest that the num ber o f song t^^pes per se m ight no t be a proper
measure o f repertoire complexity, and that the variadon betw een songtypes could be die
im portant variable that was being selected by females (Nowicki & Podos 1993).
In the willow warbler, aldiough it has been shown that males w ith high song rates pair
earlier (Radesater et al. 1987; Arvidsson & Neergard 1991), it is n o t known w hether the
strong differences betw een males in song complexity are also used in female choice. An
early study reported a positive correlation o f song repertoire size and song versatility with
pairing date (]aivi 1983). H ow ever his study involved a very small sample size, used one
tailed statistical tests, and did not take into account the confounding effect o f territory
quality.
T he organisation o f the song repertoire in this species suggests that the approach o f Podos
et al. (1992) for analysing the song o f the song sparrow m ight also be useful. However, the
results o f the song analysis (Chapter 1) suggest that the constraint in repertoire
com position found in the song sparrow m ight not exist in this species. Instead, my
approach will take into account how independent com ponents o f song characteristics
predict female choice.
G ood-genes tlreories for the evolution o f male ornam ents suggest that these have evolved
because they are costly to produce and thus reflect a male’s quality (Kirkpatrick & Ryan
1991). Some evidence in tliis direction has been found in the great reed
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anindinaceus^ where repertoire size correlates with offspring viability (Hasselquist et al.
1996). In the case o f the willow warbler, there is a complex pattern between survival and
age, and male survival correlates negatively with song length in the case o f second-years,
whereas in males older tlian second-years, survival is positively correlated witli elem ent rate
and song repertoire (Chapter 5). It has been shown before in other species that female
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choice can adjust to changes on the fitness inform ation o f a signal at different ages (Grahn
& von Schantz 1994). T he effect o f male age in female choice will be explored in this
context, to look at this possible adaptive pattern in female choice. It is expected that, if the
main benefits o f choice in females are genetic, pairing date should correlate negatively with
song length in second-years, and positively witli repertoire size and elem ent rate in the case
o f older males.
A nother interesting topic in the study o f female preference is that o f multiple cues. Males
often exhibit several secondary sexual characteristics tliat could be used by females to
assess the males’ resources, condition or genetic quality. These multiple cues can either be
redundant in terms o f the inform ation that they convey, or instead be indicators o f
different aspects o f the male’s characteristics (Moller & Pom iankowski 1993). In this study,
by loolting several variables in different years, it is possible to see if the multiple cues o f the
song o f this species play a role in mate choice.
T he present study investigates w hether any o f the different song characteristics o f the
willow warbler predicts speed o f pairing. D ata for four different years is com pared in order
to examine the possible variation in the im portance o f these song factors.

M e th o d s
The study area was K ippo W ood, a mixed woodland o f spruce, birch and willows in Fife,
Scodand. A marked population o f willow warblers was studied betw een 1994 and 1997.
Sample sizes for each o f the years were: 14, 19, 22 and 21. In the pooled analysis individual
birds were considered only once.
The area was visited daily from mid April and die setdem ent o f new territories and the
pairing status o f all birds were recorded. Arrival date is the day w hen a male was first seen
defending a territory. Paired males can be detected because diey stop singing long bouts
from exposed perches and follow the female closely. Thus, pairing date is the day when a
bird was first seen widi a female diat later copulated with him and nested in liis territory. If
a bird could not be found singing on a given day, but was found to be paired the day after,
the first day was taken as the date o f pairing. Only those males that arrived before the first
female in any year were used in the analysis. N ote that the actual male or female arrival
dates cannot be known, and male settlem ent and pairing date are taken as approxim ations
to them.
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A continuous iccotding o f 15 songs per male was used for the song analysis. Only
recordings obtained m ore than 5 days after arrival but before pairing were used, as the song
undergoes selective attrition (Nelson 1992) in the first days after arrival (unpublished). Two
sets o f m easurem ents were taken, fh e first set is a series o f direct m easurem ents o f song
variables. T he second set provides a detailed analysis o f the organisation o f the song
repertoire, which was studied by cluster analysis based on the similarity matrix o f songs. A
principal com ponent analysis was conducted on each o f the sets o f variables. These
analyses yielded a total o f five principal com ponents whose nature can be clearly
understood from the factor matrixes (see Chapter 1 for details). The factors are: 1)
Repertoire size; 2) Song length; 3) Song versatility; 4) Elem ent rate; and 5) Repertoire
fixation.
Statistical tests were non-param etric due to the impossibility o f normalising arrival and
pairing dates. In the pooled analysis, data were standardised per year.

R esu lts
D ate o f pairing was negatively correlated with repertoire size in 1996 (t = -0.331, n=22,
p<0.05), and with song versatility in 1995 (t = -0.589, n= 19, p<0.01). However, these song
characteristics do n o t show any im portant effect or even trend in the rest o f the years.
N one o f the song com ponents explained the pattern o f pairing consistently in the four
years o f the study or in the pooled data set (Table 6.1). However, arrival date showed a
significant effect in all years: females paired first with males that had arrived early.
1994

1995

1996

1997

Pooled

Repertoire size

0.285

0.143

-0.331*

-0.025

0.002

Song lengdi

-0.061

-0.182

-0.077

0.236

0.058

Song versatüit)^

0.110

-0.589**

0.045

0T62

0.013

E lem ent rate

0.160

0.299

-0.095

0.146

0.121

Repertoire fixation

0.086

0.026

0.041

0.075

0.058

0.698**

0.711***

0.381*

0.589***

0.515***

n=14

n=19

N = 22

n = 21

n = 62

Arrival date

Table 6.1. Kendall corrélation coefficients (X) between pairing date and the 5 song characteristics, as well as
arrival date, for the four years separately and for the pooled data set (standardised per year). All correlations
are not significant except those marked with an asterisk (p<0.05) or three (p<0.001).
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As male and teriitoiy qualities may be correlated, it is necessary to correct for the
possibility that females are choosing territories rather than males. Male arrival date is not
necessarily perfectly correlated with territory quality (see Discussion), but the correlation is
very likely to be a positive one, so male arrival date can conservatively be used as an
approxim ation o f territory quality. W hen the effect o f arrival date is thus taken into
account, tire correlation between pairing date and song repertoire size in 1996 disappears
(Kendall’s partial correlation coefficient x=-0.237, n=22, p>0.05), although tirat o f song
versatility in 1995 remains significant: (Kendall’s partial correlation coefficient: x=-0.488,
11=19, p<0.05).
For 14 females, parting data for two years is available. O u t o f these, 5 females paired with
their previous years’ male, and 9 paired with a different male. For these 9 females which
had a different male in each year, only one had the previous year’s male available at the
time o f pairing. These data suggest that m ost females pair again with their previous males if
these are available. This could be a confounding factor, as female choice could be based in
previous reproductive perform ance rather than in song. Although I cannot control for this
effect in each o f tire years, given the small data set in a particular year, it is possible in tiie
pooled analysis. T he results confirm the previous finding: w hen only new females are
considered (n=40) the only significant correlation is still that o f pairing date with arrival
date (x=0.490, n= 40, p<0.001; Fig. 6.1).
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ARRIVAL DATE
Figure 6.1. Even if only new females are considered, the better predictor o f pairing date is male arrival date
(t= 0.490, 11=40, p<0.001). Both variables are standardised per year. Regression line for illustration only.
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O ne o f the predictions from the suiwival data was tliat, if the m ain benefits o f choice in
females are genetic, pairing date should correlate negatively with song length in secondyears, and positively with repertoire size and element rate in the case o f older males. In the
pooled data set the correlation between pairing and song length for second-years was in the
expected direction, but it was not significant (x=0.290, n=23, p=0.056). In the case o f birds
older than second-years, tliere was no correlation betw een pairing and element rate and
repertoire size (both x<0.1, n= 33, p>0.5). Again in both cases, arrival date was tlie best
predictor o f pairing speed (2YR: x=0.542, n=23, p<0.001; >2YR; x=0.498, n=33,
p<0.001).
Arrival date is thus the main aspect which females select when choosing males. This could
result from a concordance in habitat choice, or from a direct choice o f some male
characteristic which correlates w ith arrival date. In addition to arrival date, two song factors
show in some years slight levels o f female preference: song repertoire size and song
versatility. It is interesting to see w hether the degree o f variation o f these three variables in
a year is correlated with dieir relative im portance for mate choice. Previous studies have
shown that when several cues are available for mate choice, females tend to use the m ost
variable o f tliese cues (Reid & W eadierhead 1990; Buchanan & Catchpole 1997). T he three
variables show significant correlations between their standard deviations and the absolute
correlation coefficient wliich diey show with pairing date in drat same year, although die
correlations are not significant given the small sample size (arrival date: r^=0.400; song
repertoire size: r^=0.600; versatility;: r,=0.600; all n=4, p>0.05); (standard deviations rather
than coefficients o f variance are used because the values are standardised).
Com petition between females has been shown to influence the stringency o f mate
preference. Dale et ai. (1992) found that in the pied flycatcher, Vicsdtila hjpoleuca, females
visit fewer males before pairing when there are many females searching for mates. We can
analyse how well our pairing predictors correlate with pairing speed in the different years in
relation to the degree o f female com petition. As an index o f female com petition for mates,
I have taken the ratio o f num ber o f females wliich pair in a year to the num ber o f days in
which pairing takes place. I have com pared these values with the extent to wliich arrival
date or any o f the song factors (highest absolute value o f the correlation coefficient
between pairing date and any o f the five song factors) explain the pattern o f pairing.
Contrary to predictions, bo th arrival date and song characteristics attain dieir highest
predictive value in situations o f high female com petition (bodi correlations: r,=0.800, n=4,
p>0.05; Table 6.2).
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com petition

correlation o f pairing date with:

(females/day)

arrival date

1994

2.33

0.70

0.28

1995

4.75

0.71

0.59

1996

1.83

0.38

0.33

1997

1.62

0.60

0.23

best song predictor

Table 6.2. The amount o f female competition correlates positively with the predictive value o f arrival date
and the best song predictor (both r,=0.800, n=4, p>0.05).

D isc u ssio n
In two o f the four years in which this study was carried out, a different song characteristic
explained the choice o f male to some extent. However, in the other two years, tliese factors
did not show a similar trend. If we assume that arrival date is correlated with territory
quality; (see below), we should correct for the fact that females could choose territory
quality; rather tlian song characteristics. If this is done, the correlation between pairing date
and song repertoire size in 1996 and song versatility in 1995 disappear. In other words,
tliere was no overall relationship betw een repertoire complexity and pairing date. O tlier
studies have found that song rate is im portant in m ate choice in the willow warbler
(Radesater et al. 1987; Antidsson & N eergard 1991). Unfortunately, I did not measure song
rate in this study, so I am unable to assess the im portance o f this variable in this
population. However, it is possible to conclude that song repertoire characteristics are not
primarily being chosen by females in the context o f social mate choice in this species.
Several studies carried out on several other species o f birds show similar trends (Searcy
1992). The effect o f repertoire size on pairing date in great tits Vams major (M cGregor et al.
1981), pied flycatchers Vkedttla hypokttca (Alatalo et al. 1986), o r song sparrows Meiospi\a
melodia (Searcy 1984) is non-existent. In otlier species, tliere is some effect, but it disappears
when other cues Like territory quality are taken into account (e.g. N orthern mocldngbirds
Mimiis polygloUos (Howard 1974), red-winged blackbirds Agelaws phocmceus (Yasukawa ct al.
1980). The only examples where repertoire size explains pairing date to a large extent are
Acmephalus

(Catchpole 1980; Catchpole 1986; Buchanan & Catchpole 1997), and

E uropean starlings SUirnus vulgaris (M ountjoy & Lem on 1996).
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Podos et al. (1992) suggested that the general failure o f song repertoire size to explain time
o f pairing was due to the fact that the particular aspect o f song complexity which was being
preferred by females was not measured in field studies. I tested this possibility by applying
the same logic to the song organisation o f the willow warbler and obtaining several
independent com ponents o f song characteristics (see Chapter 1). The exercise was
worthwliile as, in different years, different characteristics o f song contributed in different
degree to pairing date.. However, no overall effect could be found.
The results gave a mixed support to the predictions derived from the analysis o f survival in
relation to song characteristics in different age classes. Aldiough there was a trend in the
expected direction in second years (birds with long songs paired later), the predictions for
older birds were nor supported. I t has been shown in pheasants Phasianm colchicus that
females only use spur length as a criterion in m ate choice in the case o f old males (G rahn &
von Schantz 1994). Tliis preference is adaptive, as only in that age class is spur length a
male quahty indicator. The results obtained here suggest that either females cannot
discriminate between males o f different ages, or that the benefits derived from male genetic
quality are not very im portant.
If we put together all the studies that have been done so far, the picture that emerges
shows that it is difficult to explain the m aintenance o f song repertoires by female choice.
However, given that a very high percentage o f birds show som e degree o f extra-pair
paternity (Birkhead & M oller 1992), traditional measures o f female social-male choice may
not be reliable correlates o f female preference. Females respond with greater intensity to
large repertoires in a sexual context, and tliis has led Searcy (1992) to suggest that females
may pay m ore attention to repertoire complexity in situations o f extra-pair male choice.
Female preference for males with large repertoires as extra-pair partners has indeed been
found in the great reed warbler Acrocephalus antndinaceus (Hasselquist et al. 1996). Willow
warblers do not stop singing after pairing (Chapter 2), and this suggests that song m ight be
used to attract other females for EPCs. This possibility is examined in the next chapter.
The best predictor o f male pairing date was date of arrival. In ah four years males which
arrived earlier also paired earher (note that ah males considered in the analysis were
avahable for parting w hen the first female arrived). This effect has been reported before in
tliis species (Radesater et al. 1987; A rvidsson & Neergard 1991), and can be a consequence
o f females choosing early arriving males by using some male cue which shows its arrival
date, or alternatively a concordance in the choice o f habitat or nest-site characteristics. The
latter o f these possibhities seems to be the m ost parsim onious one, but, is there any
evidence that males choose territories on the grounds o f som e quahty parameter?
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If we look at the pattern o f territory occupation betw een years, we can see that m ost birds
settle in the same territory as the year before if this is available (Jakobsson 1988), and that
only males which settle very late and occupy clearly suboptim al territories will change
territory in the following year (author’s unpublished data). T hat familiarity with the territory
and neighbours should be im portant in tliis species is also suggested by the high degree o f
song sharing betw een birds in adjacent territories (author’s unpublished data), and a
between-years survival rate o f about 50%, wliich means that the average bird returning to
breed will share borders with two old neighbours. It has been show n in other species tliat
familiarity between neighbours reduces defence costs (Eason & H annon 1994) and can
result in a liigher breeding success (Beletsky & Orians 1989). T here is also evidence that
settling in proximity to conspecific territories can be an im portant cue when choosing a
territory in which to settle (Stamps 1991; Muller et al. 1997).
It is not known w hat the characteristics o f a good territory should be, so I cannot test the
prediction that arrival date correlates with territory quality. A bundance o f insects was not
related to territory size in a Scandinavian population (Arvidsson & Klaesson 1986). A
num ber o f factors may be m ore im portant than territory size, and food need not be a
limiting factor. For instance, the presence o f a high song perch seems to be im portant for
males, as these can be used to broadcast the song to a greater distance, and also m ight be
useful for territory defence. Visibility in a territory is also an im portant factor that can
override

optim al

foraging considerations

(Eason

1992;

E ason

&

Stamps

1992).

Furtherm ore, the interests o f male and female need n o t be tire same. A territory o f dense
vegetation is likely to make mate guarding m ore difficult (W estneat & Sherman 1997), and
would benefit a female seeldng EPCs. A safe nesting site is obviously fundamental, but
once some good nesting sites are available, greater nest site availability per se should not
make a territory m ore valuable to a female. N esting sites do not seem to be a limiting factor
for this species in the area.
Anotlier piece o f evidence that speaks against the idea that females choose territories rather
tlian males in tire willow warbler comes from a rem oval experim ent (Arvidsson &
Neergard 1991). In this study, the first set o f males to settle in an area was rem oved so that
a second set could take the vacant territories. T he com parison o f the pairing dates o f the
second group witli the settling date o f the first group yielded no correlation, which points
to a female choice o f male characteristics rather than territory quality.
It is thus debatable that the m ost parsimonious explanation for the fact that early arriving
males get paired earher is that females are choosing territory quaht)c T here are cues in the
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song by which females could tell the arrival time o f males. For instance, it has been shown
that one o f the song characteristics (not m easured in tliis study) wliich females choose is
song rate (Radesater et al. 1987; Arvidsson & Neergard 1991). Song rate increases with
time spent in the territory, so early arriving males will have comparatively liigher song rates
than late ones (Arvidsson & Neergard 1991).
However, w hether females actively choose early arriving males per se or base their choice
in the same habitat characteristics as males do, should not make any difference in selective
terms. A t tlie end o f the day, early arriving males are being selected. This phenom enon has
been term ed indirect selection (Wiley & Poston 1996). Early breeding is a major
com ponent o f fitness in migratory passerines (e.g. Verhulst et al. 1995; Svensson 1997), and
genetic models explain how breeding date may have considerable additive genetic variance
(Price et al. 1988). Thus, arrival date may be a character sexually selected by female choice
in tliis species. Arrival date is linked to female choice in several species, although it is not
normally considered as a selected character, and rather treated as a confounding variable
with territory quality (e.g. Alatalo et al. 1984; Alatalo et al. 1986; Radesater et al. 1987;
Arvidsson & N eergard 1991; Bensch & Hasselquist 1992; Aebischer et al. 1996). Female
choice o f early-arriving males independently o f other preferences has been found in the
barn swallow by Moller (1994), w ho suggested that it m ight result in the acquisition o f
good genes for migratory behaviour. Fitzpatrick (1994) proposed that in migratory birds
one o f the m ost im portant sources o f additive genetic variance could be the quality o f their
wintering grounds. H er argum ent is based in the fact that the direction o f migration has a
very strong genetic basis, and that the quaUly; o f wintering areas shows a high rate o f
change due to frequent fluctuations in climatic conditions. Secondary sexual characters
could thus be honest indicators o f tlie quaht); o f the wintering areas.
There are three hypotheses behind the existence o f multiple sexual ornam ents in males,
(Moller & Pom iankowsld 1993). A ccording to these authors, multiple male signals could be
signalling: 1) multiple messages: each signal reflects a single property; o f the animal which is
im portant for female choice; 2) redundant information: every signal gives an indication o f
an overall aspect o f the animal which is chosen by the female; or 3) unreliable signals: some
signals may no longer signal a given preference or benefit due to fixation or exhaustion of
additive genetic variance. Research in several species suggests that multiple cues reflect
different aspects o f male or territory quality (Reid & W eatherhead 1990; Dale & Slagsvold
1996; O m land 1996; Buchanan & Catchpole 1997), and that multiple signals used in female
choice do n o t always correlate with each other. Some studies have looked at m ate choice by
multiple cues in several years and found that females tend to use those signals that are m ost
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variable in a given year (Reid & W eadierhead 1990; Dale & Slagsvold 1996; Buchanan &
Catchpole 1997). My data fit with these results in that the different variables studied
explained better the pattern o f pairing w hen these were m ost variable. This effect might
just be a result o f the receiver’s perceptive system (Guilford & Dawkins 1991), and does
n o t imply that som e variables are m ore truthful or inform ative tlian otliers in w hat
inform ation they convey. Besides, females who use rapidly assessable cues wtU do better, as
speed o f choice is im portant in a situation o f com petition between females for males (Dale
et al. 1992). The fact that female choice in 1995 and 1996 was best explained by two
different song factors which are uncorrelated with each other, suggests that the multiple
signals that can be derived from the song o f this species are not redundant.
An unexpected result is the positive correlation found betw een the predictive value o f male
characteristics and tlie extent o f female competition. It has been show n in pied flycatchers
that in situations o f strong female com petition females make faster choices, and visit fewer
males (Dale et al. 1992). Tliis is adaptive in terms o f choice strategy, as the probabilit); of
not pairing at all increases with female competition, and not breeding in a particular year
will be heavüy selected against in a short lived species. However, the liighest predictive
value o f the male characteristics in tliis study was found in situations o f high female
com petition. This can be interpreted if there are other territory or male qualitj; cues which I
did n o t measure, which are m ore im portant for a female, and wliich take longer to assess.
The male characteristics examined in the study (song characteristics and whatever character
signals arrival date) can be quicldy assessed and tlius becom e m ore useful w hen a faster
choice is necessary.
The results o f tliis study suggest that in order to understand m ate choice is necessary to
measure multiple male characteristics, and examine the pattern o f pairing in several years in
relation to other potentially im portant variables.
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Chapter 7

EXTRA-PAIR PATERNITY A N D SONG
CHARACTERISTICS

Abstract
Micfosatellite markers were used to determ ine the level o f extra-pair paternity (EPP) in a
Scottish population o f willow warblers. The overall frequency o f E P P (18% nestlings, 47%
nests) is interm ediate with respect to previous studies on the species. Ï looked at how
several male variables correlated with within-pair paternit);. O lder birds were less liltely to
be cuckolded than young ones. W itliin-pak paternity was n o t related to arrival or pairing
dates. O f the song repertoire characteristics, only song length was related witli within-pair
paternit)-: males with longer songs were less liltely to be cuckolded. Level o f genetic
relatedness between the m em bers o f the pair did not influence the frequency o f E P P in the
nest. Survival o f EPP chicks was no t different from that o f legitimate ones.

Introduction
The discovery that extra-pair paternity (EPP) is com m on has dramatically changed our
understanding o f m ating systems in birds (Birkliead & Moller 1992). Evidence so far points
to a panoram a o f mixed reproductive strategies, with each o f the sex apparently behaving
so as to gain benefits by accepting or pursuing extra-pah copulations (EPCs). Obviously,
the benefit for males is increased fitness, by having m ore direct descendants, and there is
no theoretical problem in explaining theh pursuit o f EPCs. The problem arises w hen it
conies to females. H ow does a female benefit from multiple paternity? A fkst explanation
from quantitative genetics simply denies the need to propose any benefits. According to
tliis nuU model, if multiple copulatory behaviour is strongly selected in males, females are
expected to express die same genes to som e extent (HaUiday & A rnold 1987). A nother
non-adaptive possibility is diat females are forced to accept EPCs. This is clearly the case in
some species, particularly in waterfowl (McKinney et al. 1983), bu t there is good evidence
in other species that females actively seek EPC s (Houtm an 1992; N e u d o rf et ai. 1997). Two
sets o f ideas summarise the proposed benefits to females (Bhkhead & M oller 1992):
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1.

D irect benefits: These include fertilit); insurance, paternal care o f nestlings, resource
acquisition, territorial defence and avoidance o f retaliation by turned-dow n males

2.

Genetic benefits: These fall into three main groups: genetic diversity, attractiveness
genes or good genes, and optimal outbreeding (Riitti et al. 1995).

Research on E P P in birds has grown exponentially since tlie late 80s (W estneat & W ebster
1994) and we now have evidence o f the existence o f some o f these benefits. In the
dunnock Pnmella modularise a polyandrous species, females increase their reproductive
success by getting paternal care from several males, and they obtain this by m ating with
them (Davies 1992). It is m ore difficult to see what direct benefits females may obtain from
multiple paternity in m onogam ous species, and the evidence on tliis is very scant.
However, it has been shown tliat female red-winged blackbirds Agelahis phoeniceus have
access to the territories o f the extra-pair males for foraging, and tliey also benefit from nest
defence by these males (Gray 1997). G enetic benefits in the form o f good-genes have been
suggested in several cases, but direct evidence for tliis is also scant. Kem penaers et al.
(1992) have shown increased survival o f extra-pair young (EPY) in the blue tit Parus
caeruleus. However, a later research by the same autliors on the same species could n o t find
a significant effect (Kempenaers et al. 1997). A recent study in the collared flycatcher
I'icediila albicollis (Sheldon et al. 1997) revealed a correlation betw een the body condition o f
the extra-pair young (EPY) and the size o f a the white forehead patch in the E P fadier,
which is a sexually selected character. O ther studies have shown that EP males tend to
have higher values in sexually selected characters which, in turn, are correlated with
measures o f fitness (e.g. Graves et al. 1993; Hasselquist et al. 1996; Saino et al. 1997).
T he rules and outcom es o f E P P games seem to be extremely varied, and explanations that
fit some species are no t always applicable to others, or even to the same species in different
populations. For instance, the wiUow warbler was considered a textbook example o f sexual
fideht); (Gy Hens ten et al. 1990) until recent studies in otlier populations revealed significant
levels o f promiscuit); (Bjornstad & Lifjeld 1997; Fiidolfsson et al. 1997). These population
differences can be im portant tools, as they may allow us to take a comparative approach
and so tease apart the contribution o f different costs and benefits for the evolution o f EP
mating behaviour.
Searcy (1992) proposed tliat song repertoires may be used by females to choose males in
the context o f extra-pair copulations, specially in species where song repertoires do not
seem to be used in social m ate choice. O ne o f tliese cases is the willow warbler, where
variation in the song repertoire o f w hich does n o t explain patterns o f female choice in the
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field (Chapter 6). In this study, I have looked at the patterns o f E P P in a Scottish
population o f willow warblers in relation to a series o f male characteristics. T he objectives
o f the study were, firstly, to com pare the population average o f E PP with three earher
studies on this species and, secondly, to see if male song characteristics explain patterns o f
within-pair paternity.

Methods
Between 1994 and 1996, blood samples from a total o f 56 clutches were collected in ICippo
W ood (Fife, Scotland). Samples from the social parents at these nests could only be
obtained for 34 clutches. M ost males were ringed and extensively studied, so arrival, pairing
and hatching dates are known. In all nests, the social fatiier was determined by checldng
the identity o f tlie male tliat was feeding the chicks and defending die nest with alarm
calling. N o cases o f mate-switcliing occurred: all these males were owners o f the territory
where the female built die nest. The sampling o f potential extra-pair males was not
exhaustive in any year, so assignments o f extra-pair paternit); are quite limited.
Song was recorded from m ost males, and analysed following the m ethodology outlined in
Chapter 1. Five characteristics o f the song were extracted from this analysis: 1) Repertoire
size; 2) Song length; 3) Song versatility; 4) Elem ent rate; and 5) Repertoire fixation (see
Chapter 1 for details).
Blood samples were taken w hen the cliicks were 5-10 days o f age. They were taken by
venipuncture o f the bracliial vein, stored in 20 pi o f 500mM E D T A and frozen in situ in a
liquid nitrogen flask. The samples were stored at —70°C. D N A was extracted using a
Chelex^'^ (Biorad) extraction m ethod (EUegren 1992).
Three wülow warbler microsatelhtes were used for paternity exclusion and assignment
(P H T R l, PH TR2, and PH TR3; Fridolfsson et al. 1997). The odier microsatellite developed
by these authors (PHTR4) could not be amplified in this population. T he option o f using
any o f the four microsatelhtes developed for Phjlloscopus ocàpitalis (Bensch et al. 1997), was
discarded, as these loci presented low polymorphism or a liigh incidence o f nuU alleles.
However, an additional locus from the pied flycatcher Ficedula hypoleuca (PTC3: EUegren
1992) was ampUfied in som e broods.
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PCR amplifications were perform ed on a FfC-lOO thermal cycler (M| Research Inc.).
Reaction volumes o f 20 pL included 3 pL o f the DN A extraction, 200 pM o f each dN TP,
1.5 mM MgC12, 10 pm ol o f each o f the prim er pair and 0.15 units o f Taq polymerase
(l^romega). The standard Promega PCR lOx buffer was used for the reaction. The thermal
treatm ent for P H T R l, PH TR2 and PH TR3 consisted o f a first cycle at 94°C for 3 min,
56“C for 30 s, and 72”C for 40 s, followed by 30 cycles o f 56“C for 30 s, 72°C for 40 s and
94°C for 40 s. A terminal extension step o f 72"C for 5 min com pleted the program. Cycling
conditions for P1C 3 were identical except for an annealing tem perature o f 54°C. The
presence o f successful PCR products were checked in 3% agarose gels stained with
ethidium bromide. The sizing o f the fragments for all adult birds was done by
electrophoresis in silver-stained 6% polyacrylamide gels for each o f the loci. A 10 bp ladder
(GIBCO BRI.) was run ever); six lanes, in order to make sizing reliable. In this way, all the
alleles for a given locus could be seen in relation to each other. All alleles were run in a
ladder fashion in order to test the accuracy and the sizing and assess the pattern o f slippage
o f stuttering bands, which sometimes can help in the sizing o f fragments, as they appear at
a consistent distance from the true allele (Fig. 7.1).

Figure 7.1. Ladder o f PHTR2 alleles, with a 10 base-pair marker on the first lane from the left. In any group
o f several bands, the true allele is tlie first one seen at the top. In some cases, the two alleles are similar in
size, and stutter bands overlap. Note how stutter bands appear consistently at a distance o f 3 bp and 20 bp
under the true allele. Tlie lengths o f the alleles (in number of base pairs) are: a) 113-109; b) 111-101; c) 111109; d) 107-107; e) 105-103; f) 103-99; g) 101-91; h) 99-99; i) 97-97; j) 95-95; and k) 99-91.
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In order to minimise errors, putative parents were run together with their nestlings. Again a
ladder was run between each family in the gel. In PHTR3, sizing was more complicated due
to the presence o f alleles o f sizes which did not match the expected pattern. AU allele sizes
should be odd num bered in this microsatellite. However, several even-sized aUeles were
found (see Fig 7.2c). I made sure that this was not an artefact by running consecutive aUeles
together (i.e. the presum ed 144 bp aUele was run with 143 and 145 at each side). A nother
unexpected sizing is that o f P H T R l, where aU allele sizes were odd num bered, contrary to
the expectations based on data from the population from which this locus was described
(Fridolfsson et al. 1997). These phenom ena are probably due to single step repUcation
sUppage mutations in the flanking regions, which seem to be com m on in other
microsateUites ()i et al. 1996), and which cast doubts on the usefulness o f these markers for
population genetic studies. However, this does not affect their value in parentage analysis.
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Figure 7.2. Relative frequencies o f alleles at the four loci used in this study; PHTRl (a), PHTR2 (b), PHTR3
(c) and PTC3 (d). The sample size is 52 adult birds.

Exclusion probabilities as well as Hardy-W einberg equilibrium tests were calculated using
the program CERVUS (Marshall et al. 1998). N one o f the loci departed from HardyW cinberg

expectations,

although

the

analysis

o f PH TR2

reveals

low

levels

of

heterozygosity and suggests the existence o f a fair percentage o f null alleles (Table 7.1). The
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calculation o f the exclusion probabilities for PH TR3 was complicated due to the fact that
this locus is sex-linked in the Z chrom osom e, so females have only one allele. However, I
was able to distinguish betw een male homozygotes and females by using an avian sex
determ ination prim er set (Griffiths et al. in press), and this increased the accuracy o f
PHT'R3 for paternity testing to that o f an autosom al locus.
num ber of

nuU aUele

aUeles

frequency estimate

observed

expected

probabUity

PH TRl

6

0.0406

&692

0T58

0.535

PH TR2

14

0.1311

0.634

0T#8

0.711

PH TR3

15

*

0.880

0.906

0.776

PTC3

11

0.0257

0.865

&835

0.660

heterozygosit);

exclusion

Table 7.1. Polymorphism data for the four loci used in the study. Exclusion probabilities were calculated
using CER\'US (ISlarshall et al. 1998). In the case o f PHTR3, the exclusion probabilit)' is calculated assuming
that the sex o f the nestling is known. The null allele estimate cannot be given for this locus, as only males can
be used, and these were fewer than the minimum sample required for the analysis. Sample sizes are 52
individuals for all loci (25 males and 27 females).

In order to minimise the num ber o f false positives, the following procedure was followed
in the analysis: 1) aU individuals were typed for P H T R l, PH TR 2 and PH TR3; 2) if a
parent-offspring m ism atch was found for any given allele, an additional locus (PTC3;
EUegren 1992) was amplified for the parents and the m ism atching offspring; 3) the same
locus was run instead o f PH TR 2 in families in which there was evidence o f nuU aUeles at
PHTR2; 4) a conservative rule was adopted, by which no paternit); exclusion was scored if
the only mismatch between putative father and offspring was a case o f both being
seemingly hom ozygotes for two different aUeles each (see Fig. 7.3 for explanation).

MALE

OFFSPRING

FEMALE

Figure 7.3. A possible case o f false exclusion due to the presence o f a null allele in the male genotype. If both
offspring and putative male are homozygotes, then it follows that the offspring in the middle lane should be
the product o f an EPC. However, if the male is not a true homozygote, but has a null allele at that locus, the
offspring could also share that allele and be his real offspring. Cases like this (n=4 for PHTRl, n=12 for
PHTR2) were not considered mismatches unless there were additional mismatches at other loci were found.
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Figure 7.4. Fingerprint o f the offspring o f a polygynous male (Ml) in 1995 in his two nests. The microsatellite
shown IS the sex-linked PHTR3, which shows two bands in males and one band in females. Tire nestlings o f
the primary nest (first set o f 1-6) were mothered by FI, and the paternity o f all o f them was assigned to Ml.
In the secondary nest (secoird set o f 1-6), lard by F2, an additional non-territorial male (M2) was observed
feeding the chicks. In this second nest, three chicks were fathered by Ml (3,5,6), two by M2 (1,4) and another
one (2) by a third male which could be identified as a neighbouring male (#4, genotype not shown). (For a
contrast between reality and Ju t ion compare F/gs 7.3 and 7,4)

Most families were genot^^ped using P H T R l, PH TR2 and PH TR3; for these, the joint
exclusion probability is 0.97. In some families PH TR2 was substim ted by PTC3, and in this
case the joint exclusion probability was 0.96. In all those chicks in which a non-parental
allele was found, PTC3 was amplified in order to increase the resolution o f the paternity;
assignment. As the population was n o t sampled extensively, in very few instances could the
extra-pair male be identified (see Fig. 7.4 for an exception). Assignments o f paternity other
than by the social male were done by searching in the genotype database for males which
could be consistent with the paternally inherited genotypes o f the given extra-pair young
(EPY). The probability o f this paternity assignment being correct was calculated by using
the formula p=(2f^-f^^ (2fi,-fg^).. ..(2ffg-ff,i^, where A, B., N are the paternally inherited
alleles at each locus, and f^ is the frequency o f the o f the

N

allele in the populauon Jeffreys

et al. 1992). Effectively, this is the probability o f any other male in the population having
the same genoty pe as the suspect male.
I used a random isation procedure to test w hether the frequency distribution and variance
o f EPY in the nests departed from a binomial distribution. This was done by randomly
redistributing the chicks over the observed broods 100 times, and calculating the resulting
percentage o f EPP. I used the software RESAM PLING STATS for this purpose. The
probability o f a given outcom e is directly calculated by dividing the num ber o f runs in
which a value greater than the observed one is found by the total num ber o f runs.
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Tw o measures o f genetic distance between individuals were used. T he genetic similarity
betw een parents was calculated based on the sharing o f alleles for the three autosom al loci,
using a Jaccard similarity index:

=a/{a+b+c}e where a is the num ber o f aUeles shared

across the genoty;pe by two individuals x and y, b is the num ber o f aUeles unique to
individual x, and c the num ber o f aUeles unique to individual y. This is a standard measure
o f genetic relatedness, where sibs should have an average o f r=0.5. A second measure
based on the distance

(Goldstein et al. 1995) and its derivation d’ (Coulson et ai. 1998)

was developed in order to consider genetic distances betw een individuals at deeper
branches o f the pedigree. This distance should reflect phylogenetic or population
differentiation, assuming a stepwise m odel o f microsateUite evolution (Valdes et al. 1993).
It was calculated as die m ean squared distance in repeat units betw een the aUeles o f two
individuals at a locus (i.e. four pair-wise size differences betw een aUeles), averaged over aU
loci, and denoted by A", i.e.

4

V
/=!
where

«

and 4 are the lengths o f the two aUeles o f individual x at locus i, and

and 4 are

the lengdis o f individual j at the same locus, and n is the total num ber o f loci. Both
measures are correlated negatively (r=-0.417, n=21, p=0.060).
Similarly, in die analysis o f heterozygosity, two measures were taken. T he first one is the
standard heterozygosity, which is the num ber o f loci at which an individual is heterozygous
divided by the total num ber o f loci. T he second one is d“ (Coulson et al. 1998) wliich
reflects heterozygosity at a deeper level, and it is m ore a measure o f the population mixing
o f an individual’s pedigree.

Results
Frequency o f extra-pair paternity;
O f the total o f 34 nests studied over the diree years, 47% contained at least one EPY. In
terms o f nesdings, 18% o f them were EPY, Cases o f intra-specific b rood parasitism (IBP),
where die offspring is unrelated to b odi male and female, affected 8% o f the nests and
2.5% o f nesdings. T he frequency o f extra-pair paternity did n o r differ betw een die three
years (F=0.23, df=2, p=0.794). In 87% o f the nests with EPY , only one extra-pair male
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could be inferred from the genoty;pes o f the EPY, in the remaining 13% a m inimum o f two
extra-pair parents had obtained successful fertilisations.
I'he distribution o f EPY in the nests was very different from the expected random
distribution obtained through resampling (G=32.06, df=4, p<0.001; Fig.7.5A). The
observed variance in frequency o f EPY in a brood was greater than that expected
(p..bs.nxd<cNpcct.d-0 001; Fig. 7.5B). The observed distributions o f EPY in nests approached a
bimodal pattern, with many nests with no EPY and some with very high percentages
(Fig.7.5A). D ue to this skewed distribution, in the rest o f the analyses, nests will be divided
between having some or no EPP.
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Figure 7.5. A) ITie observed distribution o f the incidence o f EPY in the populauons differed significantly
from the expected one after resampling the data (G=32.06, df=4, p<0.001); B) The obser\;ed variance in
percentage of EPY (inverted triangle ui B) was far greater than expected if EPY were distributed randomly
(p<

xprcud O.Oül).

Male covariates o f within-pair parentage
Variation in parentage was related to age. Males older than second-years were less likely to
be cuckolded that second-years (Fisher’s exact test: p=0.0238; Table 7.2).

age

cuckolded

non-cuckolded

2YR

4

9

>2YR

8

2

Table 7.2. Second-years were more likely to have EPP in their nests than older males (Fisher’s exact test:
p=0.0238).
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Males with EPY in their nests had shorter songs (t=2.366, df=18, p=0.023; Fig. 7.6). N one
o f the other song characteristics or dates o f arrival and pairing were different betw een the
two groups o f males (all tests; -1.7<t<0.4, df=18, p>0.1).

g

LU
_J

i
8

0 EPY

>1 EPY

Figure 7.6. iSIales \rith EPY in their nests had shorter songs (t=2.366, df=18, p=0.023; Fig. 7.6).

In the previous analyses, data points are independent, as each males is considered only
once. However, it is also interesting to know the repeatability o f within-pair parentage. This
can be calculated for 5 males in two consecutive years. Four o f them had no E PP in their
nests in cither year, and the fifth one had some EPP in both years. The repeatabiHty; value
is quite high (0.830). However, two o f the males were paired to the same female in the two
years, and this makes the data no t independent.

Extra-pair paternity and male traits
There were a limited num ber o f males which could be identified as extra-part males (in 7
out o f 16 nests with EPY). There are no obvious differences in song length betw een the
males (Table 7.3), although it is w orth noting that only in 1 out o f 7 cases was the
CLickolder male older that tlie cuckolded, and tliis exception was in a secondary nest. The
seven males identified as cuckolders suffered no EPP in their own nests. The probability o f
a random sample o f seven males no t suffering any EPY in their own nests is 0.578 (1000
resamplings), which means that they are not different from a random subset o f males.
Cuckolder males were n o t necessarily neighbours; some o f them were up to 6 territories
away. Similarly distant extra-territorial forays have been observed in the field (autiior’s
unpublished obseivations).
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1

cuckolded
male

most likely
cuckolder

85
-79

female status

53

probability'
o f incorrect
assignment
0.0114

distance
in
territories

88

0.0001

primary

5

1

21

0.0052

pnmar}’

1

NO

10

4

0.0047

primar)'

3

YES

YES

2

25

0.0001

primar)'

4

YES

SAME

13

4

0.0022

$econdar}7

1

NO

YES

4

108

0.0001

secondary'

4

YES

NO

pnmar)'

6

cuckolder's song
longer than
cuckolded’s?
NO

cuckolder
older than
cuckolded?
YES

SAME

Table 7.3. List o f successful exrra-pair parentage assignations, with probabilities o f incorrect assignments.

G enetic similarity between pair m em bers and EPP
1 tested the possil)ility that the degree o f lil^P in a clutch was related to the degree o f
relatedness (r) or genetic distance (A^) between the m embers o f a pair. Firstly, I tested
whether there was assortative mating based on these two measures o f genetic similarit) .
The values observed in the population for r (mean=0.21, sd=0.14) and

(mean=9.00,

sd=5.21) fall within the confidence interval o f the mean o f the expected distributions
obtained through resampling. Thus, there was no assortative m ating with respect to any of
the two measures o f genetic similarity (r: p.,bscned>«pcctcd=0-670; A^: p,.bscncd>cxpcctcd-0-^96).
Figure 7.8 shows the expected distribution for the values o f A" after pairing the genotyped
individuals randomly 1000 times.
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DSQUARE BETWEEN PAIR MEMBERS
Figure 7.8. After randomly pairing the adult birds in the population 1000 times it is possible to calculate the

A“ which the two members o f a pair would have in the absence o f assortative mating based on that variable.
The observed value (marked by an mverted triangle in the figure) does not differ from the confidence interval
o f the mean o f the expected distribution (pobstned>cxpecied=0.396).
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The level o f widiin-pair paternity in a clutch is not related to the genetic similaritj? between
the m em bers o f the social pair as measured by either the degree o f allele sharing or the
genetic distance between the two parents (r: t=0.408, df=19, p>0.05; A~; t= 1.056, df=19,
pXl.05).

Sex o f EPY
It has been predicted that if the benefits behind E PP are genetic, females should bias the
sex ratio o f their EPY in favour o f males (Sheldon & EUegren 1996). The same bias can be
expected for chicks resulting from intra-specific brood parasitism considering tliat nestling
males are heavier (Chapter 8), and probably m ore costly to rear. If we compare tlie sex
distributions o f aU the non-legitimate (EPY and IBP) w ith the legitimate young, w e see that
non-legitimate young are n o t m ore iilcely to be male than female (p=0.223, Fishetis exact
test). Similarly, a m atched pair com parison between the sex-ratios o f EPY and legitimate
young in those nests with at least one extra-pair chick revealed no differences (WUcoxon
m atched pairs test, logit transform ed data, Z — -1.12, n=13, p = 0.270). However, the trend
in sex-ratio is in the expected direction (see distribution o f sexes betw een the three classes
in Table 7.4)
Males

Females

Total

Legitimate

75

84

159

EPY

20

16

36

IBP (egg dumping)

4

1

5

Total

99

101

200

Talile 7.4. Disltibution o f sexes in the whole sample, divided into legitimate, cxtra-pair-male young and
offspring resulted off intra-specific brood parasitism.

Offspring survival and E PP
Unfortunately, data on the body condition o f nestlings were n o t taken, so I cannot
compare w hether legitimate and E PY differed in this fitness com ponent (Sheldon et al.
1997). However, I can test w hether there are differences in the probability o f recruitm ent
into the population from those nests that were not predated before the young fledged,
although the sniaU sample size makes tliis test not powerful enough. As males are m ore
philopatric than females, differences in recruitm ent could be sex specific. However, EPY
are not m ore likely to recruit than legitimate young regardless o f w hether each sex is
considered separately or the two are pooled together (Fisher’s exact tests; aU p>0.05; Table
7.5).
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Males

Females

Total

Recruits

No

Recruits

No

Recruits

No

Legitimate young

13

54

7

74

20

128

E xtra-pah young

3

17

1

14

4

31

Table 7.5. Figures o f recruiting and non-recruidng nestlings divided by sex and paternit)^. There are no
differences in the probability o f surviving (15% overall for the two sexes).

If we look at individual nests, there are no differences betw een cuckolded and n o n 
cuckolded nests in how many recruits they produce (Mann-W hitney U=96.0, n=30,
p=0.56). Cuckolded nests were no m ore Iilcely tlian non-cuckolded nests to have at least
one nestling recruiting (Fisher’s exact test p=0.13), though there is a trend in that direction
(Table 7.6). However, in those cuckolded nests with at least one recruit, the recruiting
young was n o t m ore likely to be extra-pair than legitimate (4 extra-pah, 5 legitimate;
binomial test, p=1.0).
A t least one recruit

N o recruits

Cuckolded

10

3

N on-cuckolded

9

7

Table 7.6. The probability o f having at least one nestling recruiting is not different for cuckolded and noncuckolded nests (Fisher’s exact test p=0.13).

Genetic variation and E PP
It has been shown recently for two mammal species that genetic diversit)^ as m easured by
m ean d^ and heterozygosity is a good predictor o f an im portant com ponent o f fitness
(Coltman et al. 1988; Coulson et al. 1998). Following this argum ent, it can be predicted that
if d^ is also correlated with fitness hi this species, females pahed to males with low values o f
d“ or low heterozygosity should have m ore E PP than tliose pahed to males with high
genetic variation. T he results do no t support tlhs hypotliesis: neither heterozygosity or d^ o f
the social male were different betw een nests with and w ithout E PY (both t<0.719, n=19,
p>0.5).
I tested w hether male chicks with high d^ values were m ore likely to recruit hito the
population. A logistic regression on the whole sample revealed no predictive value o f d^
(^^=0.23, d f = l, p=0.62). If we consider only those nests with som e recruiting offspring, a
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m atched pairs test betw een the average d^ o f recruiting and non recruiting birds also fails to
find any significant difference (t=1.57, df—17, p=0.135).

Polygyny and E PP
In the total sample three males becam e polygynous, by having attracted a second female
sometim e during the laying period o f tlie first one. O ne male was polygynous in two
consecutive years. The sample size is very small but it is w orth comparing the levels o f E PP
in primary and secondary nests (Table 7.7). We can see that in tliree out o f four cases,
primary females had no EPP, and secondary ones did. T he pattern is inverted in the fourth
case. In the secondary nest o f 13 in 1995, a non-territorial second male shared paternity;
(0.33) in die secondaiy nest, and was observed feeding the young.

Male and year

within-pair parentage in the

within-pair parentage in die

nest o f the primary female

nest o f the secondary female

4 (1996)

1

0.4

13 (1995)

1

0.5

13 (1996)

1

0.6

52 (1996)

0.6

1

Table 7.7. Cases o f polygamy in the sample and pattern o f within-pair parentage.

Intraspecific brood parasitism
T he low degree o f intraspecific brood parasitism (IBP) allows very htde scope for further
investigation. In only three nests could IBP be detected, and each o f these was found in a
different year. However, it is interesting to note some peculiar facts about these nests.
Firsdy, two o f them were “socially” fathered by the same male (#2) in two consecutive
years and in the same territory. These two nests were built by two different females, but
alm ost in the same place (witliin two m eters o f each other). The other female diat was
subjected to egg dum ping bred in die same territory with die male that took it over from
male # 2 in 1996, and her nest was built widiin five m eters o f the place where her
predecessor had built hers. Given diat aU broods considered in this study were sampled in
an area o f m ore than 9 Ha., diis local clustering o f IBP is unlikely to be a coincidence. O ne
possibility is that a single female breeding in die area had parasitised aU diree nests in the
three years. However, the genotypes o f the five IBP chicks are n o t compatible with the
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hypothesis o f a single female having laid them all. A nother possible explanation could be
that the habitat where these nests were built makes nests easy to find for females. Although
the habitat around tliis particular territory does not differ strildngly with other areas o f the
wood, the vegetation is m ore open than average, and diere is a wide track and a road
nearby, which may increase the chances o f females being observed while nest building.
The three nests with IBP also contained extra-pair young, at a higher percentage tlian
average (Mann W hitney’s U =90, df=34, p<0.038).
A nother interesting fact is that one o f the nests with IBP was a veiy late replacem ent
clutch, laid after the first clutch had been preyed upon while containing young alm ost ready
to fledge. A t the time when this replacem ent clutch was being laid all the rest o f the nests
in the population had young already. Tliis could indicate that females m ight be able to
produce eggs in response to a sudden opportunity^

Discussion
Frequency o f EPP: populational patterns
The first study to look at extra-pair paternity; in the willow warbler was conducted in central
Sweden (Gyllensten et al. 1990) and did n o t find a single EPY in a sample o f 19 families.
However, recent studies in other populations have given a different picture, with
frequencies o f 28% E PY in the Swedish island o f G otland (Fridolfsson et al. 1997), and
33% EPY in South Norway (Bjornstad & Lifjeld 1997), My results in this Scottish
population yield an intermediate figure o f 18% EPY. W hat is the cause o f tliese population
differences?
A study on eastern bluebirds Sialia sialis (Gowaty & Bridges 1991) dem onstrated
experimentally that high breeding densities increased the levels o f E PY and IBP. This study
was the first dem onstration that the adoption o f alternative strategies such as EPCs were
dependent on the occurrence o f opportunities for adopting them. A recent review
(W estneat & Sherman 1997) confirm ed this pattern: in a witliin-species analysis, the
frequency o f EPY in a given population correlated with breeding density;. However, in the
case o f the willow warbler, even if a high breeding density could be a necessary condition
for E PP to occur, it still does n o t explain the pattern on its own (see Table 7.8).
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population

% EPY

density

reference

(pairs/km^)
Mainland Sweden

0%

58

(Gyllensten et al. 1990)

G odand

28%

80

(Fridolfsson et al. 1997)

South Norway

33%

140

(Bjornstad & Lifjeld 1997)

Ivippo (East Scotiand)

18%

190

this study

Table 7.8. Breeding densities and levels o f EPY in the four studies conducted so far in willow warblers.

Another factor wliich has been shown to have an influence in the frequency o f EPY in
different populations is breeding synchrony. However, there is controversy as to the
direction o f this effect. It has been argued that high breeding synchrony reduces tlie
opportunity for EPCs, as males wiU have to guard their m ates at die time that odiets are
fertile (Birkhead & Biggins 1987). Stutchbury & M orton (1995) proposed on the contrary
that breeding synchrony would make it easier for males to find fertile females, and that it
would also enable females to estimate male quality and thus exercise dieir mating
preferences. In the blue dt, it has been found that greater synchrony does indeed result in
higher rates o f EPY (Kempenaers 1997). However, loss o f paternity; in diat study was not
related to w hether the male engaged in EPCs during or after the fertile period, which
suggests that the female choice is only shghdy constrained by m ate guarding.
Fridolfsson et al. (1997) suggested drat in the willow warbler, open habitats with good
visibility may facilitate EPCs by allowing females to choose mates. However, female wülow
warblers probably do not use sight but song to locate males. Density; o f vegetation is bound
to have an influence in EPP, aldiough it is difficult to predict in wlrich direction. O penness
o f vegetation will ease m ate guarding, particularly in populations o f low breeding density.
Close habitats widi low visibility may probably allow females to escape m ate guarding m ore
easily. Similarly, males seeldng EPC s will be less hlcely to be detected by mate-guarding
males w hen on extra-territorial forays. Aldiough open habitats wiU make m ate guarding
m ore easy, they will also allow males seeldng EPCs to find females.
The m ost hkely explanation for a the variation in the levels o f E P P in different populations
is based on differences in density;, habitat and breeding synchrony. These variables affect
direcdy the effectiveness o f m ate guarding (Birkhead & MoUer 1992) and die choice o f E P
males that a female can acliieve. However, im portant variations betw een years have been
found which do no t seem to respond to changes in habitat variables (Graves et al. 1993;
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D unn et al. 1994; Barber et al. 1996). Petrie & Kem penaers (1998), propose several
possibilities based on good-genes hypotheses to explain variation between populations in
patterns o f EPP. They suggest that variation in EPP may correlate with the level o f genetic
diversity in a population. O ne prediction is that EPP should be less frequent on islands and
in populations which have gone thorough a bottleneck. T he data from the Gotland
population (liable 7.2; Fridolfsson et al. 1997) does n o t support this prediction. W e do no t
know however w hat levels o f genetic variation exist in the different populations. A nother
problem is to decide what we m ean by genetic variation, and at that level this is measured.
It seems m ore parsim onious to assume that variation in E PP in different populations o f
the same species is mostly influenced by differences in how easy it is for females to look
for E P partners, and for males to stop them from doing so. Flowever, if females accrue
genetic benefits through E PP , populational differences in the variance o f male quality;
could influence the level o f E P P in the population (Petrie & Kem penaers 1998).

Parentage: individual
If E PP were only influenced by population patterns, we would expect EPY to be randomly
distributed in the population. This was no t the case, as there are far too many nests with
either no EPY or a very high frequency o f EPY. This frequency distribution is typical of
E PP (e.g. Lijfeld et al. 1993; Burley et al. 1996), and it is n o t specifically predicted by any
particular hy;pothesis o f female benefits. Although it has been suggested that, if genetic
variability benefits were im portant, all nests should show the same level o f E PP (Petrie &
Kem penaers 1998), this argum ent ignores the fact that m ate guarding abilities m ight differ
between males and that female choice o f E P partners can be constrained. This argum ent
wiU be considered later in the discussion.
Old males were less likely than young ones to suffer loss o f paternity. Higher confidences
o f within-pair parentage with increasing age have been found in som e species (e.g. purple
martins Vrogne subis (Wagner et al. 1996) or American redstarts Setophaga nitidlla (Perreault et
al. 1997)). However, in many species, old males suffer similar levels o f E P P in their nests to
young ones (e.g. yellow warbler Dendroica petechia: Yezerinac & W eatherhead 1997; blue tit:
Kem penaers et al. 1997; Ficeduia bjpoleuca: Ratti et al. 1995; red-winged blackbirds:
W eatherhead & Boag 1995), or are even m ore likely to be cuckolded (indigo bunting
Passemta cjanea: W estneat 1990). In the house sparrow Passer domesticus, and in the
yeUowhammer Emberi^ia citiinella, although old males are m ore liltely to obtain E PP outside
their nests, they are as likely as young birds to suffer it in their ow n nests (W etton et al.
1995; Sundberg & D ixon 1996). It is expected that if females are loolting for good-genes,
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and if there is a additive genetic variance in survival, females would benefit by choosing
long-lived males as father o f their offspring (Trivers 1972; M anning 1985). This is
consistent with the results from the paternity assignments o f this study: very rarely an HP
male was younger than the social male. Tliis could either imply that females are
accepting/seeldng EPCs from older males than their social one, or that older males are
better at m ate guarding.
N either arrival date or pairing date correlated with levels o f EPP. This was unexpected
because arriving date is strongly correlated witli pairing speed, and we would expect high
quality; males to be chosen first by females and to have higher witliin-pair paternity; than
late ones. Tliis can be also predicted by tlie fact that m ore males will be free o f mate
guarding chores late in the season and thus tliere should be a higher opportunity for EPCs.
However, males were as likely to be cuckolded irrespective o f when they arrived or paired.
Am ong the male song characteristics, only song length was related to witliin-pak paternity;:
females paired to males with long songs were less likely to have EPY in their nests than
those paired to males witli short songs. This was n o t a consequence o f young males having
shorter songs, as average song lengtli does no t change with age (Chapter 3). In the same
population, song lengtli did n o t explain the pattern o f pairing. This lack o f concordance
suggests that benefits derived from social mate choice are different to those accrued by EP
mate choice. If song lengtli is an indication o f male quality, the results would imply that
females paired to low quality males are seeldng/accepting EPC s from other males. As song
length correlates negatively with survival in second-years (Chapter 5), tliis can be
interpreted as males experiencing the costs o f a sexually-selected handicap (Zahavi 1975;
Maynard Smith 1987). However, if females were choosing E P males on the basis o f genetic
benefits, we would expect that those characteristics that predict offspring viability would be
related to the level o f EPP. In this study I have shown that the only male characteristic that
predicts offspring viability to som e extent is repertoire size (Chapter 5). However,
repertoire size was n o t related to extra-pair paternity. Tliis cast som e doubts on the
previous suggestion that genetic benefits could be behind the liigher levels o f E PP in the
nests o f males with short songs.
Searcy (1992) suggested that song repertoires might be o f selective advantage to males in
the context o f EPP. This argum ent was based on the disparity; betw een tlie strong female
preference for song repertoire found in lab experiments, and die lack o f relevance o f
repertoire size as a predictor o f pairing in many field studies. T he only study that has
looked at this suggestion so far is that o f Hasselquist et al. (1996), w ho found that in the
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great reed warbler Acrocephalm arundinacetis, cuckolders had a larger repertoire than the male
they cuckolded. Repertoire size in tliat species is a good predictor o f pairing success and
viability;, and thus it seems that females are obtaining genetic benefits from choosing EP
males with large repertoires. However, this was not a test o f Searcy’s prediction, as the
great reed warbler is one o f the species in which mating success is explained by repertoire
size (Catchpole 1986). The lack o f significance o f repertoire size at explaining m ate choice
and E P P patterns in the wMow warbler suggest that a functional explanation for the
maintenance o f song repertoire in this species should address the effects o f this trait on
intrasexual selection (Chapter 9)
All tlie patterns found so far (non random distribution o f EPP, higher paternity w ith age
and shorter song length o f cuckolded males) are only correlational, and this does not
dem onstrate that they are a consequence o f active female choice. T he same results could
com e about if, for instance, age or song length covary with intensity; o f mate guarding. It is
known that male size influences the success o f mate guarding in tlie purple m artin (Wagner
et al. 1996), and that experimental male detention results in increased levels o f E P P in
western bluebirds (Dickinson 1997). However, it is also know n that intensity o f mate
guarding does n o t always correlate negatively with EPCs. For instance, in the blue tit
(Kempenaers et al. 1995), the percentage o f EPY in a nest was n o t related to the intensity
o f m ate guarding perform ed by tlie male. D u n n et al. (1994) have show n that, in the tree
swallow Tachycineta bicoloi\ females seem to be in control o f the extra-pair fertilisations
regardless o f the possible ecological constraints o f density; and synchrony. It is difficult to
know what the situation is in the wülow warbler. A lthough the density; o f vegetation
suggests that females should be able to avoid mate guarding and engage in EPCs, we do
no t know w hat costs tliis behaviour may have (e.g. smaller feeding effort by social
partners).
Repeatability o f within-pair paternity in different years was very high, aldiough some males
paired with die same female and data are thus n o t independent. Fligh repeatabilities in
within-pair paternity have been found in m ost species where data for several years or
seasons were avaüable (W eatherhead & Boag 1995; Kem penaers et al. 1997; M ollet &
Tegelstrôm 1997).

Relatedness and E PP
O ne o f the possible benefits behind E P P is that females paired to too closely or distandy
related males may obtain optim al levels o f outbreeding by choosing a different father to the
social male (Ratti et al. 1995). T he resampling analysis shows diat neither
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nor the degree

o f allele sharing between the m em bers o f the pair differed from that expected through
random mating. The frequency o f EPY in the clutch was also unrelated to the degree o f
allele sharing or

between the two mem bers o f the pair. I used a small num ber o f loci to

estimate relatedness, and this certainly renders this analysis less sensitive to the lower limit
o f relatedness (i.e. the outbreeding end o f the continuum), so the results are n o t to be taken
as definitive.
The only study which has previously looked at that possibility (Ratti et al. 1995) found tliat
pairs o f pied flycatchers that had very low coefficients o f relatedness (estimated through
sharing o f bands obtained by D N A multilocus fingerprinting) were m ore likely to have
EPY than those that had average relatedness. This was interpreted to m ean that females
were avoiding extreme outbreeding, and the authors presented som e data wliich suggests
hatcliing costs o f both inbreeding and outbreeding. Aldiough increased hatcliing failure
associated with high levels o f inbreeding has been previously docum ented (Bensch et al.
1994), negative effects o f outbreeding have not yet been found in any natural population o f
birds.

Sex o f EPY
Although there was a tendency for EPY and IBP chicks to be male, die difference was not
statistically significant. The two previous studies that have addressed this issue have found
mixed results. In the blue tit, although the overall sex ratio was not different from parity
for both legitimate and EPY , a m atched-pair analysis com paring the sex-ratios for
individual nests revealed that EPY were m ore liltely to be male (Kempenaers et al. 1997).
I'h e other study was on the collared flycatcher Ficeduia albicollis (Sheldon & EUegren 1996)
and found no differences in sex-ratio related to paternity.
Theory predicts that if the benefits accrued to females through E P P are genetic, it would
pay females to produce male EPY (Sheldon & EUegren 1996). If males are m ore cosdy to
rear, a male biased sex-ratio is also expected in chicks result o f egg dumping. Male chicks
are bigger in the willow warbler (Chapter 8), and probably m ore costly to produce.
Furtherm ore, this size difference probably makes males better at com peting with other
nestlings than females. Female birds have been shown to be able to produce adaptive sex
ratios (e.g. EUegren et al. 1996; K om deur et al. 1997), b u t the m echanism o f control may
not be precise enough as to bias the sex o f chicks o f different fathers. However, the trend
found in tliis study goes in the predicted direction, and a bigger sample size m ight reveal
significant differences.
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O ffspring sum val
The only study tliat has show n increased survival o f EPY was done in Belgium in blue tits
(Kempenaers et al. 1992). However, the same authors worldiig in the same species could
not replicate the results with an increased sample size (Kempenaers et al. 1997). In the
present smdy, EPY were as liltely as legitimate chicks to survive. There was a trend for
nests with EPY to be m ore likely to have at least one surviving chick, altliough this was not
significant. The fact that tliose surviving chicks were as likely to be EPY as legitimate
suggests that the effect o f good-genes was not large, or that the choice o f E P males by
females was restricted. As it was m entioned before, male repertoke size is the best
predictor o f offspring viability, and this variable was not related to EPP.

Genetic variation and w itliki-pak paternity
Genetic diversity; o f the social male as m easured by heterozygosity and d^ did n o t correlate
with w ithin-pak paternity. Clkcks witli Ikgher levels o f genetic diversity were n o t m ore
kltely to survive than those witli low levels. A correlation betw een genetic diversity; as
measured by d^ and fitness have been reported in two species o f m am m al (Coltman et al.
1988; Coulson et al. 1998), but no study has looked at this relationship in any bkd
population. It is also not very clear w hat d^ means, although it seems to measure genetic
distance at an akiiost population or phylogenetic scale. M ore studies are needed to see if
skuilar patterns to those found in mammals apply to b k d populations. This should provide
a proiiksing interface with studies o f dispersal and phkopatry.

Polygyny and E PP
M ost secondary nests o f polygynous males had EPY. In one o f these nests, a non-territorial
male was observed feeding the young. Altliough females can raise a whole clutch on thek
own (Bjornstad & Lifjeld 1996; personal observations), paternal help prom otes early
fledging in tlks species (Bjornstad & Lifjeld 1996), but secondary females do n o t get
paternal care before tlie cliicks o f the prknary nest fledge (personal observations). The
trend for secondary females to have liigher levels o f E PP may reflect the attem pt o f these
females to get extra paternal care. If the good-genes benefits derived from m ating with
polygynous males would outweigh dkect ones, we would expect these females not to have
any EPY in tliek nests. Tliis prediction is m et in some studies (e.g. in blue tits: Kem penaers
et al. 1995, and Savannah sparrows Passercu/us sandwichensir. Freem an-G allant 1997), b u t not
in many others (e.g. tree swallows: D unn & Robertson 1993; red-winged blackbkds: Gibbs
et al, 1990; or house wrens: Troglodytes aedon: Soukup & T hom pson 1997). However, even if
the variance in reproductive success o f polygynous males is reduced though E PP in thek
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nests, it can stiU likely to be greater than that o f m onogam ous males, specially if extra-pair
success is taken into account (Gibbs et al. 1990; Yezerinak et al. 1995).
As n o t all nests and potential fathers were surveyed, it is no t possible to calculate die
reproductive success o f the males in this population. However, polygynous males fledged
fewer nestlings that dian would be expected from counting the num ber o f cliicks in their
nests. This cost m ight be balanced out if potygynous males are also better at acliieving
extra-pair fertilisations.

Egg dum ping (IBP)
Nests which suffered liigh IBP also had liigh levels o f EPY. This result can be interpreted
in two ways. Males stay close to the female while she is building the nest (personal
observations; A ividsson 1992) and produce alarm calls if the observer is seen (Chapter 2),
which normally result in the female stopping temporarily nest building (personal
observations). Parasitic females probably locate nests by following females while they build
the nest, and males m ight also defend dieir female against other females espionage
attempts. If the ability o f males to m ate guard covaries w ith the ability to protect nests
against other females’ parasitism, we would expect to find a correlation between IBP and
EPY. However, the fact that the three parasitised nests were located in the same territory in
different years suggests that nest location is an im portant factor w hen it comes to IBP. If
tliis is so, the costs o f suffering IBP would select for females to build nests in places where
they cannot be observed by other females. T he requirements o f nesting places might n o t be
the same under predation and IBP selection pressures. For instance, if breeding density is
correlated with IBP, this m ight be im portant in limiting the extent o f polygyny in a
population. This adds a new level o f complexity to the question o f w hat territory quality
m ight m ean (Chapter 6).
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Chapter 8

Abstract
I'h c sex o f 405 willow warbler hatchlings was determined by PCR amplification o f an area
o f a CPID gene present in the sex chrom osomes. The overall sex-ratio was not different
from 50:50, and the distribution o f chicks o f both sexes in the broods did not differ from
the expected binomial model. However, there was a negative correlation between male
song repertoire size and the proportion o f males in a brood. Furtherm ore, individual
females decreased the proportion o f males in their brood w hen breeding with the same
male for a second year. This is contrary to predictions based on the heritability o f attractive
characters. An explanation based on Local Resource Com petition is tentatively suggested.

Introduction
Fisher (1930) suggested that stabilising selection was responsible for the pervasive existence
o f 50:50 sex ratios. He argued that if a given population was n o t com posed o f a balanced
sex ratio, a m utant which would produce an excess o f the rare sex would leave m ore
descendants, and thus quickly drive the population to the otirer extreme. This process
would eventually lead the population towards an optim um 50:50. However, he also
hypotlresised tliat when the two sexes are no t equally costly to produce, the sex ratio
should be skewed towards the cheapest sex, in direct proportion to the difference in cost
between producing die two sexes.
Tliis Fisherian null hypothesis has been successfully challenged in several occasions,
notably because it is based on assum ptions which do not always hold true. Populations are
seldom infinite and sympatric, or com posed o f individuals o f similar fitness. Besides, if a
facultative m anipulation o f sex ratios is possible, we face a different game altogether, where
individuals can change sex ratios to maximise their fitness depending on particular
circumstances (Charnov 1982). In the case o f birds, females are the heterogametic sex
(ZW), so biases in sex ratio are expected to reflect die female’s interests, given that males
(ZZ) can only provide a single type o f sexual chrom osome.
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The evidence for adaptive variation in sex ratios can be divided into several categories
depending on the evolutionary pressure responsible for the adaptation:
1.

If the mating or dispersal patterns o f the offspring are such that close Idn are likely to
com pete against each otlier for m ating (Local Mate Com petition) or resources (Local
Resource Com petition), unequal sex ratios can evolve through Idn selection. M ost
examples o f this idnd are found in insects, particularly in parasitoids (Hamilton 1967),
but the argum ent has also been used to explain the skewed sex ratios found in some
mammals, like bush-babies Galago spp. (Clark 1978) and roe deer C capreolus (Hewison
& Gaillard 1996).

2.

If parental condition affects male and female offspring fitness to a different degree, it is
expected that parents in good condition should produce m ore offspring o f the costlier
sex (Trivers & Willard 1973). Tliis often leads to seasonal variations in sex ratio, as
parents reach their reproductive condition at different times. In red deer Cetvus elapbtis
for instance, sons are m ore costly to produce and, accordingly, females in better
condition give birth to m ore sons (Clutton-Brock 1991). T he pattern is reversed in the
case o f rhesus macaques Macaca mulatta, where subordinate females produce an excess
o f sons, which are less costly to produce in that species (Gom endio et al. 1990).

3.

Seasonal effects are not always due to variation in parental condition and purely
environm ental changes may influence variation in sex ratios. For instance tawny owls
Strix aluco adjust the sex ratio o f their broods in response to the availability o f voles
(Appleby et al. 1997). Seasonal trends in sex ratios are also very com m on in
Falconifoimes, but not always in the same direction. In this case it seems that the m ost
im portant constraint is m aturation time, which is different for tlie two sexes, and also
varies betw een species. It has been shown recently that the sign o f the bias in sex ratio
seems to depend on which gender has its fitness m ore negatively affected by date o f
hatcliing in the different species (Daan et al. 1996).

4.

Skewed sex ratios are often found in species which show cooperative breeding and in
w hich tlie roles o f helping vs. dispersal are sex determined (Gowaty & Lennartz 1985;
H einsolin et al. 1997). T he m ost strildng example is that o f the Seychelles warbler
Acrocephalus sechellensis. In tliis species females stay on tlie parents’ territory and help rear
subsequent clutches, whereas males disperse. K om deur et al. (1997) have shown that
sex-ratios in good quality territories are female biased, whereas those in poor quality
areas are male biased. This strategy is adaptive, as bad quality territories cannot support
helpers. These authors w ent further to show the same pattern experimentally, by
translocating birds betw een islands.
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5. A nother situation where sex ratio adjustm ent is adaptive is w hen offspring inherit
characters determ ining their attractiveness. Burley (1981,1986) has shown that sex
ratios in zebra finches 'Vaeniopygia giUtata are biased towards the sex o f the parent which
has been artificially made m ore attractive with colour rings. In the same line, female
blue tits Pams caemleus paired to males which survive to the next year have male-biased
clutches (Svensson & Nilsson 1996). In collared flycatchers Ficeduia albicollis., where tlie
white forehead patch o f the male is a sexually selected trait, the proportion o f males in
a given clutch is directly related to the size o f this patch (EUegren et al. 1996). As
variance in reproductive success is greater for males than for females, this is interpreted
in the sense that females obtain genetic benefits for their sons, either in the way o f
good genes effects or in Fisherian attraction.
6. There are other variables which have been found to correlate with sex ratio in some
bird species and whose function is not altogether clear. A m ongst them we find:
hatching date: great tits Pams -major produce male biased clutches late in the season
(LesseUs et al. 1996); female age: older m others produce m ore sons in red-winged
blackbirds Agelaius phoeniceus (Blank & Nolan 1983); male arrival date: late arriving
males have male biased clutches in the great reed warbler Acrocephalus arundinaceus
(Westerdahl et al. 1997).
The mechanisms responsible for skewed sex ratios are varied, and range from differential
implantation in mammals (Clutton-Brock 1991) to meiotic drive in some insects (Wüldnson
et al. 1998). In birds, sex is chromosomaUy determined, and tlie developm ent o f the egg is
external. Tliis explains the traditional neglect o f research into adaptive sex ratios in birds.
Until now, no mechanism by which a manipulation o f sex ratio could come about in birds
has been fuUy described, although several possibilities at different stages o f reproduction
have been suggested (Oddie 1998). T he manipulation could happen either at the time o f
chrom osom e segregation, during foUicle differentiation or after ovulation. T he second
possibility is suggested by tlie fact that no t aU ova develop into follicles (W ood-Gush &
Gilbert 1970), and by tlie potentiaUy different developmental rates that Z and W follicles
may have (Krackow 1995). Reabsortion after fecundation is aiiotlier possibility in species
where the lag betw een successive eggs is longer than a day (Oddie 1998). However, avian
reproductive biology is poorly understood and so far aU tliese m echanism s are notliing but
speculations.
T he main problem that research on bird sex ratios has encountered is the difficulty o f
measuring primary sex ratios, given that direct sex identification o f hatchlings is rarely
possible. Fledglings are t);pically sexed instead, but in this case differential mortality in the
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nest can be mistaken for variation in primary sex ratio. However, the recent developm ent
o f molecular markers which can be amplified through PCR, and which require minute
amounts o f D N A has made sex identification o f hatchlings feasible and quick (Griffiths et
al. 1996; Griffiths et al. in press). T he aim o f this study was to investigate w hether hatchling
sex ratios in the wülow warbler Phylloscopus twchilns depart from Fisherian ratios and to
analyse any skew found in relation to a set of male variables.

Methods
Between 1994 and 1997 blood samples from a total o f 69 clutches were coUected in Kippo
W ood (Fife, Scotland). M ost adults were ringed and extensively studied, so biometrical data
as well as arrival, pairing and hatching dates are loiown. Song was recorded from m ost
males, and analysed foÜowing the m ethodology outlined in Chapter 1. Five factors o f song
complexity; and perform ance were extracted from tliis analysis: 1) Repertoire size; 2) Song
length; 3) Song versatility;; 4) Repertoire diversity;; and 5) Repertoire fixation (see Chapter 1
for detaüs).
Blood samples were taken w hen tlie chicks were between 5 and 10 days o f age. Tliis sample
is representative o f the primary sex ratio as in a total sample o f 75 broods studied in this
population in tlie same period, no natural nestling mortality was detected. T he incidence o f
unfertile eggs is smaU (6.5% o f broods contained one unhatched egg). Blood samples were
taken by venipuncture o f the brachial vein, stored in lysis buffer (500mM

ED TA ) and

frozen in situ in a liquid nitrogen flask. T he samples were kept at —70°C in the lab. D N A
was extracted using a Chelex extraction m ethod (EUegren 1992). PCR amplifications were
perform ed on a PT C -100 therm al cycler (MJ Research Inc.). Reaction volumes o f 20 pL
included 3 pL o f the D N A extraction, 200 pM o f each dN T P, 1.5 mM MgC12, 20 pm ol o f
each o f the primers P8.3221

(5’-CTC CCA AG GA TGA GRA AY TG-3') and P2 (5’-

TC TG C A TC G CTA A A TCC TTT-3’)

(Griffiths et al. in press), and 0.15 units o f Taq

polymerase (l^romega). The standard Prom ega PCR lOx buffer was used for tlie reaction.
T he therm al treatm ent consisted o f an initial denaturing step at 94®C for 1 min 30s,
foUowed by 30 cycles o f 54°C for 45 s, 72°C for 45 s and 94®C for 30 s. A terminal cycle o f
54'’C for 1 min and an extension o f 72°C for 5 min com pleted the program (Griffiths et al.
in press). The PCR products were visualised in 3% agarose gels stained witli ethidium
bromide. In each gel run one adult bird o f each sex was included. A dult birds were sexed in
die field by differences in wing length and presence o f a brood patch (Svensson 1984). The
reliability; o f the molecular technique was assessed by looking at the band pattern o f 32
males and 28 females sexed on these criteria.
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1 he fragment amplified from the Z chrom osom e contains a restriction site which can be
cleaved by I laelll (Griffiths et al. 1996). I tested this pattern by digesting PCR products
from a male and a female. 5 units o f Haelll were added to a 8 pL o f PCR product in Ix
Gibco restriction buffer III and 50 ng p ‘ o f BSA in a total volum e o f 10 pL.
1 used a random isation procedure to test whether the frequency distribution and variance
o f sex ratios corresponded to that expected from a binomial distribution. This was done by
randomly redistributing the chicks over the observed broods 100 times, and calculating the
resulting sex ratio. The probability o f a given outcom e is directly calculated by dividing the
num ber o f runs in which a value greater than the observed one is found by the total
num ber o f runs. Analysis o f proportions such as sex ratio is best done by using a logit
transform ation (Sokal & R ohlf 1995), which makes the relations betw een proportions and
causative variables linear. Analysis o f sex ratio variation in relation to a range o f possible
variables was perform ed using a generalised hnear model with binomial errors and a logit
hnk (Genstat 5 Com m ittee 1993). The statistical significance o f each o f the possible
correlates was tested by looking at the change m deviance from the full model when a given
variable was rem oved from it. The significance of the change in deviance statistic has
approximately a y j distribution (Genstat 5 Com m ittee 1993).

Results
All adult birds (32 males, 28 females) were classified correctly by the pattern o f bands
resulting from PCR amplification. Males presented a single band at around 340 bp, and
females showed an additional band to that one at approximately 380 bp. Digestion by
Haelll resulted in the fragm entation o f the Z band into fragments o f 280 bp and 60 bp
approximately, whereas the W band remained uncut (Fig. 8.1) as expected (Griffiths et al.
1996). The pattern o f single vs double bands in the gel following amplification was thus
considered sufficient for sexing o f the chicks.

Figure 8.1. Agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide showing the amplification products o f a complete
family (1 to 6), with the parents (M, F). Males show one single band and females two. The last two lanes (m,
f) show the H a e lll digested male and female PCR products, revealing the presence o f a restriction site in the
male fragment. The ladder (L) is a 100 bp ladder (Promega), the lowest band is 100 bp.
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O f the 405 chicks sexed in total, 212 (52%) were male. This is not different from the
expected 50:50 ratio (G=0.89, d f = l, p>0.05). The population sex ratios did not depart
from the 50:50 ratio in any given year (G>2.6, d f= l, p>0.05; all years; Table 8.1).

# Males

# Females

Total

1994

40 (57%)

30 (43%)

70

1995

59 (48%)

64 (52 %)

123

1996

79 (57%)

60 (43 %)

139

1997

34 (47%)

39 (53 %)

73

All years

212 (52%)

193 (48 %)

405

Table 8.1. Numbers o f male and female willow warblers sexed from the sampled nests in Kippo Wood (19941997). These are primary sex ratios, there being no nestling mortality.

The frequency distribution o f the sex ratio in the broods did not differ from that expected
from a binomial distribution (Fig 8.2.a). I allocated randomly 100 times the total num ber o f
chicks o f each sex into the observed num ber o f clutch sizes and obtained a final
distribution which does not differ from that observed (G=8.291, df=9, p>0.05). I also
tested w hether the variance was greater than that expected under a random model, and
found it to be within the expected one (p>0.05; Fig. 8.2.b).
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Figure 8.2. Observed (n=69 broods, brood sizes 4-8) and expected (resampled data: 100 simulations) sex ratio
results. TTie two frequency distributions (a) do not differ significantly (G=8.291, df=9, p>0.05). The
distribution o f variances from the resampled data (b) shows that the observed variance in sex ratio (O) did
not differ from that expected (E), (p>0.05).
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If we look at the average sex ratio per clutch, there were no differences between years,
(i‘=1.16, df=3,55, P>0.05) although there seems to be a tendency for sex ratios to alternate
in direction between consecutive years (Fig. 8.3).
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Figure 8.3. Average sex ratio for each o f tire years o f the study (F=1.16, df=3,55, P>0.05).

The sample was divided into two sets, one consisting o f independent data points, where
only one clutch belonging to each male or female contributed to it, and a second one in
wliich I knew the sex ratios o f the clutch o f tlie same female in two consecutive years. For
the data set o f independent clutches I conducted a general linear m odel analysis with
several male characteristics as variables (Fable 8.2).
explanatory variable

df

change in
deviance

P

Repertoire size
Song length
Song versatility
E lem ent rate
Repertoire fixation
Arrival date
Pairing date
Survival
Age

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3.73
2.07
0.26
1.52
0.03
0.05
0.19
0.89
0.95

0.053
0.150
0.612
0.218
0.859
0.822
0.662
0.344
0.330

Table 8.2. Correlates o f the proportion o f males in the broods o f willow warblers. The change in deviance has
2

approximately a % distribution (Genstat 5 Committee 1993), and that is what the probabilit)' values
correspond to. The sample size is 50 independent broods.

The results show tliat only repertoire size did account for a substantial change in deviance
o f the full m odel (p=0.053). T he proportion o f males in the brood decreases with
increasing male song repertoire size (linear regression: t=-2.41, n= 50, p<0.016; p=-0.327;
Fig. 8.3).
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Figure 8.3. Proportion o f males in a brood in relation to the repertoire size o f the male. The regression line is:
logit transformed sex ratio=-0.3274-(0.13S^'repertoire size), (t=-2.41, n=50, p<0.016).

For a limited set o f females data on dieir brood sex ratios could be obtained for two
consecutive years. It is interesting to look at die repeatability o f hatching sex ratio because
it gives an indication o f the degree o f facultative manipulation that females can achieve.
The repeatability value (LesseUs & Boag 1987) for these 9 females is very low: r=-0.114.
This could be due to an inherent female age effect or to an effect o f the male on the sex
ratio o f the brood. I ran a two-way A N O V A widi year and divorce as factors and the male
characteristics as covariates. N either o f the factors is significant (year: F=1.637, d f = l,
p>0.05; divorce: F=0.05, d f ^ l , p>0.05), suggesting that female age is not responsible for
the change. However, the interaction between the two factors is significant (F=5.507, d f= l,
p<0.039). Females which pair again with the same male decrease the percentage o f males in
their broods, whereas those which change males, significandy increase it (Fig. 8.4).
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Figure 8.4. Change in sex ratio (logit transformed) for females wliich stay with their mates or change males in
two consecutive years. Females seems to decrease the proportion o f males in the brood it when remating with
an old male (F=5.507, d f= l, 8 , p<0.039).
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I'rom the 298 chicks sexed between 1994 and 1996, 48 (16%) were resigh ted or caught in
the following year. There are sex differences in this respect, and males are m ore lilcely to
recruit to the same population than females: 32 males (10.7%) and 16 females (5.36%) did
so, tills difference being significant on a G test (0= 5.436, d f = l, p<0.05). T he sex ratio o f a
clutch does not correlate with the probability o f recruiting young to the population (r=0.106, n= 50, p>0.05), nor did clutches w ith at least either one male, one female or one bird
recruiting have different sex ratios (t<0.6, n=50, p>0.05, for the three tests).

It would be very interesting to Imow if the two sexes are equally costly to produce, for tliat
would give us an idea about the possible benefits that biases in sex ratios may have. The
only way I can approach this problem is by looldng at differences in nestling size. However,
a difference in size or weight does n o t automatically m ean a difference in rearing cost.
Evidence so far shows that differences in size or weight do n o t correlate with differences in
cost or provisioning (Stamps 1990). F o r nine clutches, wing lengths and weights were
measured in the chicks. As the age o f the cliicks was n o t the same in all clutches, 1
standardised values witliin clutches. W ing length did n o t differ betw een male and female
nestlings (t=-0,17, df=55, p>0.05), b u t both weight and body condition (residual o f the
regression o f weight on wing length) were significantly higher in males than in females
(weight: t=3.70, df=55, p<0.001; body condition: t=3.9, df=55, p<0.001; Fig, 8.5).
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Figure 8.5. Sex differences in wing length, weight and body condition o f nestling willow warblers. Wing
length did not differ between male and female nestlings (t=-0,17, df=55, p>0.05), but both weight and body
condition were significantly higher in males than in females (weight; t=3.70, df=55, p<0.001; body condition;
t=3.9, df=55, p<0.001).

To check w hether the degree o f bias in the sex ratio o f a given clutch influences the
developm ent o f the rarer sex, I calculated the average wing, weight and body condition o f
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males and subtracted it from those o f females. Unfortunately the variation in sex ratio
present in this sample only ranges from female-biased to equality. H ow ever we can still test
w hether males do better in average when they are a minority in the nest or w hen the sex
ratio is equal. The correlations show tliat males have shorter wings (r=0.73, n= 9, p<0.05;
Fig. 8.7a) and tend to have lighter weights (r=0.62, n= 9, p<0.082; Fig. 8.7b) in femalebiased clutches. Body condition also shows a similar trend but the correlation is not
significant (r=0.51, n= 9, p>0.05).
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Figure 8.7. Males have lighter weights (b; t=0.68, n=9, p<0.05) and tend to have shorter wings (a: r=0.61,
n=9, p<0.082) in female-biased than in even-sex clutches

Discussion
N o discrepancies from Fisherian sex ratios were found in tlie studied population o f willow
warblers. This is in contrast to som e recent studies which have found significant departures
from binomial expectations in passerines, e.g. blue tit Parus camileus (Svensson & Nilsson
1996), great tit Pams major (LesseUs et al. 1996), or great reed warbler Acrocephalus
arundinaceus (Westerdahl et al. 1997), However, a 50:50 population wide sex ratio does not
exclude the occurrence o f adaptive individual m anipulations (Williams 1979).
O f aU male characteristics, only song repertoire size show ed a sizeable contribution to the
variation in sex ratio, and females paired to males with large repertotces had fewer sons
than those paired to males with smaU repertoires. This is contrary to expectations (e.g.
Burley 1981; EUegren et al. 1996) based on tlie inheritance o f characters wliich determine
attractiveness or fitness. I f reproductive success has higher variance in males, and females
use male ornam ents to assess quaUty in their partners, tlieory predicts that females should
produce m ore sons than daughters when paired to highly ornam ented males. In the case o f
the wiUow warbler, repertoire size does no t explain patterns o f pairing or extra-pair
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paternity (Chapter 6 <k 7). Repertoire size was however the only variable that predicted
offspring suivival, and suiwival in birds older than second years (Chapter 5).
O ne possible confounding variable is that o f female age or breeding experience. M ost adult
females which return to breed pair with their previous male if he is available (Chapter 6). It
is likely that there is a hidden correlation in the data set betw een female age and male song
repertoire. T he negative correlation betw een song repertoire and proportion o f sons in the
clutch could be due to older females producing an excess o f females. Age effects on sex
ratios have been found in the red-winged blackbird Agehms phoemcem\ although in the
opposite direction (Blank & N olan 1983): older females produce m ore sons. By loolting at
the sample o f females studied in two different years we can test if there is a consistent age
effect. The data show that only females wliich mate again with the previous male increase
the num ber o f daughters. If tliere was a genuine female age/experience effect we would
expect all females to show die same change. The fact that the change in sex ratio between
years is correlated with the change in song versatility betw een the males, or the same male
in two consecutive years, seems to give support to a sex ratio adjustm ent based on male
characteristics. Why would a female produce a female-biased sex ratio when paired to a
male w ith a large repertoire?
If females are less costly to produce, som ething which the sex difference in hatching weight
may suggest, although this is n o t necessarily true (see Stamps 1990), it would seem that
older females are reducing their breeding expenditure in broods raised later in life. This will
not make evolutionary^ sense unless the probability o f surviving increases with age for
females, in which case it could pay females to reduce the breeding effort and maximise the
num ber o f years rather than the breeding output o f each breeding attempt. This is opposite
to what has been found in other passerines like the collared flycatcher, in which the
probability o f surviving does not vary with age for adults (Gustafsson & Part 1990), and
where females increase their parental investm ent the older they are (Part et al. 1992).
O ne possible explanation for tlie negative correlation betw een male biased sex ratio and
repertoire size is based on the sex based phüopatry which this species shows, lilre m ost
passerines (Clarke et al. 1997). Females disperse further, and the probability o f a male chick
returning to breed to die same population is double to that o f a female (see Results). As
viability^ is related to the expression o f song repertoire size (Chapter 5), a female paired to a
male o f large repertoire should have higher chances o f producing surviving offspring than
one paired to a male with a small repertoire. If the probability o f this offspring recruiting to
the population is high enough, a female may benefit by adjusting the sex ratio o f the brood
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in order to reduce the am ount o f local com petition between Idn for m ating opportunities
(Hamilton 1967) or resources (Clark 1978). Tliis could be achieved by moving the sex ratio
away from the m ost competitive sex, in this case males (Bradbury et al. (1997) make a
similar suggestion for the European starling Sturnus vulgaris). T his suggestion fits with the
evidence that females decrease the percentage o f males in the clutch w hen pairing again
with the same male.
O ne prediction from this hypothesis is that the probability o f a male chick recruiting
should be related to the sex ratio o f the brood it has originated from. This prediction is not
m et by my results, but given the low survival rates am ong fledglings, the data set is
probably too limited to test it. Body condition at fledging correlates with the probability o f
surviving in the collared flycatcher, another trans-Saharian migratory passerine (Linden et
al. 1992). If this also is the case in the willow warbler, the fact tliat males raised in femalebiased broods tend to have worse body condition than their sisters suggests that female
offspring are being favoured in female-biased broods. This may have repercussions on the
viabüit)7 o f these cliicks. Further w ork in the levels o f begging and chick com petition in
clutches is necessary to elucidate how the rare sex fares in broods o f biased sex ratio.
It is not possible to determine die adaptive nature o f the pattern found w ithout further
experimental research. The 100% accuracy obtained in the sexing on die adult birds and
the wide range o f species to wliich this technique is applicable, makes die PCR procedure
developed by Griffiths et al. (in press) the m ethod o f choice in studying sex ratio in bird
broods. Results can be obtained in a very short time, and this would allow experimental
manipulations in hatchling sex ratios. These experiments are necessary in order to test die
validity o f any adaptive hypothesis put forward to explain patterns o f sex ratio variation in
the wüd.
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Chapter 9

MALE RESPO NSE TO D IFFE R E N T SONG
REPERTOIRE SIZES

A b stra c t
A playback experiment was perform ed to test the hypothesis that large song repertoires
elicit higher aggressive responses than small ones. Each experimental bird was tested with
both small and large repertoires on different days. T he results do not show an effect of
either the ty^pe o f stimulus or tlie order o f presentation, but the interaction between these
two factors is statistically significant. Males increased their response to the second playback
if this one was the large repertoire, and decreased their response if it was the small one. It is
suggested that the birds perceived the differences betw een stimuli, but the experimental
design was n o t sensitive enough to detect a difference in the response.

I n tro d u c tio n
Sexual selection has been considered as a dual

process ever since its first formulation

(Darwin 1871). Darwin recognised that the evolution o f

exaggerated secondary sexual

characters could be explained by two different mechanisms. T he first consisted o f
com petition “between individuals o f the same sex, generally the males, in order to kill or
drive away theit rivals” , and the second was that in which tlie exaggerated traits were used
“to excite or charm tliose o f the opposite sex,

generally the females,

remain passive, but select tlie m ost agreeable partners” .

which no longer

These two m odes are often

referred to as “intrasexual” or “male-male com petition” , and “intersexual” or “ female
choice” respectively (Bradbury & Davies 1987; Anderssoii 1994).
The distinction betw een these two mechanisms is often blurred in nature. Females may
choose males by assessing traits which are mainly used in male-male com petition (WestEberhard 1983), or even choose territory characteristics wliich are ultimately correlated
with some male trait which they are n o t even able to perceive (Whey & Poston 1996).
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Further, the effects o f sexual selection by male com petition are not always easy to separate
from those o f natural selection. For instance, males with exaggerated secondary traits may
enhance their probability o f surviving by being better at obtaining resources outside the
breeding season, w idiout this directly affecting their m ating success (Rohwer 1982).
Sexual selection by male contest com petition faces fewer problem s in its theoretical
modelling than that based on m ate choice (e.g. heritability'^ o f fitness is n o t a prerequisite),
and the two mechanisms possess different evolutionary dynamics (Andersson 1994). Thus,
assessing which one o f the two mechanisms is operating in a certain case is a useful
exercise in itself, which can help explain the evolution and m aintenance o f different mating
systems (Bradbury & Davies 1987). A furtlier problem is that signals used in both
m echanism are likely to be the same. This is because only costly signals can evolved to be
used in female choice or male-male contests, as only tliese good can signal male quality and
are thus n o t amenable to cheating (Zahavi 1975; G rafen 1990).
T he two main functions o f birdsong, namely m ate attraction and territorial defence
(Darwin 1871; Catchpole & Slater 1995), tit nicely with die two m odes o f sexual selection.
However, the evolutionary pressures brought about by these two mechanisms do not seem
to follow universal directions, and can lead song characteristics to either simplicity or
complexity depending on the species studied (Read & Weary 1992).
Tests o f the effects o f sexual selection by male-male com petition should dem onstrate that
individuals with high values o f the trait under study accrue enhanced m ating success as a
result o f being better at com peting for resources widi odier males. In the case o f song
repertoires in territorial passerines, a necessary p ro o f o f the role o f sexual selection by male
com petition should provide evidence that males widi larger repertoires are better at
obtaining or defending territories than those with small ones. Ideally, the trait should be
experimentally modified, but diis it is n o t technically n o t possible as yet.
The best dem onstration o f these effects conies from experiments where territories are
artificially occupied with loudspeakers broadcasting different repertoire sizes. Two
experiments done on great tits Pams major (Krebs et al. 1978) and red-winged blackbirds
Agelaius phoeniceus (Yasukawa 1981) have show n that tiiose territories where repertoires are
played back remain unoccupied for longer dian those where single songs are used.
By contrast, it is n o t so straightforward to interpret experiments where die response of
territorial males to different song repertoire sizes is m easured (Searcy 1992). However, a
case can be m ade for these experiments, because even if a m ore aggressive response is not
functional per se, as Searcy argues, we can consider that differences in response reflect
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different degrees o f danger as perceived by tlie territorial male, and which are conveyed by
the different repertoires. This could be so if repertoire size correlates with male quality^ or
the male’s resource-holding potential (Stoddard et al. 1988). There is som e evidence now
for this in several species (Lambrechts & D ho n d t 1986; H iebert et al. 1989; H orn et al.
1993; Lampe & Espm ark 1994), as well as in the wHow warbler (Chapter 3 & 5).
Several experiments have tested for differences in tlie response o f territorial males to small
and large repertoires (Lemon et al. 1981; Searcy 1983; Catchpole 1989) but m ost have faded
to find a significant effect. However, it could be argued (Stoddard et al. 1988) that the
playback designs used in m ost o f these studies are not sensitive to the question being
asked. This last article reports significant differences in the response o f song sparrows
Melospii^ melodia to songtype variation w hen a m ore sensitive playback design is used.
According to the authors, the main error o f other studies was in m easuring the immediate
response o f the bird, which is typically maximal, given the immediate im pact o f an
intrusion. In tliis context, ad response variables show a ceding effect, which obscures any
m otivational difference that tlie stimuli may bring about in a less aggressive situation.
Stoddard et al. (1988) avoided this by conducting the playback from outside the territories,
and by looking at the long-term response rather the immediate one.
The present experim ent uses this approach to test the response o f territorial wdlow
warblers to smaU and large repertoires. T he working assum ption is that if birds with large
repertoires are better quality males, territorial birds should show higher and m ore sustained
levels o f aggression towards the playback o f large repertoires than towards that o f a single
soiigt)'pe.

M e th o d s
Subjects were 16 male wdlow warblers holding territories in two smaU mixed woods o f
birch, willow and spruce in E ast Fife (Kippo W ood and RedweUs W ood), Scotland. The
approxim ate total populations o f these w oods are 80 and 60 territorial males respectively.
Experim ents were perform ed betw een 0900 and 1200 hours betw een 27 May and 4 June
1997. The exact breeding status o f 10 o f the males was known, and ad o f these were paired
and dieir female was incubating. This was probably the case for ad subjects, as during these
dates ad know n females in the m ore extensive breeding study in K ippo W ood had already
begun to incubate. T he precise limits o f the territories were Imown prior to the experiment.
These territories had been stable for at least two weeks, the time at wliich the last arrival
had squeezed into the area.
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The rationale o f the experimental design comes mainly from Stoddard et al. (1988). The
intention was to simulate as mild as possible an intrusion, so that ceiling effects in the
response were avoided. T he experim ent did not start until the females were no longer
fertile, and was thus after the period during wliich males show their liighest aggression
towards playback (Aividsson 1992). The loudspeaker was placed 15 m outside tlie territory,
on the ground. To avoid conflicts with other neighbours, only territories wliich bordered
barley or rape plantations were used.
Before the fuU playback was presented, birds were attracted to the territory boundary by
playing songs from the loudspeaker at a rate o f one song per minute. The rationale o f this
warming-up period was to make sure that all birds were witliin hearing range and at the
same distance from the loudspeaker. All subjects came to the desired location in less than 4
min. D uring tliis period none o f them received less than 2 songs or m ore than 4 (average
2.8, SD=0.34), so it seems reasonable to think that tliis caused no bias in the results. O nce
the bird was within sight, the playback started. The only response variable m easured was
the num ber o f songs per minute that the bird sang in response. This variable was recorded
during three periods o f observation: during the 3 min that the playback lasted (D U R IN G ),
a first post-experim ental period o f 5 m in (POST-1), and furdier period o f 5 m in (POST-2).
A total o f 8 sets o f playback stimuli were used. These were recorded in the previous two
years from 8 males with large repertoires that were no longer resident in the area and which
none o f the experimental subjects had had as neighbours. Each set o f stimuli was prepared
by editing good song recordings from the subject, and classifying the songs into clusters
looldng at the elements that the songs had in com m on (see Chapter 1 for a detailed
description o f the technique), I wül use the term songtype instead o f cluster for
convenience. For the different stimuli, very defined clusters o f song variants were chosen,
so that different songtypes only share one or two elements with each other. E ach set o f
stimuli was com posed o f a S IN G L E SO N G T Y PE stimulus, which was com posed o f
random presentations o f 8 different recordings o f one songtype; and a R E P E R T O IR E
stimulus, which was also com posed o f random songs from 2 different recordings from
each o f 4 songtypes (see Fig. 9.1 for an example). The R E P E R T O IR E stimulus always
included as one o f the songs that used as tire SIN G L E S O N G T Y P E stimulus. N ote that
both stimuli were com posed o f the same num ber o f different recordings, so that the effect
o f any possible background effects was minimised. Songs were edited with SIG N A L and
m odified so that they all had the same average volume. E ach stimulus track was 3-min long
and was recorded on different tracks on a D A T machine.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 9.1. Sonograms o f four songs used as stimuli in the experiment. They are all from die same individual.
Songs a and b correspond to the same songlype, whereas c and d are representatives o f other two different
songtypes. Tlie x axis represents 3 seconds, and the y axis runs from 1 kHz to 8 IcHz.
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The experim ent was carried out using a SO N Y D A T recorder T C D -D 8, and a N A G R A
DSM M O N rrO R loudspeaker. The volume was the same in all trials, and was adjusted to
sound a bit louder than what a willow warbler sounds like in the field to an observer. A
coaxial cable o f 20 m connected the loudspeaker to the tape recorder, allowing die
experim enter to control the bird’s response from that distance.

Each o f the 16 birds received a single set o f stimuli, in a balanced order so that half o f
them were tested widi the R E P E R T O IR E stimulus first, and the other half with the
8ÏNGT1Î SONG'ITTPE, first. Each set o f stimuli was used twice, but the order o f
presentation was different in the two occasions. Following ICroodsma’s recom m endations
(1990) for the design o f playback experiments,

a single-way A N O V A was run for the

response variable in each o f the two conditions and periods, to test for possible spurious
effects o f any o f the tapes. N one o f these analyses were significant (all Fs>1.21, d f= 7 ,l), so
it was concluded that each o f the two experiments done widi each set o f tapes could be
pooled together in a W dcoxon signed-rank test. This approach was preferred to
K roodsm a’s suggestion

o f treating each set o f stimuli as a single data

point.

PseudorepUcation was n o t considered an issue in the post-hoc A N O V A done to test for
effects o f order o f presentation and interaction, because only one bird or stimulus was
present in the groups created after splitting the data into factors.

R esults
All birds responded to the warming-up playback by approaching the border o f the territory
and displaying. Typically die bird twitches the taÜ and wings, which are held sHghdy
unfolded, while it appears to look around for the source o f the sounds, turning the body
sideways (Ivlay 1949; M archetti 1993). Flights between branches and trees are com m on, but
often difficult to quantify, and dius were n o t used as a measure o f response. In two cases
the response also involved intensive liigh-pitched caUing, and extreme levels o f arousal.
T he playback in diese two cases was stopped, as die aim o f die experim ent was to provoke
m oderate responses. O ne o f these birds was seen close to its female, which suggests that
the liigh response was due to die female being in die fertile period (Arvidsson 1992).
While the playback lasted, m ost birds did not sing m uch, though som e did. This response
seems to reflect an individual style, which may be related to the particular stage o f breeding
or other individual variables. Birds showed high consistency in how m uch they sang during
playback regardless o f the stimulus being presented. T he correlation between song
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responses for the same bird in the two trials was very high (t\ = 0.810, n=16, p < 0.01; Fig.
9.2). The singing response normally began after playback stopped. The quality o f the songs
also changed, though no recording were made that could allow objective comparisons.
Songs produced during or immediately after playback were fainter and shorter, with highpitched calls interspersed amongst them , as previously described (Jarvi et al. 1980).
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Figure 9.2. Iiitra-iiidividual correlation between the number o f songs produced in the two experimental trials.

The experimental design was aimed at com paring the response o f individuals betw een the
two different experimental conditions. T here were no significant differences in any o f the
three stages o f tlie playback (Wücoxon signed-rank tests: z=-0.806, ns, during playback;
z —- 1.450, ns, in the first post-experim ental period; and z=-1.580, ns, in the second postexperimental period; n= 16 for all tests). T he average response to the single songtype was
always lower tlian to the song repertoire, and tliis difference tended to increase with time
from the playback, although it was never statistically significant (Fig. 9.3).
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Figure 9.3. Average number o f songs in response to the two experimental conditions. Upper line is the
response to the repertoire, and the lower one the response to the single songtype.
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An analysis o f variance was run to test for possible effects o f order o f presentation. Here,
the power o f intra-subject comparisons disappears, but it is still a useful analysis to test for
habituation and sensitisation effects. The results confirm those found before, that there
were no differences o f response to the two experimental conditions (see Table 9.1). N o
significant effects o f order o f presentation were found either, but the interaction o f the two
factors were significant in both post-experimental periods: birds exposed first to the
repertoire stimulus, decreased their response when subsequently tested with the single
songtype; tliose tested first with tlie single songtype increase tlietr response when tiie
repertoire was presented in the second session (Fig 9.4).

Repertoire size

O rder o f presentation

Interaction

D U R IN G

0.110

0T98

2.154

POST-1

1.271

0.248

10.061

POST-2

0.724

0.002

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

p<0.01

3.981

ns

p<0.05

I'able 9,1. Results o f the two-way A N O \h \ run separately for the variable number o f songs produced in
response at the three different stages o f the playback. F and significance values are shown, d f = (1, 28) in all
cases.
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Figure 9.4. Average number o f songs (±2SE) in response to tlie two experimental conditions, depending on
the position in the order o f presentation. See how there are no differences in response between stimuli or
order o f presentation, but an interaction between the two.
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D isc u ssio n
The results did n o t support the hypothesis diat repertoires elicit greater aggressive response
than single songtypes in territorial willow warblers. However, there is an interesting pattern
consistent with the predictions if the data are analysed talting into account the long-term
response o f the subjects. T he interaction o f the response w ith the order o f presentation o f
the playback stimuli suggests that the subjects did react differently to the repertoire,
although this could not be picked up by the experimental design.
Playback experiments conducted on territorial males do not always allow a straightforward
interpretation (Searcy 1992). T he fact that repertoires seem to reduce habituation, as the
results suggest, cannot be seen as a function o f song in that context, as tliere would seem
to be no advantage to intruders to induce higher levels o f aggression. As Searcy et al.
(Searcy et al. 1995) have pointed out: “eliciting aggressive responses cannot be considered a
function o f song” . The response m ust be placed in tire context where it occurs. A playback
simulates an attem pt at settling a territory in the neighbourhood o f other male’s territory,
(jakobsson 1988) has shown that birds that have held a territory for m ore than one season
regain their territory from a new settler if they are rem oved for some days from their
territories, whereas first year males do n o t manage to do so. Given that this experiment has
been carried out when aU birds were aheady paired, we would expect the subjects to be
extremely defensive over their territory and to show high persistence in its defence, given
the pay-off asymmetiy betw een owner and intruder (Maynard Smitli & Parker 1976;
Leimar & Enquist 1984). In four years o f observations, I have never obseiwed a take-over
by a new male after females have arrived and paired up. Under these circumstances, it
seems reasonable to expect the territorial male to defend his territory by all means
regardless o f w ho is the intruder. T he failure o f many studies to show discrimination
between repertoire and single songtype in tliis situation could well be the consequence o f
this ceiling effect.
It makes sense to tliink o f a short playback experiment as a take-over attem pt followed by a
complete retreat. It should be stressed that the lack o f song after the playback is also a
signal. T he territorial bird is faced with the Itiiid o f inform ation that it would get if an
intruder had given up a take over attem pt after having been challenged by him. In a sense it
is a victory for the territory owner, and his motivational state m ust reflect this delusion.
T he fact that die bird encounters the same intrusion again a day later and responds
differendy depending on die repertoire size seems to imply that this variable conveys some
inform ation about the quality o f the male or its m otivation to fight. W e know that
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individual willow warblers sing with similar am ounts o f immediate variety (see Chapter 1),
so tliis inform ation is probably static (G erhardt 1992) and typical o f the individual, rather
than context dependent. The increased response found may thus be functional if large
repertoires signal higher Resource Holding Potential, and therefore pose a higher threat.
This is very likely in this species, as repertoire size increases witli age (Chapter 3) and is a
good predictor o f suntival in birds older than two-years (Chapter 5), A relationship
between male quality^ (e.g. dom inance, territory size, age) and repertoire has been found in
several other species (Lambrechts & D ho n d t 1986; Hiebert et al. 1989; H orn et al. 1993;
Lampe & Espm ark 1994).
A remarkable result was the intra-individual correlation betw een the responses to the two
playbacks. It suggests that variation betw een individuals in response m ight account for the
greater part o f the variance in response. This means that m uch larger sample o f
experimental males would be necessary in order to tests for differences in response. This
variation in response is likely to be individual, given tliat aU birds were at the same stage o f
the breeding stage. Strength o f response has been used as an indication o f male quality^, and
it could be argued that those birds that responded with m ore songs were o f higher quahly.
However, song is only one com ponent o f response, and such an experiment should
quantify other behaviours like flights or attack to a dummy.
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CONCLUSIONS

THE TRAIT
Song and singing
The multivariate analysis o f die song o f die willow warbler revealed five principal
com ponents: 1) repertoire size, 2) song lengdi, 3) song versatility, 4) elem ent rate; and 5)
repertoire fixation. Repertoire size is die m ost variable song characteristic between
individuals, and is highly repeatable within individuals in die same year. There are no
songtypes as such, but sequences o f elements w ith radier high probabilities o f transition
am ong them. The organisation o f diese sequences forms a hierarchically branching pattern.
Although the elem ent repertoire can be large, some elements appear very often, and there
is a limited core o f song sequences which birds use m uch more frequently than others. The
singing style suggests diat consecutive songs are drawn at random from the repertoire o f
elem ent sequences.
Repeatability and heritability
Heritabüities could not be calculated due to the small sample size available and the
confounding factor o f extra-pah fertilisations. However, repeatabilities for several song
characteristics (repertoire size, song length and versatility) were bodi significant and
substantial (>0.4). Given a m hiim um heritability, the song characteristic which would have
die liighest value o f additive genetic variance is repertohe size.

CORRELATES

Age
In the analysis o f age and song, both cross-sectional and longitudinal approaches showed
that several song characteristics change with age. These were: repertoire size, element rate
and song versatility^ Changes occur mainly betw een the second and thhd year, with no
hnportant developm ent from that age on. In terms o f the developm ent o f sexual
characteristics, this can be seen as evidence that die song is not fully developed until die
b k d is in its tliird year.
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Arrival date
Arrivai date has been shown to be an im portant com ponent of fitness in several species o f
migratory passerines. In this population o f willow warblers, older males arrived earlier, and
two song characteristics were found to predict arrival date: repertoire size and song length.
Birds that arrived earlier had larger repertoires and shorter songs.
Male survival
The song characteristics that predict male survival were different for second years and
older birds. Individuals with long songs in dieir second year were less lilccly to survive tlian
those widi short ones. In older birds, however, survival was positively correlated widi song
repertoire and elem ent rate. T he general tendency is for all these diree variables to change
the sign o f the regression with survival in the two age classes.
Reproductive success
Repertoire size was die only song characteristic diat predicted die num ber o f young
fledging from a male’s nest. A lthough repertoire size did not correlate with num ber o f
recruits, males with large repertoires were m ore likely to have at least one recruit in the
population than males widi short repertoires.

FEMALE CHOICE
N o song characteristic explained female pairing patterns consistendy. In som e years some
variables had some predictive value, but die effect was n o t consistent between years.
Considering only those males diat arrived before the first female, diere was a very high
correlation between pairing date and male arrival date. This can be taken to imply that
females are choosing territory quality rather dian males. Extra-pair pa ternit)^ was com m on
in die population, with 43% o f nests having at least one extra-pah nestling. Cuckolded
males had significandy shorter songs, b u t diere were no differences in repertohe size or any
odier m easured variable. T o die extent diat females control extra-pah fertilisations, tliis
constitutes a measure o f m ate choice.

MALE-MALE COMPETITION
I tested the effect o f song repertohe size in the response o f territorial males to playback. It
was predicted that if repertoire size signalled male quality', males should respond more
strongly or for longer to die playback o f a repertohe than to a single songty'pe. There were
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no differences betw een the response to tliese two conditions. However, there was an
interaction betw een die treatm ent and die order o f presentation o f playback. This suggests
diat, although die experimental design failed to pick up differences in response, birds were
som ehow able to perceive differences betw een the two treatments.

BEHAVIOUR DURING THE FERTILE PERIOD
Mate guarding in tiiis species was characterised by a pronounced drop in singing. Song did
not seem to act as a paternity guard, and intrusions by other males were not related to the
song rate o f the territory owner. Song rate was no t liigher when intrusions occurred.
Probably, the m ost effective paternity guard is close contact. The evidence runs counter the
predictions o f die fertility announcem ent hypo diesis (hfoUer 1991).

WHAT DID NOT WORK...
In three consecutive years I tried to record die contribution o f males to die feeding o f the
chicks. I tried hides (liandmade bush style and commercial ones), video recording
(liandycams and black-and-white cell cams) and an automatic detection system (my own
brainchild) widi different magnets on the rings o f male and female. N one o f diese worked.
T he reasons for diis are manifold, but they come down to die wariness o f males when
feeding die chicks. O ne expects evolution to select very strongly any behaviour diat avoids
nest predation, so it is not a surprise that feedings at the nest are so difficult to watch.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The succinct rationale o f the research done in this thesis is the following paradox: assuming
diat repertoires are cosdy to produce and store (e.g. Canady et al. 1984), why do males have
repertoires rather than a single song? A possible reason is diat, if only males o f good quality
or in good condition are able to produce these repertoires, good quality males would
outweigh the costs o f the repertoire by increased benefits in m ating success (Zahavi 1975;
Sutherland & D e Jong 1991). 1 his is because females pay a higher reproductive cost than
males in m ost organisms. Thus, to the extent that male quality' influences offspring viability
(via direct benefits or good genes), females should be more discriminating than males when
choosing mates (Andersson 1994). In the case o f m onogam ous birds, variance in male
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m ating success can com e about by differential female fertility, differential female parental
effort, or tlirough extra-pair paternity' (Price et al. 1988; Birkhead &c Moller 1992).
Male age was found to correlate witli repertoire size in tliis study. If we only consider males
wliicli have completely developed tlieh song (i.e. older tlian second-years), there is a
positive correlation betw een repertoire size and survival. The probability of a male having
an offspring recruiting in the population was also correlated with repertoire size. Thus,
tliere is some evidence tliat repertoire size correlates with male quality. Repertoire size was
repeatable (0.49) once the song was fully developed. A ldiough this does no t m ean diat the
trait is heritable, die large phenotypic variance o f the trait suggests that, given a ininimum
heritability, substantial levels o f additive genetic variance may exist for this trait (Houle
1992).
N um ber o f fledglings was positively correlated with repertoire size, even w hen the effect o f
arrival date was taken into account. As diere was no nestling mortality in the population
during the period o f the study, num ber o f fledglings is probably a very close correlate o f
clutch size, i.e. females laid m ore eggs when m ated to males with large repertokes.
However, female choice bore no relation to repertohe size. Females paked fkst widi early
arriving males. It seems reasonable to conclude that other variables o f male quality' which I
did no t measure, hke song rate, may have influenced diis choice. Females did not use
repertohe size either w hen choosing extra-pah partners. A nodier characteristic, song
length, seemed to be behhid diis choice, and males with short songs were m ore Hltely to be
cuckolded. T he evidence for indhect selection o f repertohe size is thus scarce and
conflicting.
The effects o f song repertokes in male-male com petition were examined by means o f a
playback experiment. The results did not provide conclusive evidence o f an effect o f
repertohe in male-male competition. However, this Itind o f experiment is n o t the ideal way
o f resting for effects o f repertohe size in male-male competition. Speaker replacement
experiments in empty territories have been the best approach so far (e.g. l<hebs ct al. 1978).
Taken together, the evidence gathered in this thesis suggests that, although repertohe size
correlates with several measures o f male quality, the m aintenance o f this trait does not
seem to be based in a disproportionaUy Ihglier m ating benefit. W ithout loiowing the cost of
repertohe size, it is no t possible to assess to w hat extent repertokes are maladaptive.
Besides, repertokes may confer additional benefits n o t measured here. For instance, large
repertokes may allow males to m atch neighbours’ songs (Slater 1981). It has been found in
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other species that birds that share songs have higher reproductive success tlian tliose that
do n o t (Beletsky & Orians 1989). Beecher et al. (1994) suggested diat repertoire sharing,
rather than repertoire size, was die target o f sexual selection in the song sparrow. Although
they did n o t specify w hedier tiiis selection would come about by male-male com petition or
by m ate choice, as song sharing reflects breeding experience and previous territory
occupancy, it could play an im portant role in both mechanisms. Males prospecting for
territories could use tliis trait to assess the hlcelihood diat the ow ner would defend die
territory (experiments have shown diat previous occupancy is an im portant factor in
contests over territories: Jakobsson 1988), and females could make use of tiiis inform ation
to choose experienced, successful males.
A n interesting possibility for the evolution o f repertoire size is suggested by the low
repeatability o f repertoire size w hen we consider second-years in the calculation. Aldiough
die repeatability o f die fully developed trait is higher, what diis effectively means is diat a
female could not use this trait as a reliable indicator o f die bird’s ‘genetic’ or final
repertoire, unless she can assess the m ale’s age. Similar scenarios have been found for otiier
traits, lilte badges in sparrows (Veiga 1995) and spurs in pheasants (G rahn & von Schantz
1994). Tliis m ight be the reflection o f a hidden trade-off between current reproduction and
survival (sensu Williams 1966). If the costs o f the expression o f a sexual character are
negatively correlated widi die time taken to develop diem, individuals o f low quality could
accelerate die developm ent o f a trait at the expense o f survival possibilities. If this trait is
sexually selected, the benefits o f the current year’s reproductive success may render this
strategy adaptive. If this is die case, a survival pattern like that found in Fig. 5.5 is to be
expected.
Furdier research in tliis species should answer two im portant questions diat were not
taclded in this diesis: the relationship between song rate and repertoire size, and the quality'
o f male paternal care in relation to song characteristics. A nother interesting issue is whether
females are able to control EPCs, and what the costs o f these might be. Ideally,
experimental manipulation o f E PP should be attempted. A fascinating topic wliich remains
to be analysed in the tapes I have recorded in K ippo is the phenom enon o f song sharing.
Males that have been neighbours for long share a large proportion o f their repertoires,
m uch m ore than young males new to the area. This might indicate the presence o f a
constraint that would render song sharing an honest signal o f breeding experience and
previous territory occupancy. The interface o f this function with song learning strategics
and constraints seems worth exploring.
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ERRATA E T A D D E N D A

The following tj^pos have been detected:

® page 36, line 17: it should be “anotliet” instead o f “odier” .
© page 78, line 17: it should be “sexes” instead o f “sex” .
© page 79, the last sentence should be substituted by; “O ne o f these cases is tlie willow
warbler, where variation in song repertoire size does not explain patterns of female
choice in die field (Chapter 6)” .
© page 93, hue 20: it should be “for die variadon “ instead o f “for a

the variation” .

© Page 127, Hue 22; it should be “Fig. 5.4” instead o f “Fig. 5.5”.
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